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$4,200.That is the total cost of The operation has succeeded in OSS

achieving its objectives. We thank Allah for His blessings. O
The strategy of al Qaeda was to strike big while the enemy was off guard.The blessed opera-

tions ofWashington and New York represent the greatest special operations in the history of

man. Nineteen men ended the lives of almost three thousand Americans, cost the U.S. treas-

ury trillions of dollars, and embroiled America in a War on Terror that it would definitely even-

tually lose. America has spent time, effort, and money to prevent a large scale attack such as

9-1 1 from ever occurring again. Even though that is what they state, on our side we believe

that if Allah willed it no security measures could stand in the way ofthe mujahidin from re-

peating the glory ofthe operations ofWashington and New York. However, to bring down

America we do not need to strike big. In such an environment of security phobia that is

sweeping America, it is more feasible to stage smaller attacks that involve less players and

less time to launch and thus we may circumvent the security barriers America worked so hard

to erect. This strategy of attacking the enemy with smaller, but more frequent operations is

what some may refer to as the strategy of a thousand cuts. The aim is to bleed the enemy to

death.

We dedicate this issue to cover exclusive material of Operation Hemorrhage.We reveal for

the first time the details ofthe operation and we correct the erroneous information that has

been spreading through the airwaves.

In this special issue of Inspire, the Head ofthe Foreign Operations Team will cover the gen-

eral details and objectives ofthe operation, Ikrimah al-Muhajir will go through some ofthe

technical details ofthe device, Yahya Ibrahim will go through the economic leverage of such

an operation and Shaykh Ibrahim ai-Banna will discuss the religious objectives.We will also

post some photos we took forsome ofthe items we included in the packages.
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We would like to congratulate the Muslim nation for the success ofour operation and we ask

them to pray for us that Allah enables us to carry on this fight against America, the head ofto-

day's Crusade.
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subtect: operation hemorrhage
DATE:11/02/2010
STATEMENT NO: 26

QA'IDAHAL-JIHAD
IN THE ARABIAN PENINSULA

operation Hemorrhage

All praise is due to Allah and may His peace and blessings be upon His Messenger and his companions and family.

Allah says: {And let not those who disbelieve think they will escape. Indeed, they will not cause failure} [8: 59]

We, in the al Qaeda ofthe Arabian Peninsula would like to convey to our nation the glad news and the awaited sur-

prise:We have been enabled by Allah to blowup a UPS cargo plane on the 3rd of September, 2010, after its takeoff

from Dubai International Airport.

We have succeeded in bringing down the UPS plane but because the enemy's media did not attribute the operation to

us we have remained silent so we may repeat the operation. This time we sent two explosive packages, one was sent

through UPS, and the other through FedEx.

We would like to ask: Why didn't the enemy reveal the truth about what happened with the downed UPS plane? Is it

because the enemy could not discover why the plane was brought down? Or was it because the Obama administra-

tion wanted to conceal the truth so it doesn't expose the failure of his administration especially that it was during an

election season?

We would like to say to Obama:We have struck against your aircrafts twice within one year and we will continue di-

recting our blows towards your interests and the interests of your allies.

With the praise of Allah, our developed explosive device gives the option of detonation in the air or at the point of ar-

rival and it is designed to evade the latest bomb detection methods.

We would like to tell the al-Saud government that Allah has exposed your treason and collaboration with the Zionists.

The packages were being sent to Jewish synagoges and yet you interfered to defend them. May Allah's curse be upon

the transgressors.

Since the two operations have succeeded, it is our plan to disseminate the idea to the mujahidin worldwide and to

expand its deployment onto both Civilian aircraft in the West as well as Cargo aircraft.

Our Shaykh Usama bin Ladin, may Allah protect him, said:"lf our messages can reach you bywords, then they wouldn't

/ have traveled by planes. .

."

May peace and blessings be upon His Messenger and his family.

al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula

11/02/2010
1
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1 We are waiting for the intelligent U.S. intelligence to tell us how

we downed the UPS flight out of Dubai on the 3rd of September.

Was it an incendiary or an explosive device? Was it sent from Sana'a

or somewhere else?

2 Do we have to keep sending messages to America through air-

planes so that they finally fulfill our demands?

3 Why did the media stay completely mute over the UPS cargo

airliner that was blown up just outside of Dubai?

4 Isn’t it funny how America thinks AQAP has only one major bomb

maker?

5 How many times are we going to see the Saudi Monarchy

proving their love for the Jews?

6 Can America be likened to an ant hole that gets stomped upon

whenever discovered? Apparently yes.



THE OBJECTIVES OF
OPERATION HEMORRHAGE

THE HEAD OF FOREIGN OPERATIONS

I

f your opponent covers his right

cheek, slap him on his left. Since

9-1 1 the West has been stepping

up defenses for its commercial

aircrafts.The continuous attempts

that followed 9-1 1 by our brother

Richard Reid, the Heathrow airport

plot and finally the operation of

brother Umar Farouk have forced the

West to spend billions of dollars to

defend its airplanes. But what about

cargo planes?

The airfreight is a multi-billion dollar

industry. FedEx alone flies a fleet of

600 aircrafts and ships an average of

four million packages per day. It is

a huge worldwide industry. For the

trade between North America and

Europe air cargo is indispensable and

to be able to force the West to install

stringent security measures sufficient

enough to stop our explosive devices

would add a heavy economic burden

to an already faltering economy.We
knew that cargo planes are staffed

by only a pilot and a co-pilot so our

objective was not to cause maximum
casualties but to cause maximum
losses to the American economy. That

is also the reason why we singled out

the two U.S. airfreight companies:

FedEx and UPS for our dual opera-

tion.

In our discussions prior to the opera-

tion we set the passage of explosive

devices from any airport as a bench-

mark of success. For us, blowing up
the planes would have made us very

pleased but according to our plan

and specified objectives it was only

a plus. The first package made it

successfully and brought down the

UPS flight in Dubai.The experiment

was a brilliant success. In our follow-

ing operation we used a different

explosive package and determined

that if both packages passed through

the inspection at the FedEx and UPS

facilities and passed through the X-

Ray systems at the airport, that would

raise a worldwide alert that would

force upon the West two choices:

You either spend billions of dollars to

inspect each and every package in

the world or you do nothing and we
keep trying again.The packages not

only made it out of Sana'a but one of

them made it all the way to London

and if it was not for an intelligence

tip, both devices would have deto-

nated.

After the operation of brother Umar

Faroukwe have been experimenting

with ways to bring down airplanes.

We have researched the various se-

curity systems employed by airports.

We looked into X-Ray scanners, full

body scanners, sniffing dogs and

other aspects of security.The result-

ing bomb was a device that we were

confident that, with the will of Allah,

it would pass through the most strin-

gent and up-to-date security equip-

ment.

We were right.The packages were

inspected at the FedEx office (the

deliverer reported to us that there

was no checking at the UPS), they

passed through the X-Ray machines

at Sana'a airport, and went through

the other procedures required by

cargo companies. Both devices were

not detected.

We are fighting a war against Ameri-

can tyranny. This is a new Crusade

waged by the West against Islam.

Therefore we wanted to put things

into proper perspective. This current

battle fought by the West is not an

isolated battle but is a continuation

of a long history of aggression by the

West against the Muslim world. In or-

der to revive and bring back this his-

tory we listed the names of Reynald

Krakand Diego Diaz as the recipients

ofthe packages.We got the former

name from Reynald de Chatillon, the

lord of Krak des Chevaliers who was

one of the worst and most treach-

erous of the Crusade's leaders. He

fell into captivity and Salahuddeen

personally beheaded him. The name

we used for the second package was

derived from that of Don Diego Deza,

the Inquisitor General of the Spanish

Inquisition after the fall of Granada

who along with the Spanish mon-

archy supervised the extermination

and expulsion ofthe Muslim pres-

ence on the Iberian Peninsula em-

ploying the most horrific methods of

torture and done in the name of God

and the Church. Today we are facing

a coalition of Crusaders and Zionists

and we in al Qaeda of the Arabian

Peninsula will never forget Palestine.

How can we forget it when our motto

is: "Here we start and in al-Aqsa we
meet"? So we listed the address of

the "Congregation Or Chadash", a

Gay and Lesbian synagogue on our

one of our packages.The second

package was sent to "Congregation

B'nai Zion". Both synagogues are in

Chicago, Obama’s city.

We were very optimistic about the

outcome of this operation.That is

why we dropped into one of the

boxes a’novel titled. Great Expecta-

tions. Q
7
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Operation Hemorrhage

An Operation of Leverage

Indeed, those who disbelieve spend their wealth to

avert people from the way of Allah. So they will

spend it; then it will be for them a source of regret;

then they will be overcome. [8: 36]

This is a production ofOnutATiowu.Aos-These ads are produced after a major operation.
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P
raise be to Allah who said:

{We will cast terror into the

hearts of those who disbe-

lieve} [3: 151],

Allah says: {And let not those who
disbelieve think they will escape.

Indeed, they will not cause failure

to Allah} [8: 59].

And may peace and blessings be

upon the Seal of the Prophets

0 who said: "/ was given victory

through fear the distance ofwalk-

ing for a month'.' [Narrated by al

Bukhari]

The operation ofthe explosive

packages which was performed

by the mujahidin of the Arabian

Peninsula against the companies

of air freight belonging to the dis-

believing nations is our right. It is

our right because we are defend-

ing the Muslim lands. This opera-

tion has struck fear in the hearts

of the Americans and their allies.

This operation is a response to

the Crusaders aggression against

the Muslims of Afghanistan, Iraq,

Somalia, the Maghreb, Chechnya
and the Arabian Peninsula. It is a

response to the continuous sup-

port to the usurping Jews who

^ A j

are invading Jerusalem and are

10 I
blockading Gaza.

Every Muslim should know that

Jihad is continuing until the Day

SHAYKH IBRAHIM AL-BANNA
Translated by al-Malahem Media

ofJudgment and that the conflict

between Islam and disbelief will

not end until the Day of Judg-

ment.The Messenger of Allah

0 said: "A group ofmy nation

will continue fighting for the cause

ofAllah. They will not be harmed

by those who are against them or

those who betray them. They will

continue fighting until the Day of

Judgment!'

Allah says: {And let not those who
disbelieve think they will escape.

Indeed, they will not cause failure

[to Allah]. And prepare against

them whatever you are able of

power and of steeds ofwar by

which you may terrify the enemy

of Allah and your enemy and

others besides them whom you

do not know [but] whom Allah

knows. And whatever you spend

in the cause of Allah will be fully

repaid to you, and you will not be

wronged} [8: 59-60].

And since this war is one of

information and technology, our

duty becomes to prepare what

we can.The powers of disbelief

no matter how much strength

they have and no matter how
technologically advanced they

are, cannot escape the wrath of

Allah and they cannot defeat the

believers who are aided by Allah.

Allah says: {And how many of a

small band has defeated a larger

AWUKI-40161
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one by the leave of Allah} [2: 249] and

Allah says: (and incumbent upon Us

was support ofthe believers} [30: 47].

This operation comes to prove to

every true Muslim that there is no

comparison between the price of

sacrifice for the sake of Allah and the

price for submission to the Jews and

Christians.The mujahidin with simple

means and without a state have suc-

ceeded in striking fear in the hearts

of the disbelievers and this is an

evidence against the governments

in the Muslim world and the scholars

who support them, those who fear

America and do not fear Allah.

This operation comes to expose the

traitor Arab rulers who are competing

in pleasing their American masters.

Obama stood in front of the world

with a terrified face announcing that

his nation is being threatened by

terrorism {i.e. real Islam) and he was

thanking the government of al-Saud

for the intelligence information they

provided on the explosive packages.

Obama called King Abdullah to thank

him on this cooperation.

Allah says: {O you who have be-

lieved, do not take the Jews and the

Christians as allies.They are [in fact]

allies of one another. And whoever

is an ally to them among you - then

indeed, he is [one] of them. Indeed,

Allah guides not the wrongdoing

people. So you see those in whose

hearts is disease [i.e., hypocrisy] has-

tening into [association with] them,

saying, "We are afraid a misfortune

may strike us." But perhaps Allah will

bring conquest or a decision from

Him, and they will become, over what

they have been concealing within

themselves, regretful} [5: 51-52].

Then the Yemeni President came

out angrily saying that he has the

political will and sufficient forces to

combat al Qaeda, when the informa-

tion bypassed him and was provided

directly by the al-Saud government.

The Messenger of Allah ^ says: "If

you do nothave anyshame then do

whateveryou want''

We tell every truthful Muslim who
wants to protect his religion and

nation: do not wait for these traitor

governments to free Jerusalem or to

stand in the face ofthe Crusader in-

vasion on Muslim land like we see in

Afghanistan, Iraq, Chechnya, Somalia,

Palestine, and tomorrow Sudan and

before it was Bosnia and Kosovo, so

where are their armies? And where

are their weapons which they spent

billions on? It is dear to you what you

see with your own eyes that they are

stooges to the Jews and Christians.

On the other hand thereJs a small

band of mujahidin who are putting

the nose of America in the dirt even

though they do not possess the

means that are available to the traitor

governments.

Dear Muslim hasten to join the ranks

of the mujahidin or to form cells

to perform operations against the

disbelievers in their own land.We
are paying back America for only a

small portion ofwhat they do to our

nation. Q

"This is an

evidence

against the

govern-

ments in

the Muslim

world and

the scholars

who support

them, those

who fear

America and

do not fear

Allah." ii
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What can President Ali Abdullah
Saleh do about his failed state?

Yeah, keep scratching your head

This ad Is brought to you byA Cold Diss
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
IKRlMAH AL-MUHAJIR
EXPLOSIVES DEPARTMENT

Translated by ai-Malahem Media

Praise be to Allah and may the peace

and blessings be on His Messenger.

The most important aspect of pre-

paring for the enemy is having the

proper creed. All victory is from Allah

and thus we need to have true faith

in Him. After that we need to prepare

the means that are needed to fight

the enemy. In this article we will go

through some of the technical as-

pects ofthe explosive packages.

Metal Detection Equipment:

We have been blessed by Allah to

be able to sidestep the metal detec-

tion equipment and this is evident

in the operation of Umar Farouk and

the operation of Abul Khayr, may
Allah accept him.That capability was

a result of avoiding the use of met-

als altogether in our detonators.We
have developed five such detonators.

Good packaging and sealing of the

explosive material prevents sniffing

dogs or equipment from detect-

ing the explosives.That is done by

sealing the material and preventing

any molecules from escaping the

package, and afterwards cleaning the

package thoroughly to clear off any

molecules that may have dispersed

during the filling of the material.We
used a number of organic solvents

to wash the toners from any residue

that might have been on the surface.

X-Ray Equipment:

The first X-Ray machines where dual

color followed by three colors and

eventually six colors. Metals show

up in three colors, organic material

shows up in two colors and inorganic

material in one color.The color de-

pends on the atomic number ofthe

scanned material. There are other

types of machines that we have not

mentioned here but we talked about

in an article by the Explosives Depart

ment and published in the twelfth

issue of Sada' al-Malahem.

So how did we succeed in sidestep

ping the X-Ray scanners?

We used a device that contains

organic, non-organic material, and

metals.The toner cartridge contains

the toner which is carbon based

and that is an organic material.The

carbon's molecular number is close to

that of PETN. We emptied the toner

cartridge from its contents and filled

it with 340 grams of PETN.We then

inserted the detonator. We designed

the detonator to be short so that it

wouldn't be detected and we filled

it with 4 grams of Lead Azide.We
connected the wires from the circuit

to the toner in a way that would raise

no suspicions if inspected.When the

toner is inside the printer, a metal

plate on the toner would touch the

circuit wire. If inspected the toner

could be pulled out and would look

normal without any wires sticking

out. This method makes human in

spection of the printer useless.

For the circuit we used a Nokia mo

si
.

f

I

Metal detectors are amateurish

Filled with PETN for a surprise
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"But now you can see that we revealed to you a bigger security

lapse than the last one and yet you are still being stubborn."

bile phone.We removed the circuit

board from the mobile and attached

it next to a circuit board ofthe printer

so if passed through a scanner the

mobile circuit board would blend in

with the circuit boards of the printer

and even if opened it would not be

recognized as a mobile since we used

only the circuit board of the mobile.

The wires ofthe circuit also blend

in well with the many wires ofthe

printer.When the toner is pulled out

the circuit is disconnected.When it is

placed back the circuit is connected.

The door ofthe printer cannot close

unless the toner is in place and this

way we guaranteed that even if the

printer is manually inspected, the

toner must be placed back in its

place otherwise the printer door

would remain open.

With all the intelligence information

the enemy had, they could not detect

the explosives even though the print-

ers were inspected twice in the UK.

They only discovered the explosives

when they had the exact tracking

number of the package.

Are X-Ray scanners sufficient for the

detection of explosives?

All X-Ray machines work on the same
I T" principle:The diffraction of rays off

the atom of the scanned material.

The rays pass through all material

except lead which doesn't allow the

penetration of even Gamma rays.

We have studied various X-Ray scan-

ners that are in use and those that

might be deployed in the future but

are too expensive to deploy now.

All these scanners work on one

principle even if they are. different.

In the future, new scanners could

be developed to designate specific

colors for explosive material, but is

this method practical?To answer this

question we need to point out that

explosive material contains a variety

of a thousand different compounds

and each of these compounds has its

own molecular characteristics that

are different than the rest. With such

a huge variety can scanners solve this

problem?

We would like to ask the Americans a

question:Why try to solve the symp-

toms of the problem ratherthan the

root?

Didn't your security experts come

together to find solutions for the

security lapses in your airports and

you spent millions of dollars in less

than a year even though we already

told you then that we knew the weak

points ofyour equipment and by

the will of Allah we would be able to

exploit them? Nevertheless you were

stubborn. But now you can see that

we revealed to you a bigger security

lapse than the last one and yet you

are still being stubborn.The Brit-

ish government said that if a toner

weighs more than 500 grams it won't

be allowed on board a plane.Who
is the genius who came up with this

suggestion? Do you think that we
have nothing to send but printers?

Another suggestion is that the bomb
maker needs to be killed. I and my
brothers in the explosives depart-

ment are from among the blessings

ofAbu Khabab al-Misri and Abu

Abdul Rahman al-Muhajir who were

killed in Afghanistan. Do you think -

that our research will only be used

by al Qaeda ofthe Arabian Penin-

sula and won’t be shared with other

mujahidin?

We want to say to those of reason

and wisdom among you:There is no

solution for you with us except ifyou

abide by this simple equation which

has been repeated to you by our

Shaykh Usama bin Ladin, may Allah

protect him:

Our security =Your security

And likewise:

Our insecurity =Your insecurity

Ifyou refuse then we will continue

our war against you. In the name of

Allah we are preparing for you since

years and we will continue on this

path. 0

rn.fi a AklfJV
i
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$4,200

©•Wan WSfefeS;

tioh'andwier miscellaneous

expenses add up to a total'bill of

$4,200.That is all what Operation

Hemorrhage cost us. In terms oftime

it took us three months to plan and

execute the operation from begin-

ning to end. On the other hand this

supposedly "foiled plot", as some of

our enemies would like to call, will

without a doubt cost America and

other Western countries billions of

dollars in new security measures.

That is what we call leverage. A
$4,200 operation will cost our enemy
billions of dollars. In terms oftime

and effort, three months ofwork for a

team of less than six brothers would

end up costing the West hundreds of

thousands, if not millions, of hours of

work in an attempt to protect itself

from our packages of death.

would onl^kill a' pilot and-co-pilot. It

is true that blowing up the planes

the sky would add to the element of

fear and shock but that would have

been an additional advantage to the

operation and not a determining fac-

tor of its success.

During the initial discussions of the

team it was determined that the

success of the operation was to be

based on two factors: The first is that

the packages pass through the latest

security equipment.The second, the

spread offear that would cause the

West to invest billions of dollars in

new security procedures.We have

succeeded in the former and we are

now witnessing the inception ofthe

latter.

We will continue with similar opera-

tions and we do not mind at all in

this stage if they are intercepted, it is

such a good bargain for us to spread

fear amongst the enemy and keep

on his toes in exchange of a few

months ofwork and a few thousand

bucks. We would gladly dispense

with a remote controlled device that

does not require us to put a mujahid

on board a plane. For our enemies to

think that intercepting such a pack-

age is evidence oftheir success is

truly ridiculous.

What has passed is the first of a multi-

phased operation.The next phase

would be to disseminate the techni-

cal details of our device to the muja-

hidin around the world to use from

their respective countries.The follow-

ing phase would be for us to use our

connections to mail such packages

from countries that are below the

radar and to use similar devices on

civilian aircrafts in Western countries.

We are laying out for our enemies our

plan in advance because as we stated

earlier our objective is not maximum
kill but to cause a hemorrhage in the

aviation industry, an industry that is

so vital for trade and transportation

between the U.S. and Europe. 0
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Al Qae<Aa. a.v\<A Its affiliates world-
wi.de were really trying to breach

American security any way they

can to get some death and de-
struction. And if you look-- back

historically, in recent history, Mu-
talllb In Detroit, Certainly Hassan

of Fort Hood who’d contacted al-

Awlakl In Yemen - the American -

and Faisal Shahzad in Times
Sciuare, alL of these attempts, the

bomb attempts at least failed, so

what they do Is watch our security,

they manipulate, they see how they
J

can, get parcels through,

pames Cavanaugh, Former ATF
Special Agent in Charge]

We ran some tests earLier this year

with a scientist here In Britain

whose done a lot of work with

counter-terrorism Officials with

this {Type of ?£TN] explosive, if
you get an amount of explosive

that just would fit the top of this

pen Its enough to bLow a hole in a
metal plate; that would be the fu-
selage in an aircraft for example.
That gives you an Idea of how
powerful It Is... an amount that

would, fit Into a toner or some-
thing larger, a printer we've heard,
that would be very devastating;

that would be a very, very power-

ful explosive once detonated,

Chile Robertson, Senior internation-

al Correspondent CNN]

We talked to a terrorism expert

earlier today and hes saying,

'don't just rely on this loo /0
|

number and think, that all of our
]

probLems go away*. There are other

ways that we can possibly see some

of these attacks, come through the

j

malt or through shipping, and so

I loo% screening whether domesti-

cally or internationally Isnt going

to solve the problem.

CReggle Ayul, cflN Anchor]

AWLAKI-4023



This did expose a weakness
armor.

It has been a dirty secret for

ten. years slk.ce 9-11 that we do
not screen cargo,, particularly

cargo from overseas. We’rejust

now getting to screening

upwards of loo% of domestic
cargo but even tUafe Is

faulty.

Well this Is a tremendous
wakeup. call on two levels. One
Is how sophisticated the bombs

were, I mean these Were appar-

ently very sophisticated devices,

And then two: What are we
going to do about It and you
can't shutdown commerce?
fPeter <3-oeU, Aviation Security

American jthadlsts living in this country
j^ cSaitLy on his Website, con=tantLy !

motivated by him, and that s apart fr

I those who are actual al Qaeda members,

I’m talking aboutjust even self-starters

who take their. If you want to call m
splratlon, from Anwar al-Awlaku
r
ffcep. Peter King, Hew YorkJ

This (.AQAP) Is the most active

operational arm of al Qaeda
‘right now... other than al

Qaeda central, if you look
back at the Last year and a

half, AQAP has been linked to

two successful attacks in the

United States and two falLed
ones... CPeter Bergen, CNH]

We had an Interview with the head ofthe counter-terror forces Qn XmenT

ST to *s the
U,5. and U.K. had been Involved .withyement Security Forces In alrstrS
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rMohammed^amOoom, CNN Oorre-

Al Qaeda. In the Arabian Peninsula has
been rather open In Its venom towards
the United States, towards our Western
Interests. There are a number of Indi-
viduals there that we are very con-

cerned about,
ptahn Brennan, Asst, to Pres, on Home-

land Sec, and Counter-ierrorlsmj

fcwnter-terrow

Today’s develop-
ments demonstrate
very dearly Is that
the detorlallng se-
curity and stabllty
situation In Yemen
Is Increasingly ef-
fecting not onLy
domestic Yemeni
security and re-

gional security, but
Increasingly Inter-’

national and
American domestic

security,

^Christopher
Boucek, Carnegie
Endowment for

IntL, Peace.)

wag-



The issue is in. a wider picture, to take a. Little ex-

ception. from something you said earLier, we failed

on this one. The security, mechanisms failed. Who-

Cl4M Anchor: X'm wondering

how al-Astrt has been able to

allude b'eihg captured and
inhere he might be now?

Our Answer: Our brother Ibra-

him al Asiri is safe $ well £
he is currently busy teaching

a new batch of students the

Latest in bomb' making skills.

' flew from Yemen to the Emirates or the United

Kingdom with the explosives on-board, and it was

only as a result of a tip that the reaction forces

were able to intercept these packages while they

were in the distribution chain. If the intelligence

was working properly, they never would have

gotten into the distribution chain.

Robert Ayers, international Security AnalystJ
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al Qaeda affiliate.
J
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resident QbamaJ

You want to destroy us?

Reminds us of Pharaoh's

threats to Prophet Moses, paace

be upon him. In the end, it is

believers who wilL inherit

the lands*
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Brother John Walker Lindfi
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Brother TariqMehanna

Brother frhabi 007

Brother Umar al-Farouk
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Brother Babar Ahmed

Brother Sharif Mobley
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Brother Faisal Shahzad

Brother Walter Barry Bojul

Brother Carlos Amante

Brother Muhammad Elessa

Brother Paul Gene Rockwood

Brother Zachary Adam Chesser

Brother Shaker Masri

Brother Omar Khadr
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How to communicate with us

!

Ifyou are interested in contributing to this magazine with any skills - be it writing, research, editing,

:

or advice - you can contact us at any ofthe email addresses below.We strongly encourage everyone

to use the Asrar al-Mujahideen program to get in touch with us. Please take special precautions

1 when using the program in order to avoid detection from the intelligence services. Our public key

i can be obtained below.

inspirel magazine@hotmail.com

inspirel 1malahem@gmail.com

inspire22malahem@fastmail.net

inspire2magazine@yahoo.com

Due to technical difficulties, we
have been unable to check our e-

mails for some time. We will re-

spond to e-mails soon, In Sha' Allah.

if—Begin Ai-Ekhlaas Network ASRAR El Moujahedeen V2.0 Public

Key 2048 bit—

pyHAvNeRKLqFHJG+LA5hZfEYISJCYB6zeKc5Bq1F5EwjBuJytO

9cMJHoSdEv98hVymwhLsOgLzigJHPTfxAOAni7EWNaZx1hLaRm

/hBmHErTQ6hZFuBiqnZ1WCEf5NbM7r8iKcOJEkryxlT8jehglo-

C2eO/uG35q1 cmRudP4eanVKfikQnojeEz3D1 bD3iKWZNx7HBhL

2z6Y0tfG8sFb8AyjXv8SEHaRHG037uwID8UNguxlRwanb5yEYP

bD1bc4XFfy8JJgRNY8xWqAOwDZAciQ9MykgLZDoxxk/fBxm+Ni

x+VRQsxDk9BDg60Yw4hcgqhu1yWltz6858NA9rl7Y2ki78bMZP

J9HXAD3J6OiW9dKXYLE4mhwpe0C9iqfsDNhwepvawL0K8R8sZj

3MnlUAwm8hLjEX794qGPD2cPonp3lxlCMddtQRSR3sN23bJOLF

/OOZhU9Shqv3kOrA4YfT3XoqLoeprXucHzXFRXOCCQOdrnFQzG

+49YV1 YeTPpv7TtHvloYxbsl3 1 ieOPogM7/rKXvQRRzZFstkxA

if—End Al-Ekhlaas Network ASRAR El Moujahedeen V2.0 Public

Key 2048 bit—
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RAFIDHA FOCUS
WINTER 7010

The Zionist-Crusader alliance, the apostate regimes andthe Shi'a representthe triangie of

enemies ibrthe Muslim ummah. In theal Qaeda Organization ofthe Arabian Peninsula/it Is

our strategy to lightthe three sidesofthis triangle. We have targeted the Zionist-Crusader

alliance In operations such asthe attack on theAmerican Embassy in Sana'a, attackson

Western tourists in Hadramoutand Marib,the Umar al Farouk operation and finally Opera-

tion Hemorrhage.

Qurprogramagainsttheapostate governments ofthe Arabian Peninsula indudestheopera-

tion agalnstthe Assistant Minister of Interior in Saudi Arabia, Muhammad bin Nayif, and

the multitude ofoperations against govemmenttargetsin Sana'a, Aden, Hadramout,

Marib, Shabwa, Abyan, Lahj and elsewhere.

All praise is due to Allah who enabled us now to incept the beginning ofa program to

attack the third side ofthe triangle of evil, the Shi'a. Hie inception ofthis program was

through two blessed martyrdom operations in al Jawfand Saada.Theformer resulted in 31

deaths and the latter left behind at least 142 dead and hundreds.of injuries. Among the

killedwas Badral Deen al Huthi, the founder ofthe Houthi movement.Hie defeat wastoo

much to bearfor the Shi'a so they refused to admit thathe died in the operation and in-

stead announced thefoliowing day that he died of natural causes.

We would like to statethat ourwar iswith the Rafidha Shi'a sectwhich is alien to Yemen

and was only imported recentlyfrom Iran, and notwith the Zaydi Shi'a sectwhich is consid-

ered to be the dosest sect of Shi'a toahl as-sunnah.

Inthis end ofthe year issue,we have included afewfatawa regarding the issue oftargeting

non-Musiim civilians and taking their wealth, both ofwhich are issues that are hardly ever

addressed acrossthe mosques and Islamic institutions ih theWest. It is important for all

Muslims to study these issues since the West labels your brothers as terrorists for acting

upon these rulings, even though they are well based in classical fiqh manuals. We plan on

releasing more fatawa on these issues exploring them in greater depth, in Sha* Allah.

AWLAKI-4037
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AI-MatahemMedfa.

'SUBTCCTi.OliERATidN.mBEiin^blNG.AHL-AS-SUbjNAH'
DATE:20/ tJHUI, •MVJJAIJ/iU3lH
STATEMENT HQ- .29

qatdahAl-jihad
IN THFARAEIAN PENINSULA.

Operation for defending ahe as-sunnah

All praise belongs to Allah who said: {Indeed, Allah defends those who have believed. Indeed, Allah does not like

everyone treacherous and ungrateful. Permission [to fight] has been given to those who are being fought, be-

cause they were wronged. And indeed, Allah is competent to give them victory} [22: 38-39].

And may peace and blessings be upon the seal ofthe prophets^ who said: "Followmy way and the way ofthe rightly

guided Caliphs. Hold on to it with your teeth and beware ofinnovations in religion because every innovation is misguid-

ance'.'

After the repeated calls of ahlas-sunnah in Yemen to their mujahidin brothers to protect them; and after the failure of

the apostate governments in Sana'a and Riyadh - with all the armies, resources and wealth they possess - in repelling

the Houthi Rafidha, and their leaving ofthe ahl as-sunnah to face their unknown fate; the mujahidin ofthe Arabian

Peninsula decided to begin with this martyrdom operation against a motorcade of prominent Houthi Rafidha in the

state of al-Jawf at 8:40 am, Wednesday the 18th of Dhul Hijjah, 1431 H. This operation was followed by a second opera-

tion against a motorcade of Houthi's in Sadah on the morning of Friday the 20th of Dhul Hijjah, 1430H.These opera-

tions were in defense ofthe honor of our Prophet^ and his companions and in defense of our brothers from ahl

as-sunnah when we saw them being killed, their honor violated, their homes destroyed, and being evicted from their

homes and land with no one to protect them.

We call the people of ahl as-sunnah to join the battalions of defense of the honor of the Prophet and we warn

them ofthe coming danger of the Shi'a and if they do not hasten then the Rafidha Shi'a would do to them what they

have done to the ahl as-sunnah in Iraq and Afghanistan; so wake up before it is too late and know that the Saudi and

Yemeni armies do not represent ahlas-sunnah.

With the blessings of Allah, we have established special teams to defend our brothers from ahl as-sunnah in our pro-

gram to uproot this evil tree which was planted by the Iranian Shi'a in Sadah and its surroundings under the leader-

ship of the Rafidha Houthis.

Ahl as-Sunnah should know that the Houthi Rafidha are a legitimate target for us and therefore we warn our brothers

of ahl as-sunnah to avoid their meeting places, motorcades, checkpoints and we warn them from riding with them in

their vehicles. We also call the ones who have been misled: leave the Houthi Rafidha before it is too late because we

have for you men who will not rest until they purify the land from their impurity and crimes against ahl as-sunnah

and until there is no more dissent and all religion belongs to Allah and the transgressors would know what an evil

fate awaits them.

Qaeda al-Jihad Organization in the Arabian Peninsula

Dhul Hujjah 20, 1431

H
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Living a comfortable life, and married with children

didn’t stop Taimour Abdulwahhab al-Abdalyfrom

responding to the call ofJihad. He conducted a mar-

tyrdom operation in Stockholm, Sweden, shaking

up the entire EU.The iron fist ofjihad is more appar-

ent than ever in the midst ofthe kuffar. This is now
the second operation within a month inside Europe.

May Allah accept our brother as a shaheed.

mz&X-
'Mv

'

to.be a majorfraud. America and theAfglian Govern*
went was Working with an individual when suddenly
he disappeared after receiving large sums ofmoney
from them. Itis the mostembarassing eventforboth
the United States and Karzaj-led occupation since
their conjoined invasion ofAfgbanistan in 2001

.
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) ihink Bin-Ladin is constructing a coherent philosophy.

AgaijrtheWest doesn’t wajiMo hear this. They want to

-
;

ihtnkthal he’s D kindiofmindiess-bomber. But basically he

j
dae.s.offerqnaljemative.jD what.he considers-.thegrowth

t qf.ftdrkel'capiloiism, neo-liherolism ifyoa will, that Bevel-

..
,

gp ed. in :the West af1ei; 1979-1.980 with Reagan,.with-

-
j

thdlcher. And lie believes now Ihot lslam offers a chnl-

i lengelrrlhal. Hence iheimportance of climate change. He

heiievesShatWestern industry irresponsible forthqt'.Wesh

,

ernindustrial grqwlh.which.is going.to desfroy oUr planet.

, So l thinic.heis tapping-info something more-fundamental

|

and thgflhe only thallenge.to glohal.market.cflpitalism

i now, he wbiild.gfgue, comesfrom fslaniism and comes

j

Al Qneda is expanding, now, it is not shrinking.

! t—l A1 Qaeda now is o recognized power.

Sarko.zy ofFrance, he Would like fo talk to cl

from the possibility of a- Caliphale.|fhil'Rees, Authors Is- -ttaedalosee. what are their terms !o release five

Igmlc Movements Expert]' lofiheir French hostages who were ahductedin

-the sub-African..Sflharo. Also/[the]'$pani5h Gov-

ernment,-which is-a-Weslem government; did. talk to cl

Qaeda in the subinhnra arid theygave al Qaeda a ransom

between 5 milliont6.8-miilfon vEUro5.to release two ab-

ducted Spanish citizens. [Abdel Bori Alwan]

Our-nation has hseirproutito stand with Israel

fromils founding-sixty yeorsago. Andi-.ahso-

lulely/gunranlee yo.u, os long as ilmro is n

breath in mo, JiiU Government. this nnlisn will

stand v,?lh Isrnsl. It’s.in our own naked self in-

between 5 million th S miilion vEUros to release two cb-
1 l-think one of the sad reaii

ll ilmliiil citizens. [Abdel Bori Atwan] [ties df'ifie U S. government

ABHB^iBBHBB^^^B under-the-administralion

' - W Our-nationhas beeh>proud:to stand with tsrael^^Bj^^B*} Barack Obama where he

JfiJ|MnL- fl from Its founding-sixty years ago. And’iabso^ ^^^^^KLl^K^^^^^^HumpgignedonapledgetD

\\^B€A'^B lutelyguarantee yo.u, long as ihera n bring the change that the

Hp^BlZ JB breath in mo, this Government. this nnlian will PE0P'e
''n'America and the

If-theiPentagoncontin-
!!^d will isrnel. Iils.in- bur own-naked self in- EJJmBB' '

.iJBBBBB| needed, the fad that'

uesdsw^lhwmfh tefeSiiBsroBd tl belnj.qn ofeojute mwal hbcbs-
I,

thInfe n (aB!neBl,m|(; on would tls vsry un
; fe""*

nMn»*| i
1!^ m"irttHimin!.[Joa Bidon, U.S. Vita

n... |.|hink-it viottldb vlsy^d d^eh

up and'oy/ninpp to.
Prestdent]

attackon a’Yemenion someone who isn't necessarily ;

fon
|

effectively prosecute

“
miifly... killing Awlaki'wbuld have n iofof negalive regc-

what ore Very dear war

lion and-so tliere are some-people who say thof.the ,

tr™es ajj™ remmentury

Yemeni government doesn't wont him lo.be' found,
;

‘1Cv

y
u“s wisip Imvn oc

doesn’t Wqnt'him to he-killed because.they are nervous thongc-d ciiiQii it

undeniably- about-.whol would-happen then. [Robert J

romos ,g H.S- Furecgn miry.

t-MHIMinW |JWre.CHnliHT... cominp.oii and HivTimlhnT ihb
W»rtli, M.»Wimtsunler] [

QerM;S<ahill,Jo»miilist

Slates'jWa whole] I [Wikiteoirs releases] is flit attack on thelntemational com-

Wilialsodose cretfibil- i
’’[Wily. ThBis from.a woman whose-supporling a-war-in Af- % have people commg.from

^
' nalitHiafcommuririy. It’s an otfack, in many- cases, upon-the 9^H^B’ ( J

hove in theshan ah first [and

pomposlfy nmi theluminesce'ncesecrt! environment whicb diplomals hove built for them- t stole laW secondj.This is unac-

«!ves,.[m] Koihtng that’s Kluajiy been said is acidly extraordinary; that's the amazing ceP,a^ c< [Alexander Marguior,

tiring. We do know most of it in some form..[Robert Rsk, the independent] Editor, Cicero-Manazitiet

thes&very serious-

atrocities andwor

crirfiesthabare being-

revealed,, they simply

lose credibility. Aiid'qs

Slates'jWa whole]

what are Very dear war

krimesisasadcommDisfary
' w hcvV little tJilnrpbavB oc
1

;ua!!y changed '.vhen H
1

rumes iq IJ.S. Fureign Polity.

I [Jeremy Scahill, Journalist

-i and Author]

% [Julian Assange,

Viikileaks.edit'or]

abroad (to Germany) who be-

lieve in the sharTah first [and

state jaWsecondJ.This is unac-

|
ceptable. [Alexander M'arguier,

j
Editor, Cicero-Magazine]
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INSPIRE FEEDBACK
| a chance for the world to respond

"With the current media under control ofthe Jews, it is a great

change to have news that are from the ummah to the ummah

I am reading "Why did i choose ai

Qaeda?" (by Abu Mus'ab al-Awlaki) and

I reached the reason no. 14 "Because

they follow the footsteps of researchers

from the Scholars of Islam".What I real-

ized from reading it is that I have a very

similar situation with that Akh, and our

evidences are the same; he mentioned

46 and I have only 1 0 reasons... And
Alhamdullilah who guided us in this cor-

rect waywhen most ofthe people do not

know it or some ofthem knew it but they

are still sleeping.

[Abu Dihya]

May Allah bless you, and reward you with

goodness forthe fantasticjob you did in

publishing the so much needed Islamic

magazine, to guide the English speaking

young Muslims around the world, and to

communicate with them.

[Badral-islam]

The release ofyour majestic magazine

brought tears to my eyes, brothers. I can-

not convey how excited I am to see such

wonderful words pour from the page

like the blood from a kafir.The words

are blessed by Allah, and will give much
strength to the brothers here among the

Americans.

[Hamza]

I had lost much purpose in my life before

reading Inspire. My family had recently

been killed in a horrible accident. My life

had turned towards Western deviance.

My craving for all that was evil from the

kuffar consumed me. Upon reading In-

spire, I felt the need to revert to my roots,

to Islam. I have thrown away all that was

from my past and embraced Allah and

His Messenger, Muhammad

Thankyou, my dear brothers, for giving

me a new purpose. I wish to sacrifice my-

10

self, to embrace Jannah and all that it has

to offer. I seek nothing in this life except

martyrdom.

[Abu Hafs]

Alhamdulillah, a new magazine for Eng-

lish speaking Muslims, one as beautiful, if

not more so, than Jihad Recollections!

[Rajiv]

The Inspire magazine is a wonderfull

work... Masha'Allah... Insha'Allah we will

wait for more and more...

[Aanonim]

I would like to congratulate you on this

fine production, Inspire Magazine, asking

Allah Almighty for its continued success

in the service of Islam and Jihad. I pray to

Allah to grant us victory against all the

enemies of Islam and guide those who
are astray to the right path.

[AbuTaiha al-Muhajir]

1 am a follower ofyour efforts online and

am impressed with all ofthe work you

do for the sake of Allah. Like many oth-

ers, I have been following the news and

learned it was initially difficult for you to

deliver the message. Alhamdulillah the

infidels were not able to stop us and the

magazine was published, and Insha'Allah

they will not be able to stop us in the

future so long as we continue to persist.

My noble brothers, you have proven

how determined you are to deliver the

message and information that other

brothers may find useful in conducting

their operations. Not only that, I find your

magazine to be a wealth of knowledge,

however, it also serves as a motivational

tool whereas it will make the brothers

wait impatiently forthe upcoming issues,

Insha'Allah. Our beloved Inspire maga-

zine has been making waves across the

internet and brothers across the globe

have received your message, praise be to

Allah. I ask Allah to protect you and make

you successful in continuing to deliver

the message.

[Ahmed]

Thankyou for your work of "inspiration."

My friends and I have been devouring

every word as if it were the last morsels

offood on a plate.You are truly the mu-

jahidin of the future and we hope to help

you in any way possible. Allahu Akbar!

[Abu Hamza]

May Allah ('Azza wa Jail) reward you

for showing guidance to the whole of

mankind and spreading the message of

tawhid revealed by our beloved Prophet

Muhammad ^

.

[bbadr]

May Allah bless yourjihadi efforts and

protecting the weak and bringing honor

to our Islamic ummah. I wanted to com-

ment on how great this magazine is and

how much of an inspiration it has be-

come to me and many ofthe young men
and women who read it. May Allah bless

you and the brothers everywhere.

[Fatima]

I pray to Allah to bless the efforts ofthe

mujahidin and to gather the Muslims

under one rule of al-Khilafah.

[Muhib]

I would like to thank you all for providing

us with one ofthe best media informa-

tion the mujahidin could offer. With the

current media under control ofthe Jews,

it is a great change to have news that

are from the ummah to the ummah. May
Allah bless your efforts and make the

magazine a continuous program.

[Muhammad]

AWLAKI-4042



INSPIRE REACTIONS
I Ml government & media responses

"It was an unfortunately well-done magazine and a virtual

how-to guide for becoming a terrorist.

During a lengthy presentation about

Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula for

members ofthe security industry in

NYC, an Intelligence Research Spe-

cialist with the NYPD's Counterter-

rorism Division today called Anwar AI

Awlaki "the most dangerous man in

the world."

This assessment is based on Awlaki's

iong-standing links to terrorism, his

"proven track record of radicalizing

Muslims", his suspected involvement

in planning & encouraging attacks

(links with 9/1 1 terrorists, the 7/7

and 7/21 transatlantic plots, the Fort

Hood shooter, theTimes Square

attempted bomber, the underwear
bomber and more) and his ongoing
propaganda campaign thru DVD's

(which he sells), web postings and
the online magazine "Inspire".

Officials say they're paying close

attention to the magazine which is

written in English (with the involve-

ment of two other Americans includ-

ing former Queens, New York resi-

dent Samir Khan), promotes Al Qaeda
ideology, publishes lists of potential

terror targets (including cartoonists)

and promotes tactics and strategies

for attacks, including articles on how
to build explosive devices ("Make a

Bomb in the Kitchen ofYour Mom")
and why Muslims in the U.S. should

wage individual violent jihad against

Americans.

[Rick Leventhal, FOX News]

In its latest effort to reach Western

audiences, Al Qaeda has released its

first-ever English-language magazine

that provides detailed bomb making
instructions and calls on followers to

"destroy" America.

The media wing of Al Qaeda in the

Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), Al Qa-

eda's affiliate in Yemen and Saudi

Arabia, released the inaugural issue

of Inspire via the internet on July 1 1,

201 0. While Al Qaeda has previously

released English-language videos

and statements, Inspire marks the

first time the international terrorist

network has published a magazine in

English.

[The Anti-Defamation League]

"It was an unfortunately well-done

magazine and a virtual how-to guide

for becoming a terrorist."

[Rep. Peter Hoekstra (R-Mich.),who
serves on the House intelligence com-

mittee]

It's not your typical magazine.The

layout is conventional enough, the

typeface bold; there is more than a

smattering of high quality photo-

graphs; and the graphic designers

at al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula

have been given free rein. But then in

the "table of contents" you're invited

to read "How to Make a Bomb in

the Kitchen ofYour Mom" [note the

American spelling.]

This is the first edition of Inspire

- supposedly the online house

magazine of al Qaeda in the Arabian

Peninsula. And it's certainly topical.

It contains a long piece condemning

western governments for moving to

ban the full-face veil in public - just

as the French National assembly

passes such legislation.

Its language also shows the media-

savvy touch of the fugitive preacher

Anwar al Awlaki, now thought to be

holed up in a remote part ofYemen.

Inspire includes references to David

Letterman (on President GeorgeW
Bush), CNN reporting on the New
York based RevolutionMuslim group

in its documentary American al

Qaeda, and French President Nicolas

Sarkozy on France’s outlawing of the

veil.

Awlaki directs some of his fire at a

cartoonist called Molly Norris, who
started a Facebook campaign in re-

sponse to the furore over the depic-

tion ofMohammed in an episode of

South Park earlier this year. Called

"Everybody Draw Mohammed Day", it

was a tongue-in-cheek initiative that

she later disavowed. But Awlaki calls

for Ms Norris' murder in unequivocal

tones.

"This snowball rolled out from be-

tween her evil fingers. She should be

taken as a prime target of assassina-

tion along with others who partici-

pated in hercampaign.This cam-

paign is not a practice offreedom

of speech, but is a nationwide mass

movement ofAmericans joining

their European counterparts in going

out of their way to offend Muslims

worldwide."

The FBI says it is taking the threat

to Ms Norris seriously. "We under-

stand the absolute seriousness of

a threat from an Al Qaeda-inspired

magazine and are attempting to do

everything in our power to assist the

individuals on that list to effectively

protect themselves and change their

behavior to make themselves less of

a target," David Gomez, FBI assistant

special agent in charge of counterter-

rorism in Seattle, told the New York

Daily News.

[CNN.com]
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THECENTRAUSSUE
samir khan

i Jihad Isfard
r
ayn from Eastto West

i remember those days when I would research works from Islamic

scholars, thinkers, community activists and the likes, whom would

givetheirtwo cents on why terrorism (i.e. jihad) is flawed.They would

in unison touch on issues such as hijacking, kidnapping, 'suicide'

bombings, killing of non-combatants and such in order to prove that

ai Qaeda's jihad against America is defective from a theologically

based standpoint. Some would go as far as to say that ai Qaeda are

not even Muslims; and then iambast them as takfiri'sl All of this both-

ered me as a Muslim living in America.The Muslims were so caught up

in defending their identity in front of non-Muslims on issues such as

the aforementioned, that it became a normal routine from the pulpits

of California to the pits ofGround Zero to speak in both condemna-

tion and defense. What I felt was that the central issue - what actually

makes a jihadi into what he is - was never brought into light whether

it be in the mosque study circles or political discussions on live teievi-

sion.This central issue, as i like to call it, is the pivot ofwhat makes a

Muslim begin his journey as a jihadi. No, it is not the mass slaughter of

the Palestinians by the Israeli's nor the atrocious actions ofAmerica to-

wards the Muslim world. It is not the jihadi anashid nor the jihadi films.

It is not what you think because the central issue's makeup is entirely

theological and fiqh based.The central issue is that jihad is individu-

ally obligatory (farct 'ayn) on all Muslims from East to West until ail of

our lands are freed.The issue ofjihad being fard'ayn is the fulcrum of

the modern jihad. The world is witnessing the rise ofjihadi's because

of the very fact that Muslims are becoming more aware of the central

issue, and thus their obligation towards God.

This central issue was revived by whom is referred to as 'the godfather

ofjihad', the Islamic Scholar Abdullah YusufAzzam, may Allah have

mercy upon him. It was his revival of this issue that brought count-

less ofthousands of foreign fighters to Afghanistan to support their

Afghan brethren against the Soviets. He really was the sole reason for

the institution of what we now know as the global jihad. Others like

Dr. Ayman a!-Zawahiri only came to further expand upon certain prin-

ciples.
1 His works are full of the jurisprudence on the central issue.The

most famous of them, "Defense ofthe Muslim Lands: The first obligation

1 Which we will discuss shortly.
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TaKIngthe US asawlfya' is kufr akbar

Mujahidin jurists and thinkers from Egypt who had the lengthiest and
j

toughest experience in working for the re-estabiishment of an Islamic state
|

in Egypt, exported the idea that the so-called Muslim governments in the
!

Islamic lands are in fact occupation forces. Unless and until they are removed i

physically, the Muslims would be living in the same state of sin similar to that
|

of a foreign disbelieving army occupying a Muslim land.

This idea was derived from the jurisprudence on how to deal with an apos-
j

tate. Islamic law gives the death sentence to those who leave the religion .
3 An

I

apostate is determined by the action he had done publicly. For instance, if he
j

were to become a Christian, or spy on the Muslims for the disbelievers, orjoin

the ranks ofthe enemy to fight the Muslims and such, he would have com-
j

mitted major disbelief (kufrakbar) as is recognized by our classical scholars
j

in consent. Islamic scholars have given a little over ten major acts that would
|

lead one to apostasy.
4 One has to be careful to not take some one outside the

;

fold of Islam (i.e. takfir) on major sins such as drinking alcohol, committing
j

adultery, stealing and such unless if it's a ruler who clearly permits these sins i

under his rule (i.e., istihlal).The khawarij had an extreme creed that included
|

all sinners into the category of apostasy. Praise be to Allah, the mujahidin of

today are nothing like this.

The Egyptian mujahidin claimed that the rulers in the Muslim lands were

apostates due to two main reasons. These included not ruling by shari'ah, and

taking the disbelievers as helpers and guardians (awliya’) against the Muslims.

The first reason implies the issue of istihlal, that is, making forbidden what

Allah has made permitted and vice versa. Additionally it signals that they are

ruling by man-made laws that include elements of Democracy5
, Jahiiiyyah

6
,

and other borrowed forms of laws7.

The second reason implies spying on the Muslims for the sake of the dis-

believers, giving the disbelievers military and spy bases in their respective

countries to fight the Muslims, actively participating in the murdering of

Muslims for the sake of disbelievers, torturing, mistreating and even raping

Muslims for the sake of gaining confidence from the disbelievers, and launch-

ing propaganda campaigns that include the justification of their methods and

the distortion of Islamic teachings particularly on issues related to shari'ah,

caliphate, jihad, 'aqldah and such.

3 Strangely, this has become a source of bitter disagreement between Muslims the

past few years. The side who claims that this isn't true use Qur'anic verses totally

unrelated to the topic of apostasy in Islam and fail to explain authentic ahadlth on the

subject such as "Whoever changed his Islamic religion, then M/i/m" [al-Bukhari Vol. 9,

Book 84, No. 57].They also fail to explain the wars ofapostasy fought by Abu Bakr

and the Companions.

4 See 'Nullifications of Islam' by Shaykh Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab and all the

different explanations available for that manual such as from Shaykh Abu Basir at-

Tartusi.

5 The question of Democracy is a separate subject and has caused much confusion

and misconception in the Islamic world due to its stated objectives. A good rebuttal

of this form of rule can be found in the books 'Democracy: a Religion' by Shaykh Abu

Muhammad al-Maqdisi and at-Tibyan Publication's works and translations on Democ-

racy.

6 Pre-lslamic Ignorance.

7 Refer to the works of Imam Ibn Kathir and Shaykh al-lsiam Ibn Taymiyyah on the

disbelief of ruling by al-Yasiq and the ruling on judging the people by a combination

of borrowed laws in general.
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All of this spells apostasy of a very high degree.The question then comes: within a modern

government structure, just exactly who are the apostates? This ruling applies to all those

within the government sectors that carry out the acts of disbelief. In the verse, ^They

took their rabbis and their monks to be their lords besides Allah )> [9:31], Shaykh Abu

Muhammad al-Maqdisi comments, "Although they did not prostrate, or bow down to their

priests, they followed them and agreed with them in the forbiddance of the licit and with

the permission ofthe illicit. Allah therefore considered that as making them lords and gods,

because obedience in legislation is a worship, and must not be for anyone except Allah,

since Allah is the only One who can enact legislation."
8

Today the Saudi monarchy is the prime example of this ugly apostasy. Their monarchy can

be likened to dog dung wrapped in gold silk.They claim shari'ah as their law and use the

haramain9 to their advantage of clinging onto power and validity in the ummah. Besides

pouring the ummah's billions of dollars into their stomachs and pockets, they pour it into

reconstruction of mosque structures, specifically the haramain, so that the Muslim visitors

would feel welcome and comfortable. It is a planned strategy to gain the support of the

worldwide ummah.Then sometimes they would make outrageous lies that al Qaeda has

intentions to attack the pilgrims in Makkah during hajj season and that therefore the Saudi

army would be there to protect the ummah.10

This is only the beginning.Then comes Saudi's romantic relationship with America that in-

cludes military aid to fight Muslims in the Arabian Peninsula and in return the Crusaders are

given military bases to launch wars against the Muslims around the world that go beyond

the boundaries of their own laws in killing and weapon deployments; their protection of

Israel from the Muslims; their childish interfaith dialogues that shamelessly calls for a new

religion; the scholars they promote who justify anything that the government does11
; their

use of magic and communication with vile jinn's to locate positions ofthe mujahidin12
; and

finally their torture dungeons that don't even spare the elderly scholars.

The irony in all this is that their political interests take precedence over the religion, and

8 al-Maqdisi, A. M. Democracy: A Religion.

9 i.e„ Masjid al-Haram in Makkah and Masjid an-Nabawi in Madinah.

1 0 Al Qaeda leaders and ordinary members here have told me that they all yearn for making pilgrim-

age to Makkah alongside the rest ofthe ummah.They always have a good laugh at the desperate

lies ofthe Saudi's and constantly seek Allah's refuge from them.

1 1 No matter how many times we in al Qaeda may respond to certain accusations that are made

against us such as takfir, khawarij, killing Muslims and so on, these scholars for dollars keep echoing

the same rubbish repeatedly without ever giving a proper scholarly reply to our responses.

1 2This may shock many, but many mujahidin who made hijrah from there have attested to it.The

brothers make it a point to recite the daily adhkar especially in the morning and evenings for protec-

tion from these jinn's that give away our positions.
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their scholars are able to justify it. For instance, in the war against the Soviets in Afghanistan,

the Saudi's held the Soviets as enemies.The al-Saud regime would even help their citizens

safely reach Pakistan to cross the border into Afghanistan to bring the fight to the Soviet

dogs.That was because there were no deals between the two states nor any greedy inter-

ests involved.That was the jihad against the Soviets; the enemy whom nearly the entire

world despised.

But when jihad turned against America for its crimes against the Muslim world, the Saudi's

chose to align themselves with the Crusader's using flimsy excuses like 'we have a covenant

with them', 'they are our strategic and political allies'/they are helping us in this and this, and

Islam doesn't allow us to be ingrates'and the likes.

The jihad against the Soviets, in the eyes of the Saudi's, was a jihad for the sake of Allah.The

jihad against the Americans, in the eyes of the Saudi's, is a jihad that is 'corrupt'.We disbe-

lieve in those who believe in jihad for the sake of America.

The central issue is that jihad will remain fard'ayn until America and her apostate allies are

removed from the Muslim lands. Her allies not only include the disbelievers of origin, but

also the apostate tawaghlt that make the rich richer and the poor poorer, that fight the Mus-

lims who wish to see tawhld established, and who modify the laws of Allah to fit their life-

styles. if the mujahidin were to leave thejihad altogether, then imagine what America would

have been able to accomplish in Afghanistan and Iraq! Fitnah of all shades would roll out

into the Muslim communities, adding open approval of sinful activity, kufr, shirk, and fasad.

It would also undoubtedly give them supplementary power in the Islamic regions, making

it possible for them to influence Muslims in religion, politics, and social life. All of this can

already be seen in those areas that the mujahidin have not controlled. So why would any

sane Muslim want to stand as an obstacle to the banner of tawhld - a banner which seeks

the protection of the shari'ah's sanctity?This is what central issue comes down to. D

"The cen-

tral issue is

that jihad
will remain
fard'ayn
until Amer-
ica and her

apostate
allies are

removed
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Muslim
lands."



MY BROTHERS:1
1 conclude my ad-

dress to you with two special mes-
sages which I send to two groups

among you.

As for the first message, it is to my
Muslim brothers residing in the states

of the Zio-Crusader coalition, wheth-
er they are from the emigrant com-
munities, like those which live on the

margins of society in the miserable

suburbs of Paris, London and Detroit,

or are from those arriving in America

and Europe to study in its universities

or seek their daily bread in the streets

of its cities.

My brothers: know that jihad is your

duty as well, and that you have an

opportunity to strike the leaders of

kufr and retaliate against them on
their own soil, as long as there is no
covenant between you and them.
Here you are in the battlefield, just

like heroes before you like Muham-
mad Atta, and his fellow pilots,

Muhammad Siddique Khan and his

fellow fedayeen, Muhammad Boyeri,

Nidal Malik Hassan, Umar al-Farouk

Abdulmuttalab, Faisal Shahzad and
hundreds of others.

So come to the aid ofyour Islam and your

brethren, and do your duty, and respond to

the call ofyour Lord, who says: 4 So let those

fight in the cause of Allah who sell the life

of this world for the Hereafter. And he who
fights in the cause of Allah and is killed or

achieves victory-We will bestow upon him

a great reward. And what is [the matter] with

you that you fight not in the cause of Allah

and [for] the oppressed among men, wom-
en, and children who say, "Our Lord, take

us out of this city of oppressive people and

appoint for us from Yourself a protector and

appoint for us from Yourself a helper"? Those

who believe fight in the cause of Allah, and

those who disbelieve fight in the cause of

taghut. So fight against the allies of Satan.

Indeed, the plot of Satan has ever been

weak> [4:74-76].

Indeed jihad is a lifelong devotion, like prayers

and fasting, and religion isn’t a matter of taste,

for us to leave part of it and perform another

part. This is why 1 address, in my second mes-

sage, my brothers who preceded us in hijrah

and jihad, or participated with us in both once

upon a time, but then abandoned these two

great acts of worship out of laziness or ne-

glect, or because of a mistaken belief that the

increased surveillance ofthe mujahidin and

local and international pressures on them, or

the deterioration ofsome of the commanders,

There is no inviolability for the realms

from which armies emerge to kill

Muslims and occupy their lands;

there is no inviolability for those who
put the weak and oppressed to the

sword; and there is no inviolability for

those who make war on the chastity

of the Muslimah and her hijab in their

countries and the countries of the

Muslims, by passing laws and sup-

porting and encouraging those who
don't fear Allah, Lord of the worlds.

So, my brothers, you must get ready

to perform your vital role in the glob-

al jihad against the leaders of kufr;

and refer - ifyou wish - to my speech

in the English language entitled "A

Call to Arms!'

1 Taken from As-Sahab Media's release,

"TheArabs and Muslims: Between the Con-

ferences ofdesertion... and the individual

duty ofjihad."

groups and organizations, or the fact that the

goals ofjihad were not achieved overnight,

are justifications for staying behind and re-

turning to the life of humiliation and shackles.

No! Jihad is still obligatory on you as long as

you are capable, and the fields of competi-

tion continue to be in need of your expertise

and efforts; and although we - the sons of the

second and new generation - are indebted to

you, for your inviting us to this great bounty

and for your paving the way for us and bear-

ing difficulties before us, that doesn't prevent

us from advising and reminding you for the

sake of Allah. r

,

So, my beloved brothers: remember your re-

sponsibility before Allah and what it is He has

purchased, and respond once again to the call,

and return to your stations, and finish what

you started, and aid your religion and ummah,
and be with your brothers the mujahidin, until

victory while strengthened or martyrdom

while on the advance. D



We fight because we are

free men who don't

sleep under oppres-

sion.1 We want to restore

freedom to our nation. Just as you lay

waste to our nation, so shall we lay

waste to yours.

No one except a dumb thief plays

with the security of others and then

makes himself believe he will be

secure. Whereas thinking people,

when disaster strikes, make it their

priority to look for its causes, in order

to prevent it happening again.

So I shall talk to you about the story

behind those events and shall tell

you truthfully about the moments in

which the decision was taken, for you

to consider.

I say to you, Allah knows that it had

never occurred to us to strike the

towers. But after it became unbear-

able and we witnessed the oppres-

sion and tyranny of the American/

Israeli coalition against our people in

si Palestine and Lebanon, it came to my
sj mind.

The events that affected my soul in

a direct way started in 1982 when
America permitted the Israelis to

invade Lebanon and the American

Sixth Fleet helped them in that.This

bombardment began and many were

killed and injured and others were

18

1 Ladin, Usama bin. (2004).Address to the

American people.

terrorized and displaced.

I couldn't forget those moving scenes, blood and severed limbs, women and

children sprawled everywhere. Houses destroyed along with their occupants

and high rises demolished over their residents, rockets raining down on our

home without mercy.

The situation was like a crocodile meeting a helpless child, powerless except

for his screams. Does the crocodile understand a conversation that doesn't

include a weapon? And the whole world saw and heard but it didn't respond.

In those difficult moments many hard-to-describe ideas bubbled in my soul,

but in the end they produced an intense feeling of rejection of tyranny, and

gave birth to a strong resolve to punish the oppressors.

And as I looked at those demolished towers in Lebanon, it entered my mind

that we should punish the oppressor in kind and that we should destroy tow-

ers in America in order that they taste some ofwhat we tasted and so that

they be deterred from killing our women and children.

And that day, it was confirmed to me that oppression and the intentional kill-

ing of innocent women and children is a deliberate American policy. Destruc-

tion is freedom and democracy, while resistance is terrorism and intolerance.
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This means the oppressing and em-
bargoing to death of millions as Bush

Sr. did in Iraq in the greatest mass

slaughter of children mankind has

ever known, and it means the throw-

ing of millions of pounds ofbombs
and explosives at millions of children

- also in Iraq - as Bush Jr. did, in order

to remove an old agent and replace

him with a new puppet to assist in

the pilfering of Iraq's oil and other

outrages.

So with these images and their like as

their background, the events of Sep-

tember 1

1

th came as a reply to those

great wrongs, for should a man be

blamed for defending his sanctuary?

And it all shows that the real loser

is. .
.
you. it is the American people

and their economy. And for the re-

Among the most important ofwhat I

read in them was some prose in their

gestures before the collapse, where

they say, "How mistaken we were

to have allowed the White House

to implement its aggressive foreign

policies against the weakwithout su-

pervision." It is as if they were telling

you, the people ofAmerica, "Hold to

account those who have caused us to

be killed, and happy is he who learns

from others' mistakes," And among

that which I read in their gestures is

a verse of poetry, "Injustice chases its

people, and how unhealthy the bed

of tyranny."

Your security is in your own hands.

And every state that doesn't play

with our security has automatically

guaranteed its own security. 0

cord, we had agreed with the Com-

mander-General Muhammad Ataa,

Allah have mercy on him, that all the

operations should be carried out

within twenty minutes, before Bush

and his administration notice.

It never occurred to us that the

commander-in-chief of the American

armed forces would abandon 50, 000

of his citizens in the twin towers to

face those great horrors alone, the

time when they most needed him.

But because it seemed to him that

occupying himself by talking to

the little girl about the goat and its

butting was more important than

occupying himself with the planes

and their butting of the skyscrapers,

we were given three times the period

required to execute the operations -

All Praise is due to Allah.

Finally, it behooves you to reflect on

the last wills and testaments of the

thousands who left you on the 1 1th

as they gestured in despair. They are

important testaments, which should

be studied and researched.
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AfMalahem

Media,

on targeting non-Muslim civilians and Yemeni soldiers

Question 1 :What is the ruling on
targeting those who are referred to

as"civilians"in the West?

Before answering this question, we
say that classifying the people into

civilians and military is not the way
our jurists divided people and is not

derived from the Book of Allah and

sunnah. Instead it is a new classifica-

tion and unfortunately many of those

who speak in the name of religion

started using this false classification

and used it to base on it rulings. If

this proves something it proves how
far the intellectual occupation has

reached into the minds of those who
are the people of religion and fatwa.

Regarding the question, then we
say that in our Islamic shari’ah the

disbelievers divide into two groups.

The first, people ofwar who fight

Muslims and forthese their blood

is not protected.The second, disbe-

lievers who are not in a state ofwar

with Muslims and do not fight them.

Based on that, the disbeliever who
is in a state ofwar with the Muslims

is killed because of his disbelief.The

evidence for that is in the Book of

Allah such as the verse: And when
the sacred months have passed,

then kill the polytheists wherever

you find them... ) [9:5].

In this verse, Allah based the order of

killing them on their associating oth-

er gods with Allah. This proves that

20

the bases for killing the disbelievers

is their disbelief. However there are

times when there exists a tempo-

rary reason for making an exception

to this rule. Such a reason is when
there is a truce or a covenant with

the disbelievers and when there is a

covenant the blood ofthe disbeliever

becomes protected.The evidence

forthis is thehadlth: "Whoever kills a

person with a covenant will notsmell

paradise and the smell ofparadise can

be found from a distance ofa forty

years!'

Allah says: ^And fight against the

disbelievers collectively as they

fight against you collectively)- [9:

36].

And Allah says: you who have

believed, fight those adjacent to

you ofthe disbelievers and let

them find in you harshness). [9:

1 23]. This verse and the one before

are evidence that the disbeliever is

fought because he is a disbeliever.

The Prophet^ says in thefiadith

narrated by al-Bukhari and Muslim

from Abu Hurairah: "I was instructed

to fight the people until theysay: 'There

is no one worthy ofworship butAllah.'

Whoeversays 'There is no one worthy

ofworship butAllah', has protected his

life and wealth from me except with its

right and to Allah is his accountability'.'

Alsoproof is in the hadlth of Buraidah

in the advice ofthe Messenger of

Allah ^ to the one he would ap-

point over an army: “Fight in the path

ofAllah, fight those who disbelieve in

Allah!'

The Messenger of Allah $=£ sent his

companions to assassinate Ibn Abi al-

Haqiq without any warning. Ibn Hajar

mentions some benefits of this story.

Among them: "the permissibility of

assassinating the disbeliever who
has heard the message of Islam but

refused to follow it." So he considered

that if the message of Islam reaches

a person and he refuses to accept it,

that is a sufficient reason to allow his

killing. He also said: "Armies can be

sent to the lands of the disbelievers

and take captive whoever they find

therein and then these armies are

given the choice of either executing

the captives or keeping them alive."

Ibn Qudama, may Allah have mercy

upon him, stated: "The blood of the

disbeliever who is from a people of

war is allowed and there is no safety

provided for him."

But the disbeliever who is not in a

state ofwar with the Muslims, his

blood and wealth are protected.

These non-combatants are either

people of dhimma, people granted

security or people of covenant. The

person ofdhimma is the one who
resides in Muslim’ land and fulfills the

conditions of paying the jizyah, not

harming the Muslims, not entering
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the Arabian Peninsula based on the

Tiadith: "Drive the polytheist out ofthe

Arabian Peninsula", not publicly dis-

playing what is haram in Islam, and

other conditions that the jurists have

mentioned in their books. The person

of security is he who entered Mus-
lim land with a security grant from

the Imam of the Muslims.This is a

person who enters Muslim land for a

temporary period for a purpose such

as being an envoy or to learn about

Islam.The person of covenant is the

one who belongs to a nation that has

a treaty of peace with the Muslims.

So now when we look at the state of

the Americans and Europeans, we see

that they are in a state ofwar with

us because of their participation in

elections that choose governments

that wage war against Muslims.They

are in a state ofwar with us because

their governments kill our brothers

in Palestine, Afghanistan, and Iraq.

These governments fight those who
want to establish shari'ah law.Thus

we target them because they are

disbelievers and because of their war

against us.They are in a state ofwar

with us and they are not in a state of

covenant since their governments

have not seized their aggression

against Muslims. We cannot call them

ahl adh-dhimma because they do
not fulfill the requirements of the

dhimma status. Based on what is

mentioned above, it is legitimate to

target the people of the West and we
have no doubts about its legitimacy.

Regarding the means of targeting

them, then it is based on ability.

The military and economic targets

should be a priority. If they cannot be

targeted except with some of those

whom it is illegal for us to target,

then in situations of necessity they

could be targeted because the jurists

ofthe Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi'i, and Han-

bali schools allowed that and that

is stated in their discussions on the

issue of the "shield."

Q2:Why do you target the soldiers in

Yemen?

Every free man with honor would not

accept oppression on himself and his

people and would not accept humili-

ation and transgression against his

honor or the honor of any Muslim.

This is why we target the soldiers of

evil.We target them because they

oppress the people and humiliate

them.They are the striking arm of

the oppressive rulers of this country.

They are the baton which is used to

beat its own population for no reason

except that they wish to live free

with no servitude to anyone but their

Creator; the provider, giver of life and

the One who takes it.We target them

because their eyes are awake guard-

ing the rule that is the reason behind

the violation ofthe rights ofAllah

and the rights ofthe creation.They

are the eyes that guard the laws that

compete with the laws of Allah and

go against the rule of Qur'an. They

are the ones who are guarding the

Americans in our country.They guard

their officers and they guard the FBI

and C!A which have a presence in

Sana'a and Aden.They are the ones

guarding the places of disbelief such

as the parliament, places of worship

ofthe Ismaili's, banks of riba and il-

legitimate Churches.

They guard some cultural centers

that commit blasphemy and they

guard places ofvice such as clubs

and bars.These soldiers protect the

places of those who are waging war

against the Muslims in Afghanistan,

Chechnya, Iraq and others.You would

find these soldiers in front ofthe

American embassy and the embas-

sies of countries such as Britain, Ger-

many, France, Russia and the apos-

tate governments and they protect

the leaders of disbelief.

These soldiers are guilty of bomb-

ing the houses of Muslims like what

they have done in Marib and they did

that for no reason but to please their

American lords.They chase after the

mujahidin and hand them over to the

Pharaoh of today.

We target the soldiers because they

are the ones who are protecting the

deviant sect of Ismaili's who worship

a god other than Allah and partici-

pate in rituals of disbelief.We target

them because they are standing with

the crusaders in their occupation of

Muslim land.They are standing with

the NATO in Afghanistan and with

the American and British forces in

Iraq and with the African forces in

Somalia and are implementing the

plans ofthe Americans in the Arabian

Peninsula.We target them because

they are the ones standing against

the establishment of khilafah.

Q3:What are the shari'ah evidences

that you have for the legitimacy of

targeting the soldiers in Yemen?
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The ruling on the soldiers is based

on understanding the reality of

their situation and the situation of

the rulers in the Arabian Peninsula.

We mentioned before that these

soldiers are defending the tyrants

who have committed apostasy and

committed deeds of disbeliefthat

no one disagrees about them being

deeds of disbelief except a person of

innovation or disbelief such as the

military and commercial courts, and

the acceptance of the rulings ofthe

disbelievers such as accepting rulings

of the United Nations. All this exists

in the rulers of the Arabian Peninsula.

They are ruling with laws other than

shari'ah and accepting the laws of the

disbelievers and changing the laws

of Allah and therefore they should

be fought against along with their

soldiers who are defending them and

fighting for them.The Messenger of

Allah says: "Whoever changes his

religion should be killed'.'' No one can

doubt that the rulers of today are

allies of the Crusaders and Zionists

and are fighting in their ranks. An
example of that is the participation of

soldiers from the UAE in the fighting

in Afghanistan, the fighting of the

Yemeni army alongside the American

fighter jets in al Majala, Marib, Lawdar

and al Hawda, the fighting ofthe

soldiers of Kuwait, Bahrain, and Qatar

alongside the Americans, and the

fighting of the Omani army alongside

1 Narrated by Bukhari.

the British.These armies are fighting

for tyranny and Allah says: Those

who believe fight in the cause of

Allah, and those who disbelieve

fight in the cause of taghut. So fight

against the allies of Satan. Indeed,

the plot of Satan has ever been

weak)- [4:76].

Ifsomeone says that the armies of

the Arab states were established with

the objective of fighting Israel, then

that is a lie and the one who says

that is a liar. It is the mujahidin who
are fighting America which is sup-

porting Israel and are fighting their

way to get through to Israel, and the

ones that are standing in the way

ofthe mujahidin and fighting Israel

is the Arab states. Allah has blessed

the mujahidin from ahl as-sunnah

to strike rockets at variant times at

Israel under the instruction of Shaykh

Usama.We conclude that these

armies are fighting for tyranny while

the mujahidin are fighting for the

sake of Allah: -^Those who believe

fight in the cause of Allah, and those

who disbelieve fight in the cause of

taghut) [4: 76].

Ifyou ask any wise person about

what he should do about aggressors

who attack the house of a person in

order to kidnap one of his daugh-

ters and take over his house, the

answer would be he should defend

his house. So this person wanted to

fight the aggressors but his neighbor

interfered and prevented him from

doing so because he was an ally

of the aggressors. Ifyou would

ask any wise people what

should the owner of the house

do, the answer would be that

he should start with fighting his

neighbor first. This is an analogy

of what is happening today. The

Jews and the Christians have

attacked the Muslim nation in

order to suppress their identity,

uproot them, violate their hon-

or and steal their wealth.When
the Muslims stood up to defend

themselves, to protect their

holy places, and to establish

1

! "The Jews and the Christians

have attacked the Muslim nation

in order to suppress their iden-

tity, uproot them, violate their

honor and steal their wealth.

When the Muslims stood up to

defend themselves, to protect

their holy places, and to estab-

lish the rule of Allah on land, the

armies of tyrants fought against

them in the name ofthe war on

terror which is in reality a war on
Islam. So can one say tnat these

armies cannot be targeted?"

the rule ofAllah on land, the armies

of tyrants fought against them in

the name of the war on terror which

is in' reality a war on Islam. So can

one say that these armies cannot be

targeted? These armies are protect-

ing the enemies of Islam in the sea

through their coast guards and are

fighting the mujahidin on land while

the American planes bomb from the

air. It is these armies who spy on the

Muslims and hand over the intel-

ligence to the Americans. They are

the ones who distribute the chips

that guide the American missiles

to their targets. What is happening

today in fighting the army in Lawdar

and Hawtah is to repel the aggres-

sors who attack the Muslims in their

homes. In Lawdar, the army fired

indiscriminately against the people

in the main market ofthe city and

in al-Hawtah the army bombed the

houses of the people with artillery

fire.

In one incident the army killed two

innocent men in a car who were

accompanying their mother and left

them to bleed to death.

Shaykh al-lslam IbnTaymiyyah said

in response to a question about

fighting the Moguls: "Any group that

abstains from following the rules of

Islam from these people (the Moguls)

or others, it becomes mandatory to

fight them until they follow the rules

of Islam. That is even if they profess

that there is no god but Allah and

Muhammad is His messenger and .

even if they follow some of the rules

of Islam. They should be fought just

•as Abu Bakrand the companions

fought against the ones who did not

pay the zakah and this is the agree-

ment of the jurists after them."2

So the scholars agree that the one

who refuses to pay the zakah should

be fought, so what about the ones

who are fighting for the sake ofJews

and Christians?

Q4: Some may argue that these sol-

2 Majmu'al-Fatawa: 28/502.
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diers say"there is no one wojthy of

worship but Allah"and profess-to be
Muslims, so how can you kill them?

The answer is we target them be-

cause they did not fulfill the re-

quirements of being a Muslim.The

Messenger of Allah ^ said:"/ have

been instructed to fight the people

until theysay there is no one worthy

ofworship butAllah andMuhammad
is theMessenger ofAllah, establish

Salah andpayzakah. Ifthey do that

then theyhave protected their lives and

wealth except through its right and
theiraccountability is to Allah'.'

3 So if

they only say: "there is no one worthy

of worship but Allah" but they did

not establish §alah and zakah, they

should be fought.

So whoever follows Islam but legal-

izes interest (riba) should be fought

according to the verses: you who
have believed, fear Allah and give

up what remains [due to you] of

interest, ifyou should be believers.

And ifyou do not, then be informed

of a war [against you] from Allah

and His Messenger. But if you re-

pent, you may have your principal -

[thus] you do no wrong, nor are you

wronged). [2:278-279].

Islamic law requires the execution of

the one who commits adultery, and it

requires fighting brigands who com-

mit armed robberies even though

they might say: "there is no one

worthy of worship but Allah."So this

statement only protects the one who
fulfills its conditions.

That is why the companions fought

against the ones who refused to pay

the zakah even though they said:

"there is no one worthy of worship

but Allah,"and they prayed, fasted

and made pilgrimage.They followed

all the pillars of Islam except zakah.

it is much more of a crime to prevent

the establishment of the rule of Allah

than not to pay zakah. The soldier, by

doing that, is not believing in: "there

3 Narrated by Bukhari.

is no-one worthy of worship but

Allah," and so are the Shi'a who pray

and fast but are to be fought because

they stand alongside the occupiers

of Muslim land. From the previously

mentioned evidence, it is clear that

whoever says "there is no one worthy

of worship but Allah" but commits an

act that defies that statement should

be fought.

Q5:What are the objectives that al

Qaeda seeks to fulfill?

The objectives of al Qaeda are the

establishment ofthe rule of Islamic

shari'ah and driving the occupiers

out of our land. Al Qaeda is fighting

the Jews and Christians and their

stooges and defends the Muslims

and the Muslim holy places.They

do this in response to: ^ Go forth,

whether light or heavy, and strive

with your wealth and your lives in

the cause of Allah. That is better for

you, if you only knew) [9: 41]. And

Allah says: ^And what is [the mat-

ter] with you that you fight not in

the cause of Allah and [for] the op-

pressed among men, women, and
children who say, "Our Lord, take us

out of this city of oppressive people

and appoint for us from Yourself a

protector and appoint for us from

Yourself a helper"?) [4:75].

Al Qaeda tries with all its strength

to defeat the systems ofjahiliyyah,

disbelief, secularism, socialism, shi'a

and others who have taken democ-

racy as a religion. Al Qaeda strives to-

bring back the Islamic khilafah and to

rule according to shari'ah so that all

religion would belong to Allah. Al Qa-

eda follows the path of the Prophet

^ and those who followed him. Its

actions and words are in accordance

to the Book of Allah and Sunnah.

Q6: Some may askwhy don't the

famous scholars support al Qaeda?

First: If a famous person stands with

the truth or doesn't, it is not evidence

for the truth. On the Day ofJudg-

ment some prophets would come

with no followers. So the popularity

of a person does not mean that they

are right.

Second: Many scholars know that

al Qaeda are on the straight path,

the path ofthe prophets and the

path that the Messenger of Allah ^
followed, but the price offollowing

the path ofjihad is high. Allah says:

^What is [the matter] with you that,

when you are told to go forth in the

cause of Allah, you adhere heavily

to the earth? ) [9: 38].

So many ofthem did not follow the

path ofjihad because of the fear of

America and its stooges.

Third: On the other hand, there are

many true scholars who are with the

mujahidin whether in the lands of ji-

had, martyred or imprisoned such as

Shaykh Usama, Abu Yahya al-Libi, and

the scholars of Afghanistan, Somalia

and others.

Q7:What is your advice to the Mus-

lims in the West?

My advice to the Muslims in the West

is to establish tawhid and to spread

it on earth, and to fight shirk and its

followers and to warn from it. This

is the call ofthe messengers. Allah

says: AndWe certainly sent into

every nation a messenger, [saying],

"Worship Allah and avoid taghut" )
[16:36],

In your land, shirk is represented in

the Western governments and the

religions and ideologies ofthe West

such as democracy, Judaism, Chris-

tianity and other false religions and

ideas.

I also advice you to support the muja-

hidin in any front ofjihad with your

wealth and selves, everyone accord-

ing to his capacity until Allah makes a

way out for you to make hijrah when
the Islamic khilafah is established.

May Allah reward you all.
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oshonarachoudhry,
may Allah free her, rushed to

her obligation ofjihad and

answered the call of Allah:

^ March forth whether you are light

or heavy... )> [9:41].

How could Roshonara remain

indolent when she resides in the

nation that picked apart the last

remains of the khilafah, and mounted

its Crusader flag and agenda across

the Muslim world? How could she

remain silent when encountering

the very people that permit their

government to wage its war against

Allah and His Messenger

Through her actions, she proved to

the world the power of a borderless

loyalty: Islam. The ummah, and

specifically its mujahidin, are waiting

to see more people of her caliber.

No it is not the highly technical skills

that we are referring to; but it is the

will power to kill the disbelievers

the same way it took Muhammad
bin Maslamah& to assassinate the

enemy of Allah.

She did not throw away her life for

nothing as the enemies of Allah have

suggested. Rather, she has helped

the religion of Allah with her deed,

24

and we ask Allah to accept it. She had

not done merely a good deed; rather,

she has fulfilled a deed that is fard

'ayn (individually obligatory) on the

Muslims from East to West ever since

the fall of Andalus. Only a few brave

people get to fulfill that special deed.

A woman has shown to the ummah's

men the path ofjihad! A woman
my brothers! Shame on all the men
for sitting on their hands while one

of our women has taken up the

individual jihad! She felt the need to

do it simply because our men gave all.

too many excuses to refrain from it.

She said in reference to her reason for

attacking Stephen Timms:

"He Just voted strongly for everything, as

though he had no mercy. As though he

felt no doubts that what he was doing

was right, even though it was such an

arrogant thing to do and I just felt like

if he could treat the Iraqi people so

mercilessly, then why should I show him

any mercy?"

To the men of the ummah: Take the

example of this woman and you will

find success in the afterlife.

In Sweden, the heroTaimour

Abdulwahab al-Abdaly, may Allah

accept him as a shahid, has fulfilled

his individual duty towards Allah

in an operation that was long

overdue to remind Sweden that its

blasphemy against the Messenger

of Allah ^ and its participation

in the occupation of Afghanistan

will not go unpunished. It is about

time that the Swedish government

rethinks its position towards Islam

and Muslims before the mujahidin

strike again. Sweden was a nation

that Shaykh Usama mentioned as a

country that the mujahidin do not

intend to strike. But it seems that the

Swedish are too bent on showing

their animosity towards Muslims

and are eager to join the league of

nations that are antagonistic towards

Islam and Muslims. This operation

may serve as a reminder for the

Swedish government and people to

reconsider their position before their

list of crimes against us becomes too

long and it becomes too late.

We say to the kuffar.The borderless

loyalty is a religious sentiment of the

people in your midst. As long as the

Muslims remain in your focus, you

will remain in ours. No matter the

security precautions you may take,

you cannot kill a borderless idea. 0
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a
n an§arT and a muhajir1 sat

down discussing the book

of Allah and the verses ofji-

had.They sat down encour-

aging each other to carry on jihad

in the path of Allah.They recited the

verse: <*( Say, "Do you await for us

except one of the two best things

[i.e., martyrdom or victory] while we
await for you that Allah will afflict

you with punishment from Himself

or at our hands? So wait; indeed we,

along with you, are waiting" )> [9:

52].

The muhajir stopped at ...the two

best things )> so the an§ari told him:

it is either victory or martyrdom.

The muhajir asked: Victory or martyr-

dom?

The an§arl said: Yes, victory or martyr-

dom.

The muhajir asked: Which is better for

the mujahid, victory or martyrdom?

The an§arT said: My brother, didn't

you hear the verse: ^ [And they are]

those who, ifWe give them author-

: ity in the land, establish prayer and

give zakah and enjoin what is right

and forbid what is wrong. And to

Allah belongs the outcome of [all]

matters) [22:41]? Being established

in the land only occurs after victory

against the enemies of religion.

The muhajir said:That is true my

1 A muhajir is one who emigrates for the

sake of Allah for his religion. An an§arT is

the one who helps the muhajir settle in

that land.
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brother but Allah says: {O you

who have believed, shall I guide

you to a transaction that will save

you from a painful punishment?

[It is that] you believe in Allah and

His Messenger and do jihad in the

cause of Allah with your wealth

and your lives. That is best for you,

if you should know. He will forgive

for you your sins and admit you to

gardens beneath which rivers flow

and pleasant dwellings in gardens

of perpetual residence. That is the

great attainment. And [you will ob-

tain] another [favor] that you love -

victory from Allah and an imminent

conquest; and give good tidings to

the believers ) [61: 10-13].

So after Allah showed the pleasures

He has prepared for the believers and

called that the"great victory," He said

"and another:" ^victory from Allah

and an imminent conquest). So Al-

lah called it"another."

The an§ar! said: My brother, victory

means defeating the enemies of

religion and then ruling according to

shari’ah.

The muhajir said: Isn't martyrdom a

victory for principles?

The an§arl said: Let's go back to the

Book of Allah and find an answer to

this question.

The muhajir said: Yes, lets go back. Al-

lah says: ^And if you disagree over

anything, refer it to Allah and the

Messenger, ifyou should believe in

Allah and the Last Day)- [4: 59].

The an§arl said: My brother, Allah

had created Adam and had him

come down to this earth instructing

him to build it. Adam and his prog-

eny lived for ten centuries following

the religion of Allah and then things

changed and people disbelieved.

Allah sent messengers and the first

ofthem was Noah Allah ordered .

him to teach people the oneness

of Allah. Noah remained among

them for hundreds of years but only a

few believed. When he saw that there

was no good in his people, he prayed

to Allah to destroy them and Allah

sent the flood that drowned all the

disbelievers while the believers were

saved. With every messenger, Allah

would give him and his followers

victory while the disbelievers were

destroyed. Allah says: <^And Our

word [i.e., decree] has already pre-

ceded for Our servants, the messen-

gers, [that] indeed, they would be

those given victory)- [37: 171-172].

Allah punished the people of 'Aad,

Thamud, the people of the Aykah,

the people of Lot, and then Pharaoh

was destroyed and Allah gave vic-

tory to Moses and the Children

of Israel. Allah did not destroy the

disbelievers after Pharaoh but made

their punishment by the hands of the

believers whom he instructed to fight

jihad as Allah says: Fight them; Al-

lah will punish them by your hands

and will disgrace them and give you

victory over them and satisfy the

breasts [i.e., desires] of a believing

people)- [9: 14].

The muhajir said: This does not nec-

essarily mean that victory is better



When-the: Messenger
of Allah 4k. sawtne
angels belorelhe

battle, he told his
M

companions: "Move
forward towards para- i

dise whose width is
1

like the heavens and
earth." He did not say:

Move forward towards

victory evejfthough
Allah nas promised
them with victory. )

than martyrdom for the mujahid. It

is such a high status for a human be-

ing to give his life, which is the most

valuable thing to him, for the sake of

Allah. Allah has purchased their souls

and wealth in exchange for paradise.

Allah says: Indeed, Allah has pur-

chased from the believers their lives

and their properties [in exchange]

for that they will have Paradise). [9:

111 ].

And we shouldn't forget the hadlth

of the Messenger of Allah ^ when

he said: "Nations have been presented

to me and I have seen a prophet with a

small band offollowers, a prophet with

one or two followers, and a prophet

with no followers at alii'
2

There were prophets who were killed

by their people, so can a Muslim say

they have not achieved victory? They

did achieve victory because their

principles and what they stood for

achieved victory. If all the mujahidin

are killed to the last man in the path

of Allah, that would not be consid-

ered a defeat because they have

done their part and Allah would, with

no doubt, give victory to His religion,

and the blood of the martyrs would

revive the ones after them.

Imam Muslim, al-Tirmithi and others

narrated the story of the people of

the trench. In that story there is the

young man who was studying from

the sorcerer and priest and ended up

following the priest. When the king

wanted to kill the young man, the

young man said to the king: you will

not be able to kill me until you say

when you strike me: "In the name of

Allah, the Lord of the boy." When the

king did so, the boy was killed but

the people who witnessed his death

became believers and said: "We be-

lieve in the Lord of the boy."

Allah made the death ofthe boy

a reason behind the belief of the

people. So can we say that the boy

did n

2 Narrated by Muslim.

•
was victorious because his call to the

people won and the masses became

believers. Therefore the mujahid

should have the intention ofwanting

to become a martyr. He should desire

martyrdom whether he is a leader or

a follower, regardless of his position,

and should not concern himself with

victory because victory is from Allah

and He gives it to His servants when

He wishes.

The an§arl said:Then what is the

benefit of preparing for the enemy if

all what one should desire is to die in

the path of Allah?

The muhajir replied: I do not mean

that we should leave preparation

aside, because preparation is, in

fact, a duty and an obligation on the

mujahidin. Allah says: ^And prepare

against them whatever you are able

of power and of steeds ofwar by

which you may terrify the enemy of

Allah and your enemy). [8: 60].

But the mujahid should be taught

these meanings like the Messenger

of Allah ^ taught his companions.

The an§arT said: Please show me
some examples from the Messenger

of Allah

The muhajir said: 1 will. First: When
the Messenger of Allah ^ took the

pledge from the an§ar, they asked

'what should we pledge?' He said:

"You pledge to listen and obey whether

you are in a state ofactiveness or

otherwise, and to spend from your

wealth whetheryou are wealthy or

poor, and to enjoin good and forbid

evil, and to speak out forAllah, and not

fear the blame ofthe blamers, and to

giveme support ifIcome toyou and to

protectme likeyou protectyourselves

andyour wives andyour children. In

exchangeyou will receive paradise."

The Messenger of Allah ^ in ex-

change to what he asked from the

an§ar did not promise them anything

27
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, P So who among us would want any-

thing different to what the greatest of

mankind desired for himself mr@®
& •, evenrthough he is the owner of

the highest status in paradise?

of this world. He only promised them paradise and paradise only comes after

death. So would you want to die a natural death or die as a martyr?

Second: Allah had promised His Messenger^ in the battle of Badr victory

against either the caravan or the army. Allah says: ^ [Remember, O believers],

when Allah promised you one ofthe two groups - that it would be yours )>

[8:7].

The an§arl said: In the name of Allah

I did not know the big difference

between the two goods mentioned

in the verse and I just realized that

martyrdom is greater than victory, in

fact, it is victory in itself.

When the Messenger of Allah 5=^ saw the angels before the battle, he told his

companions:"Move forward towards paradise whose width is like the heavens

and earth'.' He did not say: Move forward towards victory even though Allah

has promised them with victory.

So the mujahid should be trained to love martyrdom, paradise and the plea-

sure of Allah but victory is something from Allah. He gives it to whomever

He wills.The companions of the Messenger ofAllah ^ understood these

meanings and were brought up on them. When Abu Bakr4&J was sending the

armies he would say: "Seek death for life would be given to you."

The muhajir said: Our role model

Muhammad ^ desired the sta-

tion of martyrdom for himself even

though he is the greatest of mankind.

He said: "In the name ofthe One whom
mysoul is in His hands, l wish to fight in

the path ofAllah and be killed and then

fightand be killed and then fight and

be killed"3

And Khalid ibn al-Waleed 4s1 would send letters to the leaders ofthe Persians

and threaten them by saying: "From Khalid ibn al-Waleed to the leaders of

the Persians, peace be upon those who follow the guidance. Praise be to Al-

lah who has stripped you of your kingdom, weakened you, divided you, and

taken away from you the service that was given to you. Accept my terms and

pay thejizyah, otherwise, in the name of Allah whom there is no one worthy

of worship other than Him, I will attack you with men who love death just like

you love life."

That is how the companions of the Messenger of Allah 4^ were.They loved

death in the path of Allah so Allah gave them victory in this world. Therefore

the love of martyrdom in the path of Allah, even though it is a great achieve-

ment in itself, is also a gate towards victory in this life, because who can face a

people who love death like others who love life?

28

So who among us would want any-

thing different to what the greatest

of mankind ^ desired for himself

three times, even though he is the

owner of the highest status in para-

dise?

O Allah grant us martyrdom and take

from our blood, wealth-and time until

You are pleased.

The an§arl said: AmTn. D

3 Narrated by al-Bukhari.
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I

was in the North when we heard

that the army ofthe murtadin

wanted to. attack the places that,

the brothers in the South were con-

trolling. *
,

_

The Amir decided for me to goto
4

the South so ;that I could- participate

in-defending the'biessed.state of

Abyan.We started',our journey.from
'

.-'

the North ail the»way to the Soutjv
'

and after a long exhaustive journey,

we finally reached safely.The broth-

ers there welcomed us nicely and ,
,

took us to the guest house.They
j

4
’.slaughtered for us goats and we had-

-va*gpod lunch with the brothers. /

' ~ {’On-th'enextda^fh'eii'ea'dersi.o.fuAbyan-

,
- caipetau^infqrming.us of-the situa.-'.';

^
jifctipn ‘there aridtafsc^td^p'lan how we're.

1

'rgojngte.face the'cqming mur,tadfmmt\

^ifrn^We-sfarted'fb-pIan our guerilla’*!
,T

'^'^ratfWe’dlvide'cl.tjie brothers ipto
*'

^fgroups such as gatherip^.irfforjBa-
'

tionj reconnaissance, arribCish’es, v

Q *,as^|^ipations, reinforcement-and . -

,.so on.When everything wasjready,

we heard
-

that.the enemy-wanted to '

enter Mudiah wher&atthat time the*
f
-

mujahidun were controlling. 1 - -

^Buttb'eypian, and Allah plans.

And Allah is the be$t of planners)-

[8: 30]:;We attacked them befqre-tbey

arrived.The Battalion..of Assassina- ,

tions started to target their important

leaders and our brothlers.succeeded

inlkiiling Colonel.ai-Ba'hamjWhd-was

.

the director of security in Mudiah.

The speeches that this murtadwould

make were unlike the rest of the

murtadin. He used to talk about mu- r

jafiidin in horrible ways. I remember

one time.he said, "I will arrest all the

aj Qaeda guys and put them in a plas-

tic bag-and send them to Sana'a." He

also starred to recruit the tribe's men

to be as spies towards the Muslims

fott!ie,sake£>f the Americans arid-the

^hypocrite Government of Ali Abdul-

!ah,Saleh; ' > * -

'Aj
With tfiat-said, the Southern Seces-

sionist-Movement ftelp.a demonstra-

tion against the government of.A!k •
.

•

AbdufiahSaleh- near Mudiah.When

'

they heard that al-Baham was-in the .

town ofi.Mudiah, a group.-ofthem K 3
came out but by-thattirnp^al-Bahani

, was on one'of.tfie mam streets of

Mudiah to s.top their demonstrations.

Four:of our-’brothers yrere dj,spatchejd
-

toassassinatfe him amidst the-crpw’d.
-

"When they'saw his face^they started-

to shou^him down-even though-he. .

had his oyvn soldiers andistaff With'

< him. Ouf strategy was-to take-away
'

-tiVe attention from the actual assas-

sin of the'gtroup,Alhamdullilah, the

. first bullets hit his head and he Went

down. Afterwards-, all of his soldiers. J
fled andourjbur brpthers safely left

‘

the vicinity.
'

•• u -‘

j

’’ -'•••'
V .

'

’ Within a few-piinutesythe news

reached everyone in the-towri that

'the mujahidun-succeededinkilh

irig al-Baham.'lmmediately after,,
,

people from his tribe and th’e.tribe

of the Governor ofAbyan, Ali May-

sari, went to the house of one of

the brothers and told him to come

out and givehimself-up.Wesenta

message to ‘the brother t'o never give

up and sent a group,pf brothers in

his,defense.When they reached the

scene, they couldn't find a way to

enter the neighborhood because of

the. surrounding tribes who wanted

to kill him.were in every-street corner.

Then-file brothersdecidedto'sac-
1 ,v t

rificethemselves for their brother's

sake.The brothersrstarted shooting

bullets in the air as a warning to the

.tribes. None ofthem resistedtand

proceeded to coijip|y.-y|th>the<rhus- >

jahidira's.demand'.-Most of the tribal

membersleft the-neighb.orhoodiand v
the mujahidun were able -to take the-

brother out.

Then Ali Maysari left Zinjibar With

a somewhat sizeable motorcade of

about10military.vehicles.When-

we heard-that, we started to set an

ambusH on the road that enters Mu-

diah. Whenthey entfefed^ur plac'e

. of-ambush, the mujahidin c|amped. } .

'down on them.They hardly resisted -

•and fled back to the place theycame-

from.We wereableto capture a lot-of

money, two military.pick-ups, three

dashik.a's ahd.lots.of.ammunition.We
burned'three rhjlitary vehicles. On
our side we-didri't have any shuhada'

nor,any injuries, but these enemies of

.. A ’
•
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Allah had huge losses.

The murtadin didn't come out the fol-

lowing Friday because they thought

we wouldn't be there. Butwhen

they received news of our strength,

they tried to enter again on Saturday

while the mujahidin waited for them,

in the same places that they gave les-

sons to them before.

This time they cameout in huge

numbers with tanks, hummers and

jets. But we.piaced our trust in Allah

anddidn't fear their numbers as we
•knew that Allah would-give victory

to the mujahjdin. p^r numbers'were'

less than twenty.' After a few hours,

they entered the place of ambush

and the battle started. We targeted

the'hummers and non-bullet proof

cars.The.brothers were shooting

•RPG's at the tanks, but they kept

bringing forward more tanks. Si-

multaneously, the jets above were
’ bombarding us at every opportunity.

However,.alhampullildh, the jets

above actually ended up bombard-

ing their own army since they were

close to us. After a while of fighting,

we retreated.Then one of the mujahi-

din from the Battalion of IstishadiyTn

was sentforward to blow them up.

Masha'Allah it was a very power-

ful explosion that had devastating

results for the apostates.

As a result ofthe long battle, they

had huge losses in men and wealth

while the-mujahidin didn't have

any injuries nor shuhadct’ except the

brother who did the martyrdom

operation.

We went to one of the brothers'

homes where we wanted to relax

that night.Then.one ofthe brothers

advised us not sleep in that house

because, "as we-know, the enemy of

Ailah had huge losses and they might

.take revenge by bombing the mu-

jahidinihomes."We agreed and left

the house that night and slept a few

kilometers from it out in the open.

The njght was cold and there were

.a iot‘of mosquitoes in the area.We
didn't have any sleeping bags or

mats and slept on the hard ground.

We prayed fajr and afterwards some

ofthe brothers stayed awake and

some slept. I was sleeping under a

tree until I was awoken by the sound

of a jet flying over us and firing a mis-

sile in the distance. 1 quickly scanned

the area around me and I noticed

that there were no mujahidin. I

thought I was left alone in that place.

I stood up and heard a voice from

one ofthe brothers telling me to lie

down. I asked him if I could shoot the

plane, as it was my responsibility to

use the dashika. He approved, and

I went looking for it. Unfortunately,

I had forgotten the place ofthe

dashika vehicle since we had came

to the place at .night. On my way for

the search ofthe dashika vehicle,

one ofthe an$ar appeared in front of

me. I asked him where the dashikha

was and he replied,'"The house got.'* * •

destroyed! The house got destroyed!"

He didn't hear my question since ail

•what was on his mind was the house.

That Would have been ouf ticket to

martyrdom-had we stayed the-night

t in the house, but Allah wanted us

to carry bn the fight to defend haqq

against bapl.

Alhamdullilah, I was able to find the

dashika after some time. I wanted to

shoot the planewhen it got close,

but one ofthe brothers told me not

-to since shooting it would give away

our position. I agreed and waited.We
watched as it targeted other areas,

firing seven missiles and then finally

leaving.Then the American spy plane

hovered the skies.We noticed - and

they probably noticed as well - that

they missed all ofthe targets and

instead ended up killing an old man

and injuring two sisters who were

inside a house close by.

In the afternoon, a jet arrived to de-

stroy one ofthe mujahidin's houses

and fired ten missiles at it. Yet, by the

qadr of Allah, it didn't hit the target!

Overall, what I've learned from these

battles is that the Yemeni soldier, -

whom 1 used to think they knew how

to fight well, are actually chickens

and the only thing they know how to

do well is run from the mujahidir) and

tell lies to the Americans that they

captured so-and-so or killed so-and-

so. 1 ask Allah to grant us victory. 0

I That would have been our ticket to martyrdom had - yyy .

.

we stayed the night in the housejjut Allah wanted Kfe, .jv
us to carry on the fight to defend haqq against batil.

> ?.

***
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The militarytheory of the Global

Islamic Resistance Call

The military theory of the Resistance

Call is based upon applying two

forms ofjihad:

1 .The Individual Terrorism Jihad

(jihad al-irhab al-fardi) and secret op-

erational activity of small units totally

separated from each other.

2. Participation in jihad at the Open
Fronts wherever the necessary pre-

conditions exists.

We turn our attention to these facts:

The jihad of individual or cell terror-

ism, using the methods of urban or

rural guerilla warfare, is fundamental

for exhausting the enemy and caus-

ing him to collapse and withdraw,

Allah willing.

The Open Front Jihad is fundamental

for seizing control over land in order

to liberate it, and establish Islamic

law, with the help of Allah.

The Individual Terrorism Jihad and

guerilla warfare conducted by small

cells, paves the way for the other kind

(Open Front Jihad), aids and supports

it.Without confrontation in the field

and seizure of land, however, a state

will not emerge for us. And this is

the strategic goal for the Resistance

project.

This is a summary ofthe military

theory which I already developed

into its final forms and recorded in a

lecture series in the summer of2000.

However, the front confrontations

happened after that, between us and

the American forces in the battles of

the downfall ofthe Emirate all over

Afghanistan in December 2001, espe-

cially in the battles in North Afghani-

stan and of Qalal-Jangi in Mazar-e-

Sharif, and the battles ofTora Bora

and Qandahar... etc. In addition to

some other battles after that, like the

battle of Shah-i-Kot, which has the

American name 'Operation Anacon-

da', where hundreds were killed, as

well as other confrontations...

And the high strategic price we paid

in these confrontations, in spite of

how the American forces and their

allies suffered...

And then, through my continuous

following and studying of the devel-

opment of the method of military

confrontation and the American per-

formance during the invasion of Iraq

in March and April 2003. And also

[my studying] ofsome ofthe battles

initiated by some ofthe armies work-

ing as agents for the administration

ofthe American military and security

command in the region, such as what

happened when theYemeni Army

raided the positions and military

bases ofthe mujahidin in the Hatat

mountains and other [places] there...

And what happened during the Paki-

stani Army's siege of and repeated

storming of the areas ofsome of the

Arab mujahidin and those who sup-

ported them in the tribal areas in the

Sarhad province in North-Western

Pakistan...

And likewise, what happened when

the Americans destroyed the posi-

tions ofsome of the mujahidin in

Iraqi Kurdistan in Khormal, by using

the strategy of intense air and mis-

sile bombardment, followed by the

advancement of agent forces, sup-

ported by American Special Forces,

towards mujahidin positions...

And what happened lately in the

persistent battles of Fallujah, let Al-

lah enlighten the faces ofthe city's

mujahidin sons and the faces of the

mujahidin everywhere...

All of this has confirmed that con-

fronting the campaigns of American

and allied forces in an overt way, ac-

cording to the methods of the Open

Fronts, and through defending per-

manent positions, is still in its wrong

time - time will come, Allah willing.

At present, this is caused by the un-
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imaginable technological superiority

of the hostile forces, especially in the

air, and in their control over space,

and the enormous abilities of taking

satellite photos and directing air and

missile strikes. And also, the excel-

lent and incomparable abilities of the

hostile forces for air-borne strikes,

reaching so far as to being able to

bring down motorized and artillery

units and command forces in terms

of strategic numbers anywhere they

want, and at record speeds.

Ifwe accompany these important

and current lessons with the lessons

from our many tragic jihadi expe-

riences where we used the gue-

rilla warfare method 'defense from

permanent positions', such as what

happened to us during the jihad

in Syria in the 'Battles ofHama—
February 1 982', and the battles of

Tripoli against the forces of the Syrian

government, and during the defense

ofTall al-Za'tar in Beirut, Lebanon,

against the Syrian and Lebanese

agent forces on the ground and

Israeli forces at sea and in the air! And
in Yemen, in the experience of al-Mih-

dar in 1 998, and second, in Nabatiyya

in Lebanon in 2000, etc. We find that

all these experiences confirm what

we have studied and taught about

'the principles of guerilla warfare',

and that 'defense from permanent

positions' at the wrong time is one of

the guerillas' most vulnerable spots.

This is also elaborated upon in the

books of the greatest theoreticians

in military art, for example MaoTse-

Tung, Guevara, Giap and Castro...

and others.

The conclusion which we have ar-

rived at now, is:

That the basic axis of the Resistance's

military activity against America and

her allies now, must lie within the

framework of 'light guerilla warfare',

'civilian terror' and secret methods,

especially on the level of individual

operations and small Resistance Units

completely and totally separated

from each other.

jihad, which minimizes the effects

ofAmerican control in areas which

fulfills the requirements ofthe Open

Fronts, which 1 will present, will again

make the issue of open confrontation

for the purpose of liberating land,

settling on it, and establishing the

starting points or seeds for a legal

and political entity for the Islamic

power, a goal that one must pursue

whenever the opportunities arise.

Now, let us examine the details of the

military theory of the Global Islamic

Resistance Call in the field of [Open]

Fronts, and in the field of guerilla

warfare of individual terrorism. I start

with the Fronts, because it has few

details, and because we do not need

it so much now. I will only elaborate

upon the basic method in the current

situation, which I think will continue

for a long time, unless Allah's mercy

falls upon us so that the balance of

power is altered.

First: Open Front Jihad

However, along with this I say: Any While it is possible to perform indi-

alteration of the balance of power vidual jihad anywhere in the Arab

in favor of the Resistance and the and Islamic world, even all over the

her alliestjomMst lie within the

framework of^glit4uetjHawarfare
,

>

'civilian terror' and secret methods



world, because this is not dependent on certain conditions where it takes place, the Open

Front Jihad is dependent on strategic preconditions that are necessary in order to succeed,

after success has been granted by Allah the Almighty and Supreme.

NECESSARY PRECONDITIONS FOR SUCCESS IN OPEN FRONTJIHAD

Geographical preconditions:

These are the preconditions of the territory. It has to be:

1 . Spacious in terms of area.

2. Varied, and with long borders.

3. Difficult to siege.

4. Contain partially rough mountainous terrain, forests or similar, which helps in concentrating

enemy troops, and in confronting the forces advancing on the ground. It is best to have tree-

covered mountains.

5. It is also a requirement of the territory that its food and water sources are sufficient in case

of a siege.

Population factors:

They include the presence of a large number of inhabitants whose movements are not pos-

sible to register, especially if they are spread out in populated rural areas, and densely popu-

lated cities. In addition, the youth of this area should be known for its military stubbornness,

fighting ability and persistence, and the fact that sources ofweapons are available to them in

that area.

These factors include the presence of a cause in which the local inhabitants can believe, in a

way that is sufficient for making them fight a jihad for its sake. Also, that cause must be able

to mobilize the Islamic Nation behind it, so that the nation will help this people succeed, and

fight a jihad with them, with their spirit and money... and other kinds of support.The most

suitable cause among the causes that instigate resistance is foreign aggression, and an abun-

dance of religious, political, economic and social reasons for revolution and jihad. This is called

'revolutionary climate' in books about guerilla warfare, and in our literature we will term it

'jihadi climate'.

According to these requirements, we may benefit from a study ofthese factors in the three

main examples ofOpen Front Jihad that took place in the past:

In Afghanistan, in Chechnya, and in Bosnia. This is outlined in the following simple table:

GEOGRAPHICALFACTORS POPULATION POLITICAL RESULT

-655,000(0112

•Roughness

-Many.resources

-Thebarters are tong, not subject to

beingsfmt,andothar’fartpts

* 24 million people, mostofthem

youth

-Enduring warrior people

-GfeatamindancgofWeapons

-Causes; Occupation arid foreign

Invasion

-Rellgldusmodve

-Tribal motive

Completesuccess

d

Small ateaM7,OOOkm2

Atotofroughness/pa rtly c'penbor-

eis

Abundanceofresources

-limitedmmtberofpeople,some

850,000

-Stubborn fighter people

-Abundanceofweapons

-Causes: Ooupatlonand foreign

Invasion

-Rellgtousmottve

-Hatlonalrpntlve

-Militarysuccess

-Agitation success

-Political failure up until now
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So, ifwe examine the countries of the

Islamic world and its regions accord-

ing to their political divisions, from

the angle of these strategic precon-

ditions, we will find that the regions

and countries in which these pre-

conditions are present, especially the

geographical and population ones,

are mostly weak, and are created arti-

ficially in the most cunning way.

Regarding the cause, if it does not

provide a feeling of commitment to

the Islamic Nation as a whole, the

cause is weak. Regarding the revolu-

tionary climate caused by religious,

social, or economic motives for mak-

ing revolution against the evilness of

the rulers and their collaborators, this

revolutionary fire was extinguished

by the sultans' clerics and the lead-

ers' propagandists. Everywhere, they

inoculated the Islamic Nation’s mind

that 'the one who does not govern

by what Allah sent down . . . those

are the devoted ones!'1 And that 'the

one who befriends the enemies, he is

one of us, our ruler, and crown of our

head'!!

Therefore, we must search for the

keys to revolution, resistance, and

jihad under the slogan that fighting

today's American-Zionist invasion

; is for the entire Islamic Nation. One
must take into consideration the

fact that the sultans' clerics and the

media will only fall in line with their

rulers and their master, America, and

oppose this call.This is what is hap-

pening today.

Regarding the suitability of the

1 1n reference to the verse, 4And who-
soever does notjudge by what Allah

has revealed, such are the disbeliev-

ers >[5:44]

Islamic world's regions for confron-

tation on Open Fronts:The most

suitable, according to the abundance

of factors, ifwe treat them as regions,

and not political entities, are:

a. Afghanistan: Its factors have al-

ready been pointed out.

b. The Countries in Central Asia and

vicinities that lie behind the river: It

is a large area, close to 5 million km2
,

and it contains close to 50 million

Muslims. All the factors required for

Open Fronts are present, especially

with the continued Soviet occupa-

tion in some of the [area], and the

semi-overt infiltration ofAmerican

occupation in the remaining area, in

form of a modern colonization the

American way. I have already written

a study with the title, ‘The Muslims

in Central Asia', which dealt with this

matter in detail.

c.Yemen and the Arabian Penin-

sula: It is a vast area, which in total

exceeds 2.5 million km2
... The total

number of people is about 45 mil-

lion. Its essential stronghold suitable

for open confrontation is Yemen: It

contains the religious and economic

strategic factors, and the location is

well known... I have previously also

written a study on jihad in the Arab

Peninsula, and its fundamental pillar

is Yemen. It is not necessary to speak

at length about this here.2

d. Morocco and North Africa: It is

also a huge area, with open land bor-

ders, long coasts, many mountains

and natural fortresses, and an abun-

2 See the letter, ‘The Responsibility of

the people ofYemen towards the Holy

Places of Muslims and their wealth’ by

the author.

dance ofweapons and necessary

resources. It is difficult to besiege be-

cause of its many and varied borders.

The Arab and Berber inhabitants are

historically known for their strength,

courage and fighting skills.There are

large sources of arms in the region,

provided from Central and Western

Africa, and its sea connection to Eu-

rope provides the region with many

favorable preconditions. Say nothing

of that, in North Africa, and especially

in Morocco, the situation means

that most of the pre-conditions for

a jihadi—revolutionary climate are

present. Furthermore, the presence

of economic occupation and Western

and Jewish control provides a golden

key for releasing the spark ofjihad.

e.The Levant and Iraq: They com-

prise a whole, continuous region with

a total area of more than 700,000

km2
. It has all the preconditions

for the Open Fronts, especially the

mountainous regions in Northern

and Western Iraq, Northern and West-

ern Syria, and in most of Lebanon,

and also in the mountains East and

North of the Jordan River... The total

number of people in the region also

exceeds 60 million.

The now emerging American occupa-

tion has declared its determination

to remain on a long-term basis.They

also prepare to extend their aggres-

sion to Syria in order to control the

whole Levant. After the Jews occu-

pied Syria, the Christians took control

over Lebanon, and America seized

control over Jordan in all of its affairs.

There is an abundance of weapons

and equipment in the region, and it

also has varied borders, coasts, and

passes. Israel creates a motive for a

global Islamic cause, and the Ameri-

!
srael creates a motive for a global Is- i

amic causey and the American occupa-

tion adds a revolutionary dimension,

, which is an excellent key to jihad . .

.



can occupation adds a revolutionary

dimension, which is an excellent key

to jihad...

There are other similar regions as

well, in which there are many suitable

preconditions for open confronta-

tions, such as Turkey, it is one of the

most suitable countries for jihadi

guerilla warfare, because all the fac-

tors are present. Likewise, and even

more so, with Pakistan,3 and some
regions on the African continent and

other similar [regions]... However,

the great majority of Islamic states

and entities, which compromise

more than 55 states, are not at all

suitable for open confrontation, due

to the absence of all or some of the

suitable conditions.

Here, one must pay attention to the

political cause, which will be the

cause of struggle a.nd mobilization

for the confrontation. As explained,

this cause should be driving the

American occupation out ofthe re-

gion, fighting the Jews, removing the

idolaters from the Arab Peninsula, oil

and resources, the American hege-

mony, and the injustices and afflic-

tion caused by the occupation and its

allies in the region.

How to participate in the Resistance

in Open Front Jihad:

3 See 'Musharraf's Pakistan -The Prob-

lem, the Solution and the Necessary

Obligation', by the author.

in most Arab and Islamic countries,

with their current political divisions

and entities, the preconditions for

Open Fronts are not present. In most

cases, they are arenas suitable for In-

dividual Terrorism Jihad, small units,

and secret guerilla warfare, as a result

ofthe dense presence of different

American and allied interests, and

ofWestern and Zionist hegemonic

projects.

Those mujahidin who want to con-

tribute in open confrontations, must

head for wherever the Fronts open

up whenever they open.They must

operate under the field leadership's

command, as long as it fulfills the

minimum criteria of being a legiti-

mate banner and legitimate jihad

under the slogan of universal islam

and as long as it is in accordance with

the principles ofthe Resistance, its

ideology and jihadi doctrine.

When thejihad on one of those

fronts leads to victory for the Mus-

lims, that [front] wiii be the center

of an Islamic Emirate, which should

be ruled by Allah's shari'ah. it will be

a center and a destination for those

around it emigrating to fightjihad

in the cause of Allah.The leadership

and the Emirate will be for all people

ofthat country.There will be certain

inherited social traditions there,

and it is of no use violating them or

pretending to forget the traces of

the past, until the Muslim society

emerges which is built upon the of

islam and the nationality of Islam.

This requires a long time, only Allah

knows.

This was a short and general descrip-

tion ofOpen Front Jihad, i will speak

and instruct more about this later...

Indeed, it is very important for those

who refuse to carry the banner of

jihad, that they understand their

reality, the Muslims' reality, and the

preconditions of the current Ameri-

can era, before Allah removes their

country and disperses them...

There is American tyranny and des-

potism in every field; the economic,

military, human and political. It is

impossible and of no use to ignore

this. . . Since the September 1 1 th

events, we have examples that give

dear instructions... All ofthem point

to the fact that one must consider

the matter thoroughly before even

thinking about confronting this

tyrannical power on an Open Front.

As long as the preconditions remain

as they are, the most suitable method

for the time being is to operate

through secret resistance according

to the principles of urban or rural

guerilla warfare, suitable for the cur-

rent conditions. This implies that one

has to rely on Individual Terrorism

Jihad and activity by small units. This

is what we will explain in the remain-

ing part of this section, Allah will-

ing, which comprises the following

paragraphs.

In the next edition ofThe Jihadi Experiences, Abu Mus'ab ai-Suri begins an in-

depth study on individual jihad, the crux of his military theory. He starts it off by

looking at the word 'terrorism'. He writes, "In the CIA, there is a special depart-

ment for that (i.e. assassinations)! Soldo not know why they forbid us from do-

ing this?Then, the riffraff and hypocrites among our clerics, may Allah kill them,

agree with them on this falsehood?!"
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Open Source Jihad

open I'oponl source |sors| jidiad jji'hadl

A resource manual for those who loathe the ty-

rants; includes bomb making techniques* security

measures, guerrilla tactics, weapons training and

all other jihad related activities.

<t> informal A disaster for the repressive imperialis-

tic nations: The open sourcejihad is America's

worst nightmare .

® It allows Muslims to train at home instead ofrisk-

ing a dangerous travel abroad: Look no further, the

open sourcejihad is now at hands reach.
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TRAINING WITHTHEM
ABU SAl.lll

WHICHEVER land ofjihad you decide to

f travel to today, the AK will be the standard

r weapon of choice amongst the mujahidin.

Thus it is imperative to know how to use the

weapon. In this series, we will prepare you on the basics

of the AK, the weapons capabilities, how to open the

weapon and clean it, shooting positions, the types of

bullets and the add-ons.

For those who are unfamiliar with the weapon, may
think that it is one type; that is nottrue.You will find

more than 20 different brands.The Kalashnikov is

made in different countries; this gives the weapon a

few variations. Some ofthe countries that manufacture

the weapon are Russia, former East Germany, Romania,

China, Poland, Bulgaria, Iran and Egypt.The Russian

version is considered to be the most durable of the

different brands and the East German one would be

after that.

Let's say you are at the arms dealer and see all these

different types of Kalashnikov's. You pick up one of

them to see where it originates from but don't see the

countries name etched anywhere on the rifle. Eventually

you realize that none ofthem have their country names
etched on the Kalashnikov. So how do you tell which

one is which?

Ifyou look at the side ofthe rifle carefully, usually in the

middle, you will find some sort of logo. That logo will tell

you where that gun is coming from. Figure 1 .0 will help

you identify the rifle's origin and Figure 1 .1 will show
you where to look.

We won't be going into the details of each rifle as that

would prolong the series, so we will leave that up to the

individual to do research on.

I

The writing above is . I

where you will find the information |



Now, we would like to talk about the gun itself, and study a few diagrams ofthe weapon.

Figure 1 .2 points out the following:

1 Barrel -the bullet is shot through here.
. ,

2 Muzzle -from where the bullet exits; a variety ofadd-ons are available to attach here that would either suppress

the flash from the bullet or silence the sound of the bullet.

3 Front Sight Post -Adjustable for Front Sights.
, . , , „

4 Rear Sight - Contains a scale for elevation from 1 to 8 on most of the rifles and 1 to 10 on some others. 1 stands tor

100 meters.

5 Cartridge Magazine - Supplies ammunition to weapon.

6 Magazine Catch Button - Releases Cartridge Magazine when pushed.

7 Trigger - Controls the firing ofthe weapon.

8 Base - Lifting this will reveal the inside ofthe weapon.

9 Lower Receiver - Opens Base when pushed. .......
1 0 Rod - a thin rod that can be used for a variety of purposes such as cleaning the barrel, and releasing hatches.

1 1 Lower Guard - Section of rifle to grip when firing.

12 Hand Guard Hatch -Keeps Upper and Lower Guards in place.

Figure 1 .3 shows additional parts to look at:

1 3 Safety Lever -There are 3 levels to choose from in this order (top to bottom): safety, automatic, and single shot.

1 4 Shoulder Gun Stock Assembly

1 5 Sling Ring - This is where the shoulder carrying sling is hooked.

1 6 Charging Handling Assembly - Cocks the weapon when preparing to fire.

In the next edition of - ,
—

• / we will take a look at

how to open the weapon for cleaning and put it back together.



AFMaTahem

Media.

COPYYOUR PUBLIC KEY

We have found out

that for many people,

sending their public

key as an e-mail at-

tachment most ofthe

time doesn't end up

importing into the Asrar

al-Mujahideen program.

We strongly recom-

mend everyone to copy

and paste their public

key to us in the actual

content ofthe e-mail.

WE GET A LOT of e-mail's from Muslims all around the world asking: 'how can I

help you guys? What can I do to help the cause of Allah?' Due to that, we have

decided to dedicate an article to this subject so that one's ajr (reward) for help-

ing the mujahidin is multiplied swiftly. In Sha'Allah.

The intention of the believer must be correct. It is to gain the pleasure of Allah and not to

seek any praise from the people.The believer should intend that with his actions it will

help - whether large or small - in fighting the enemies of Allah: ^O Prophet, fight against

the disbelievers and the hypocrites and be harsh upon them. And their refuge is Hell,

and wretched is the destination ^ [9: 73].

As a point of notice, don't ask us for permission to send something. Just send it. Due to

security reasons, we do not log on to the net frequently.The point is to say whatever you

want to say in a single e-mail.

Before we get into the specific work that can be done to help us, it's important to high-

light a few preferences that we have:

- Send attachments in the e-mail whether the file format is PDF, JPEG, and DOC etc.

- Or paste the item in the context of the e-mail.

- Be wary of sending large files. Ifthe size is large, try breaking up that file into different

parts or compressing it with any available program.

Let's now look at some of the things one can help the mujahidin in within the confines of

the media sector.

1. Archiving

One of the best ways to communicate large amounts of data to us is to archive that into

a PDF or DOC file.We are typically looking for archives on events related to international

jihad, events here in Yemen, and jihadi's in the West that make the news. So for example,

collect reports and analysis on a topic, let's sayTaimour Abdaly, gather all the HTML or

MHT files together or compile it into a PDF or DOC file.

Here is a small list of categories that you can archive:

- News events

- Political and Economic Analysis
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-Anything useful from Wikileaks

1 - Discussions or articles on jihadi forums (or any forum as a matter of fact)

- Useful books whether it be in the field of Islam, Politics, Economics, Military, Technol-

ogy, Medicine, Engineering, Sciences and so on

2. Hear the world

i
As you know, our Hear the world section is dedicated to interesting quotes that were

made in recent.We are looking for quotes specifically related to major political events

that are related to the mujahidin or anything in general that fall under political. Humor

is a plus. Make sure to include an image ofthe person associated with the quote.

3. Your articles

This magazine is for the ummah.We want the ummah to participate in this and share

; the great q/'r that is involved.We are always open to article submissions.

! We keep a few rules when it comes to writing articles:

! a) Professionalism. Sentence structure, grammar use, spelling and so on should be pol-

!
ished.

I
b) Relevancy.The topic should be relevantto ourtimes.

|
c) Usefulness. No matter what the topic, there should be something within it that con-

veys something helpful, constructive or thought-provoking to the Muslims and general

readership, in other words, avoid bland topics and writing.

To see what type of articles we are interested in, see the Archiving section aforemen-

tioned. In addition to that, advice to the Muslims in the West is always productive.

4. News Flash

|
The News Flash is another regular section we devote to the magazine.These are events

' that are of major significance of recent. Include a good quality image ofthe event as

WHY QUOTES?

Appropriate quotes

help expand the under-

standing of people on

various issues related to

the jihad and mujahi-

din from perspectives

they never thought of

before.

45
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TIMETO GET CREATIVE!

Take some time out to

think how to create an

ad that is eye catching

and deep in meaning.

well as a short comment that summarizes the event, and your remarks on it.

5. Graphics

We are always open to images related to modern and historical occurrences.The image

should be of good quality.

As for those of you who are skilled in making graphics using special programs, please

send us a few examples ofyour work so that we can decide how you might be helpful.

One thing you can immediately get to work on is creating advertisements for the maga-

zine.The purpose is to create an ad that is relevant to the theme. For example, in our

magazine we have ads related to the theme of'Come to Jihad'.These types of ads use

special graphics to convey the importance of partaking in jihad. Another type we have

is called 'A Cold Piss',These are clean and convey a straightforward meaning with little

words to discredit the enemies of Allah with a touch of humor.

1
s

OUR DIMENSIONS

When creating your ad,

keep in mind that we
use 8.5x11 inches with

a resolution of 300 and

ifyou wish, save the

file in a compressed TIF

format.

You can either create an ad for one ofthese themes or create your own theme.The theme

should be compelling through the use ofwords and the types of graphics displayed. If

you decide to go this route, make sure that you will be able to contribute to this type of ad

in every magazine issue.

6. Translations

Ifyou are able to translate from Arabic to English, please send us a sample of one ofyour

translated works. Include the Arabic along with the translation. From there we will decide

on what you can translate for us.

Finally, take care of your security and cover all of your tracks when staying in touch with

us.

So flee to Allah! >[51:50],
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1 . Because theyfollowed the path ofjihad

I chose al Qaeda because they are on the manhaj ofjihad and jihad is a means

provided for the elevation of humiliation and returning the Islamic nation's honor.

As you know, the Islamic nation is in a stage of weakness, and there are differences
^

amongst the Islamic movements in the manner of arriving to a recovery of the khilafah.

So from them are:

• From them are those who see that they should work through an Islamic party.

They practice da'wah within the boundaries ofthe law, and they refuse the idea pf

fighting.

• From them are those who see the rulers of today as legitimate rulers in everything

- even though they are against the path oftruth and are disbelievers - and they

believe that they should listen and obey them.
• From them are those who focus on tarbiyah.

• From them are those who see that they should work through institutions ofda'wah

and the likes.

As for the movement of al Qaeda, they see the way out (of our plight) as jihad in the

path of Allah. This is the legitimate path which the texts support as the Messenger

of Allah ^ said: "Ifyou take part in transactions,’ and follow the tails ofcows, and are

satisfied with farming, and leavejihad, Allah will place a humiliation upon you which will

not be uplifted untilyou return back to your re//g/on ."

2

Thus, jihad is a medicine just as

Allah, the Exalted, says: i Fight them; Allah will punish them by your hands and will

disgrace them and give you victory over them and satisfy the breasts [i.e., desires]

of a believing people. And remove the fury in their [i.e., the believers'] hearts. And

Allah turns in forgiveness towhom He wills; and Allah is Knowing and Wise [9: 14-

1 5]. And Allah, Glorified and Exalted, says: {And fight them until there is no fitnah

and [until] the religion [i.e., worship], all of it, is for Allah. And ifthey cease - then

indeed, Allah is Seeing of what they do ^ [8: 39].

For them (al Qaeda), jihad includes fighting the apostates who are within us.The

Messenger of Allah *§£ said : "Anddo not quarrel with the leaders ofyourpeople, unless if

you see clear disbelief\kufr bawah) in them with the proofofAllah'.
13

1 The word here is 'aynah. It is a type oftransaction that includes riba (interest).

2 Narrated by Abu Dawud; the chain is hassan.

3 Narrated by Bukhari & Muslim.



Therefore we do not need interpretation and theorizations to find ourselves

a remedy, and all what we need to do is to follow the path ofjihad and the

humiliation is elevated from the Islamic nation.

Just as you know - may Allah have mercy upon you - that man made laws

are disbelief. Allah, Glorified and Exalted, says: <And fight them until there

is no fitnah and [until] the religion [i.e., worship], all of it, is for Allah > [8:

39]. Today, the religion is not all for Allah. Shaykh al-lslam Ibn Taymiyyah said:

"So ifthere (in the law ofthe land) was some from the religion of Allah and

some from other than Allah's religion, it becomes necessary to fight until the

religion is all for Allah."
4

So 0 brother of Islam: do you love those that show up on top of the

American tanks in Afghanistan amongst the Islamic people? Or do you love

those that permit the call to the Iraqi's to leave jihad for the voting booth?

We cannot equate those who do not rule with the rule of Allah in its entirety

with the one who misses the rule of Allah in a specific situation, and thus we

cannot equate the ruler oftoday who replaced shari'ah law and have their

loyalty to the Jews and Christians and waged war against Islam with the

rulers of Bani Umayyah. And wasn't it Bani Abbas who ruled with shari'ah,

and mobilized their armies to jihad in the path ofAllah even though they

transgressed against the rule of Allah in some cases?

So al Qaeda conducts itself within the manhaj ofjihad. From this conducting

ofthe manhaj ofjihad, they are not harmed by the renouncers nor from

those that contradict them, ifyou are in any doubts then leave these doubts

•and stand by this verse, contemplate its meaning, follow it and honor, it.

Leave aside the opinions of men even ifthey adorn their words. Allah, the

Glorified and Exalted, says: i So fight, [O Muhammad], in the cause of

Allah; you are not held responsible except for yourself. And encourage the

believers [to join you] that perhaps Allah will restrain the [military] might

of those who disbelieve. And Allah is greater in might and stronger in

[exemplary] punishment^ [4: 84].

Ifthere are those who say:We will fight ifthe fighting is useful for us and it

refrains the might ofthe disbelievers. But if it doesn't halt the might of the

disbelievers, then we will not fight.

We say:Who is it that will determine that fighting today will stop the might

of those who disbelieve?

The answer: They are the mujahidun since they are the ones who are

informed about the reality of the battle. This stands in contrary to those who

estimate the strength of the enemy but they have not entered the battle

themselves and rather, might be deceived by the strength of the enemy that

is projected through the media. Upon the 'ulema is consultation with the

mujahidin in this injunction because they are the people of concern here.

Whenever the 'ulema speak on issues pertaining to medicine for example,

they consult with the people ofthat specialization. Likewise they should

consult the mujahidin in jihad.The reality today proves that the mujahidin

are right in their estimation of the enemy.We see them victorious in

Afghanistan, Iraq and elsewhere, and we seethe strength of disbelief being

defeated, and to Allah alone belongs the grace.

4Al-Fatawa al-Kubra (5/534).
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2. Because they are not harmed by thosewho letthem down

"There will never cease to be a group from my ummah who will be on the truth. They are not

harmed by those who letthem down until the command ofAllah comes and they are like that."
5

So look - may Allah have mercy upon you - is this hadith applicable to those who confront

the disbelief of the Jews, Christians and Apostates; and declares bara'ah (disavowal) from

them and who put between themselves and the enemy the sword, killing from them and

being killed?

Is this hadith applicable to those who stand up forjihad when they see the mosques

collapsing, copies of Qur'an torn, honor violated, the disbelieving Westerners and Rafidha

(shi'a) treading on our dignity, and they see kufr towering over Islam?

Is this hadith applicable to those who hear the cries of the women that were abused by the

Rafidha and Cross-worshipers who tread on their dignity? And who say:-"l swear by Allah!

As long as we are living, and as long as our eyes are blinking, and as long as our swords are

unsheathed, we will revenge for their honor."And follow up with their promises of revenge?

Is the quality of the victorious group (<at-Ta'ifah al-Man§urah) - thatthey are not harmed by

those who let them down until the command of Allah comes - applicable to such? Or is it

applicable to those who see nothing from the legitimacy offighting in Iraq, and consider it

to be fighting for dissention? Are the qualities of the victorious group applicable to those

who abandon the mujahidin and sit in their homes in the ease of the dunyal - And they

are the ones who attack the mujahidin with their sharp tongues? Those that fish for the

mistakes ofthe mujahidin and spread them and conceal their good qualities?

So foryou to know who does the hadith apply to, do not look any further than the hadith of

the Messenger ofAllah ^ said, "They are notharmed by those who let them down’.'So who
are the renouncers? Are they those who stand against disbelief, or are they those that sit in

their homes? Thejudgment is left to the reader.

And ifyou think that the mujahidin are the foremost of the people in the qualities of the

victorious group, then that is right, for Shaykh ai-lslam (IbnTaymiyyah) said that they are the

people ofjihad in al-Sham during that era.

And I say to some of the Islamic groups that claim that al Qaeda are wrong: Where are the

mujahidun that conduct themselves according to your criteria? They will not find any of

them in any place from the places ofjihad. So how can you not do jihad and the Messenger

of Allah 5=£ told us thatjihad is continuous (till Judgment Day)? What will you say? Isn't it

time foryou to review your stance and change your perception ofthe mujahidin, who are

the honor ofthe ummah, and are the ones whom Allah blessed with following the peak of

Islam? 0

5 Narrated by Muslim.
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from p5 I

1 released from jets, -helicopters, spy planes, ships

antl'Avhatnot. One of the-methods ofthe enemy is

that they will employ a spy -plane to hover over

yourlocation for a period of time. Then after the

enemy gathers enough intelligence on the target

-ffomboth aerial spying andground;

spies, they will

•attack the area with different types of missiles.

After the assatriWltey use their spy planemowatch
1

' Tormny/moVement uniT(Keymay drrnny not ki 11 -U i

e

^remaining mujaltidin. This is. ‘the strategy uif our

enemy -wheit.botubingus.

The explosions come in various stees, 1-have

seen images -in,Afghanistan where the explosions

leave craters that nre'bCtwcen.S to 10 meters deep

and 10 to 20 meters wide. In Yemen, We’ve faced

clustcr.bombs.ThdsemissUes leftcraiers that were

about ItalEa meter deep^andmayhc: 1.5 to 2:nietcts
|

wide. After the -missile campaign is-over and- you

are told to Leave theatrea, it is.highly possible that

the- cluster bomb will-have left grenades ail over

the -area; so-be careful of where -you- step. NVhat

will shock yours thc sound ofthe cxplosion-since

i it’s intended to- surprise -the one on the receiving

.
end'with a deafening-blast.

1

During -the blast, you will -want to- make as

much dliikr.and dula as possible. Repeat -the h\a*
'

limah constantly, if you feel terrified, then ihtnk

' about paradise; close your eyes and imagine yquf-
1 self inside paradise, entering- its magnificent gates.

Imagine glancing at your beautiful palace where

rivers of honey, tnilfc ant! wine flow underneath.

Think ofyour hoor tbatarc-awnitihgyouas weJI as

meeting- tee prophets, siddiqin, shuhad'a' arid sali-

hin.Jrmsgitus. stniling. and»--lwighing..wiihitaur>bOs-^
-loygd 'Prophet Muhammad, saftailahu 'alayhi was-

—Silflrim. Imagine seeing.Allah and- witnessing life

pleasure with.ypu, Tliink of all'-thc good things itt

•Paradise. Constantly ask Allah -to accept you as a

shahid.

HHjjjHHHHj As for knowmg-what to

1' do during tile bombard-

ment, this-will all-be

-Dealing with injury

Getting -injured in jihad is
|

probable and. should be ex- i

pected. whether -large or

!

small; At the some time,

therefore brothers win) have ]

-fouglrt in .jihad -for -many,

.years and: haven't been -inr
!

jured; Sometimes an injury will- be- totally unrelated, to the-enemy; it can

eomefrom falling.dowrt aird getting hurt, gcttingbit by an-aninial.mr step-

ping on sharp objects. Ifyou get injured,injihad, youmust remain patient.

It ismossible that through ibis pain, Allah will take your soul and.give you

slrahadn.'TwgOTS? doesn't take your soul, their it is,-possible that Allah will

forgive you for your sins -and grant you tremendous -rewards. Remember

that iFyou-gctinjured when not lighting! you/nre still' considered to-be on

jihad. In fact, you are on jihad 24/7 until you- die or leave -jihad; So die

injury will-be a-source offorgiveness and reward-ftom Allah if-you remain

pmient,-ln Sha* -Allah.

Don’t be overworked about getting'injured in jilrud'lltough; Manybrplh-

cfs iqjibadhave experienced absolutely-no painwidihorrible-mjurlcs, I re-

~iiLMnbcrAT-broth'erhvhdTadhTs entire-pinky'tTngerblownToi?fi-om a mis-

sile; it.wife a-grucsorrie.sighti Yet, immediately afterllte injury', he felt.no

pain and was enjoying- a few jokes with- life-brothers! There.-are also times

Where the lirothets around you will have awful injuries and you would be

completely untouched. Tins is froin- Allah. Always hold good thoughts

about Alloh-nnd bo pleased with what'Hebnsmrdnined. Remind yoursclfof

thc.iihadith-Ort the itrgnenscrewards of getting-injured in the path ofAllah.

Takc-good-tarc-rifyoiifWounds and never- ncglecbaiiy opcncutssince it

can getinftfettfdmid make the injuryWorse. Alhamdullilah, the mujahidin

have many brothers that arc skilled in medicihe and healing wounds. So

don’t worry and-,put- your trust in Altah. 1 recommend carrying different

types of bandages, pain -relief capsules, antibiotic-ointment and any other

first aid equipment .that ean take care ofminor to medium steed wounds.

Additionally, honey-works wondersJi can.be appliedfo many-lypes ofitt-

jurics, large or small.Anything-ianging fronVbums, cuts, nnd- gashes, you

will findhoney as.-an-execUeht source of remedy; this is mdeed-one ofthe

miraclcs.ofMuhammad’s, .peace be upon hinti.prophcthood as he told us

1 .400 yca»*gp-'fl» miracles-ofhoney.

}

Khnlmah
I"'.

TbcwordiKIiidmah means service, to sen'e others. ''

The Sahabah were famous for serving others

before serving themselves.Yau will find the muja-

hidin striving to- emulate that .model as shown -in •

the following examples:

-TJfiyruriwutt-to:drink.watepaitd are in a roomwith ~

other brokers, ask tlicm if-they want to drink.firsi.

,

2. If you.are eating-personal snacks, share it with

<otlie'rs. If'you don’t have enough; it’sbetter -to eat

alonethanto cat in front ofothers.

3. Serving, tcav snacks, food or anything to your

brothcrs fs-always highly appreciated arhongst-ihe

brothers audjrg^wortbyjn the sight ofAllah.
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The Ruling on Dispossessing the

Disbelievers wealth in Dar ahHarb
Shaykh Anwar al-Awlaki

A
ll praise is due to Allah and

peace and blessings on his

Messenger Muhammad

Islam stipulates certain conditions for

taking the wealth of the disbelievers.

According to our classical scholars,

it becomes permissible to take the

disbelievers wealth for jihad-related

purposes even if one is without an

army or an Imam; and even within

this there are restrictions. Due to the

unfamiliarity ofsome on this subject,

I felt the need to clarify this.

The Messenger of Allah jij said,

"I was sent before the hour with the

sword, andmysustenance is undermy
spear, and humility and belittlement

is the destiny ofwhoever defies my
commands

This great fiadlth reveals some im-

portant aspects about our religion:

• Muhammad^ was sent with

the swordrThe Messenger of Al-

lah ^ and the mujahidin after

him carried the light of Islam to

humanity by fighting in Allah's

cause.

• The greatest form ofincome is

that of the spoils ofwar and the

greatest profession is being a

soldier in the path ofAllah.The

income generated from booty

taken by force from the enemies

of Allah is purer and more virtu-

ous than income generated from

being a businessman, an engi-

neer, a physician, or a farmer, sim-

1 Narrated by Ahmad.

ply because that was the source

of income that Allah destined for

his Messenger Muhammad
Working as a mujahid is sunnah.

• Eventually all the enemies ofthe

Messenger ofAllah ^ and his

ummah would be shamed and

humiliated.

It is narrated that some of the

§ahabah who moved to the. land of

al-Sham forjihad began acquiring

farms and cultivating them.These

were fertile lands with an abundance

of water that they were not used to

seeing in their native lands of Hijaz.

When the khalifah Umar heard that,

he waited until harvest season and

right before the §afiabah started har-

vesting their land. He then ordered

that they be burnt to the ground. He

then assembled the §afiabah and

told them: "Farming is the role of

the people of book.You should be

fighting in the cause of Allah."
2 Umar

did not want the §ahabah to be tied

down to this earth by professions

that would hold them back from

jihad in the path of Allah.

They wanted to be free from restric-

tions that would enslave them like

the rest of humanity.The statement

of Umar implies that the people who
are attached to this life, the people

of the book, should do this menial

work. But you, the Muslims, should

seek your provisions by the strength

2 Taken from the book, 'The explanation

ofthe hadith, 7 wassent before the hour

with thesword..."'by Ibn Rajab al-Hanbaii.

of your swords.

The Messenger of Allah ^ worked

as a shepherd and then as a busi-

nessman before Islam. But after he

received the revelation he gave that

up and devoted his entire time to

spreading the message of Islam.
.

So contrary to what many people

believe, Rasulullah 55k did not work

after he became a prophet.When he

made hijrah to Madinah his provi-

sions were from the spoils ofwar.

Some Muslims today might feel un-

comfortable consuming money that

was seized by force from the disbe-

lievers and would feel that income

they receive as a salary or from busi-

ness is a better form of income. That

is not true.The best and purest form

of income is booty.The Messenger of

Allah ^ said: ". . . and the spoils ofwar

are made haiai forme.
.."3

1. Ghanfmah and fai'

These are the two types of wealth

that are taken from the enemy. Fol-

lowing is the definition of each:

Ghanfmah is the money taken from

the disbelievers by force by the

strength ofthe mujahidin and in a

way that raises the word of Allah.4

Fai' is what is taken from the disbe-

lievers without fighting

3 Narrated by Bukhari.

4AI-Jurjani.

5 Al-Sharh al-Kablr by al-Maqdisi.
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Rulings ofghanlmah and fa?:

After ghanlmah is collected, one fifth

of it is taken away in what is called

"takhmls" which I would refer to from

now on as the "one-fifth rule".The

rest (80%) is distributed among the

fighters. There is a difference of opin-

ion on how the one-fifth is then dis-

tributed. Some say it should be spent

on jihad while others say it should be

spent on the needs of Muslims while

others say a portion of it should be

spent on the scholars and judges of

the Muslim state.

As for the money of fai\ it belongs to

the Muslim treasury.

So the difference between ghanlmah

and fa? is that four-fifths ofthe

ghanlmah belongs to the mujahidin

while none ofthe fa? belongs to

them.

Can ghanlmah and fa?be taken from

the disbelievers in the West today?

To answer this question we would

need to answer the following two

questions first:

1. Are the nations of the West classi-

fied as daral-harb (land of war) or

daral-'ahd (land of covenant)?

2. If the West is dar al-harb, are the

Muslims who live there bound by

a covenant that prohibits them

from harming their countries of

residence?

The answer to the first question:

First of all there is no Islamic leader-

ship authorized to enter into cov-

enants with the nations of disbelief in

the present day. This is because the

governments ofthe Muslim world

have lost their legitimacy for many
reasons, among them:

• Governance according to man-

made laws.

• Taking the disbelievers as allies.

. Fighting the awliyff of Allah.

Therefore any agreements or trea-

tise between the governments of
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the Muslim world

and other parties are

considered to be batil

(illegitimate).

Second: Any nation

that enters into war

with the Muslims, or

participates in invad-

ing a Muslim land has

by de facto become

dar al-harb.Therefore Now since the-modern form ofjihad

all of the Western nations that have is according to the guerrilla style of

an active participation in the occu- warfare rather than the conventional

pation of Afghanistan or Iraq or any style that existed for the most part of

other Muslim land are considered to 0ur history, how does this affect the

be daral-harb. rulings ofghanlmah and fail

The answer to the second question: Todayjihad is more clandestine and

is performed by underground net-

This is a critical issue and therefore works.The question that arises is:

would be covered in a separate Can these networks of mujahidin use

paper, In Sha'Allah. However, my clandestine methods to appropriate

conclusion on this matter is that Mus- wealth from the disbelievers in daral-

lims are not bound by the covenants harbl And if yes, is it fa? or ghanlmah

of citizenship and visa that exist or neither? Further, how is it distrib-

between them and nations of dar uted?

al-harb.

To the credit of our early scholars,

It is the consensus of our scholars even these issues have been an-

that the property of the disbelievers swered by them and are covered in

in daral-harb is halal for the Mus- our books of fiqh. So all praise is due

lims and is a legitimate target for to Allah, we do not have to refer to

the mujahidin. Again this is a matter many ofthe present day scholars

of consensus so there is no need to who are either trying to appease the

elaborate further on'this point. apostate governments ofthe Muslim

world or are trying to appease the

In the encyclopedia offiqh it states Jews and the Christians,

that: "The property of the ’people of

war' and their blood is halal for the If one would research our classical

Muslims and none ofthat is protect- books of fiqh, one would find that

ed. Muslims have the right to take out of the four madhab's, the Hanafi

their lives and their belongings by all School has covered such topics the

available means, because they do the most. This is probably because the

same to us. This is an issue of consen- Hanafi School was the official state

sus among the scholars." madhab for the longest period in our

history compared to other schools.

In the past, Muslim armies would it therefore covers issues relating

march into the lands of the disbeliev- to jihad in more detail because the

ers and would then confiscate their foreign policy of the Islamic state was

wealth and distribute it according to jihad in the path of Allah. I would

the rules of shari'ah: If the wealth was therefore start by quoting the Hanafi

taken after fighting, it is ghanlmah books offiqh first:

and if it was taken without fighting it

is fa?. The Hanafi position: Al-Natiqi nar-

rates that Imam Abu Hanifah used

"Muslims are not bound by the cov-

enants of citizenship and visa that

exist between them and nations of

dar al-harb. It is the consensus of

our scholars that the property of the

disbelievers in dar al-narb is halal for

the Muslims and is a legitimate tar-

get for the mujahidin"

AW.LAKk4Q88



"The reasoning behind Sparing booty to hunting and wood gathering is

because the property which exists in the hands of the disbelievers is not con-

sidered to be rightfully theirs in our Islamic shari'ah because of their disbelief

to say: "If an individual enters alone

into daral-harb and has taken booty

and there are no Muslim soldiers in

that territory then it is not subjected

to the one-fifth rule. That is the case

if they are less than nine men. If they

reach nine then they are considered a

"sarlyah" (A combat group)."

So according to Imam Abu Hanifah, if

the group is less than nine, what they

seize is not ghanlmah and therefore

they are not obligated to submit one-

fifth
6 of it to the Muslim authorities.

In al-Hidayah by Imam al-Mirghanani

it states: “If one or two individuals

enter daral-harb without the per-

mission ofthe Imam and they take

something, then it is not subjected to

•the one-fifth rule."

Here the author is stating that what-

ever is taken from the land of war
by individuals and not by an army is

not subjected to the regular rules of

ghanlmah.

Al-Zayghali in his commentary on

al-Hidayah entitled, "Na$b al-rayah ff

takhrlj ahadlth al-hidayah" explains

the preceding statement by saying:

"This is because ghanlmah is what is
•

taken by force and not by means of

theft'or embezzlement and the rule

of one-fifth only applies to ghanlmah.

Now if this individual or pair of

individuals enter with the permis-

sion ofthe Imam then there are two

opinions.The most famous is that

what they seize is subjected to the

one-fifth rule because the permission

ofthe Imam means that he is obli-

gated to protect them by reinforce-

ments if they are endangered and
thus they have a protection force and

(the author of al-Hidayah states:) "If

a group who has a force enters and

takes something, it is subjected to

6 Note:When scholars talk about the

one-fifth rule it means that the money is

classified as ghanlmah.

the one-fifth rule even ifthey didn't

seek permission from the Imam." This

is because it is taken by force so it is

considered ghanlmah and the Imam

is still obligated to protect them

because if he doesn't then that will

weaken the Muslims, unlike if only

one or two persons enter then he is

not obligated to protect them.""

Al-Zayghali is considering that what

is taken is treated as ghanlmah if the

individual or group of individuals has

a force to protect them. This is not

the case today with the mujahidin

since there is no Imam or Islamic

authority to offer them protection.

Similar statements are made in other

Hanafi references of fiqh such as "al-

Mab§uf and "Sharh al-Saer al-Kablr"

both by Imam al-Sarkhasi.

Therefore the Hanafi School consid-

ers that the one-fifth that is taken

out from the booty and handed over

to the Amir is in exchange of his

protection. If this protection doesn't

exist then the individuals or group

of individuals are not obligated to

pay anything. So if an individual

takes wealth from the disbelievers in

the land of war and he does not use

force but takes it by means oftheft or

embezzlement, it is not considered

ghanlmah according to the Hanafi

School. So then what is it?

We find the answer in another Hanafi

reference, "al-Jawharah al-Nayerah"

by Abu Bakr al-Abbadi who states

in his commentary on al-Hidayah: .

"If one or two individuals enter dar

al-harb without the permission of

the Imam and they take something,

then it is not subjected to the one-

fifth rule, because it is not ghanlmah

since ghanlmah is what is taken by

force and not by theft or embezzle-

ment. But if one or two persons enter

with the permission of the Imam
then there are two opinions.The

famous opinion is that it is divided

into five portions, four ofwhich goes

to the ones who seized it.The second

opinion is that it is not divided into

five portions because it was taken

by means of theft. The first opinion

is the strongest because since the

Imam permitted them, then they

have taken it under his protection

and not by theft." He continues/'lf

a group who has force enters and

takes something, it is subjected to

the one-fifth rule even ifthey didn't

seek permission from the Imam,

because the group has strength and

therefore what is taken by them is

considered ghanlmah. But if they are

a group who doesn't have a protec-

tion force and they enter without the

permission of the Imam then what

they take is not considered ghanlmah

because ghanlmah is what is taken

by force and these people are similar

to thieves because they steal secretly

and therefore it is not ghanlmah.

Therefore, in this case what each

individual seizes is for him and no

one has a share in it because it is con-

sidered mubah (permitted) just like

hunting orwood gathering."

Notice here that Imam al-Abbadi

compares this booty to hunting and

wood gathering. This is because wild

beasts and timber in the forest are

not the "rightful property" of anyone.

The reasoning behind comparing

booty to hunting and wood gather-

ing is because the property which

exists in the hands ofthe disbeliev-

ers is not considered to be rightfully

theirs in our Islamic shari'ah because

of their disbelief and when Islam

does give them the right to own it, it

is an exception to the rule such as in

the case of ahl al-dhimma after they

payjlzyah. This is why our scholars

say that Allah has called booty as

"fai
m which means "to return", so they

say that the property of the disbeliev-

ers that doesn't belong to them has

"returned" to the believer: its "rightful

owner."
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In "al-Sear al-Saqhir
1 '

(Hanafi) the au-

thor states:"If one, two or three men
from amongst the Muslims or the ahl

al-dhimmah, who have no protecting

force, enter into daral-harb without

the permission ofthe Imam and they

take booty and return with it to the

land of Islam, then all ofwhat they
take is theirs and there is no one-fifth

taken from it."

The situation of Muslims living today

in daral-harb would be similar to the

above-mentioned case.The Muslims

have no Imam to seek permission

backfire on the ones who would truly

want to serve the cause through such

a fatwa.

The opinion of the other three

schools of thought: Ibn Hamam in

"Fath al-Qadlf says: "The madhab of

al-Shafi'i, Malik and the majority of

scholars is that what an individual

takes by means of theft, it is consid-

ered ghanlmah"

He then says: "But we and Imam
Ahmad - according to one oftwo nar-

rations attributed to him - refuse to

author narrates the opinion oftwo

of the most prominent Imam's of the

Shafi’i School: Imam al-Ghazali and

Imam al-Rafi’i. He says: "Al-Ghazali

said that if a Muslim steals money

from the disbelievers then the entire

amount becomes his property and

the one-fifth is not taken from it.

Al-Rafi'i adopts the opinion that the

thief owns four-fifths of itjust like all

money of ghanlmah."

In "Al-Furu
1" by Ibn Muflih (Hanbali):

"If a group or an individual - even if

the individual is a slave - enter into

"We as Muslims should seek the wealth ofthe disbelievers as a form ofjihad in the path of Allah.

That would necessitate thatwe spend the money on the cause ofjihad and not on ourselves."

from, they have no protecting force,

and what they can take would be by

means oftheft and embezzlement.

So according to the rules set by the

Hanafi School, the money seized by

Muslims who are in daral-harb can

be appropriated in its entirety by

themselves.

However, I would like to note that

•even if a Muslim today is allowed to

do that, there are some points that

need to be taken into consideration:

The Hanafi's stated that a Muslim is

"permitted" to steal money from the

disbelievers in daral-harb but they

didn't state that there is a reward in

doing so.They related that it is similar

to hunting or wood gathering, in

other words it is similar to making

a living using other halal methods.

;

However, we as Muslims should

|

seek the wealth of the disbelievers

as a form ofjihad in the path of Al-

lah.That would necessitate that we
spend the money on the cause of

jihad and not on ourselves.

We do not want such a fatwa to be
misused by Muslims who are not

concerned with jihad and are just

interested in improving their own
lot.The result ofwide misuse of such

a fatwa would cause authorities to

restrict Muslims and view them with

suspicion, which would eventually
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call it ghanlmah because ghanlmah

is what is taken by force and not

through theft or embezzlement. And

since what the thieftakes is by means

of deception, then this is considered

as a halal form of sustenancejust like

wood gathering or hunting."

Imam al-Sarkhasi narrates that Imam
al-Shafi'i said:

"

Ghanlmah is property

that the Muslims seize from the dis-

believers by means of overpowering

them." Imam al-Shafi'i then says: "And

overpowering them includes using

force openly or by deceiving them

secretly since the Messenger of Allah

^ said that'warisdeception"'

Therefore, according to al-Shafi'i,

money that is taken from the disbe-

lievers using clandestine methods

should be considered ghanlmah even

if the use offeree is not involved.

In "Tuhfatal-Muhtajfisharh al-MInhaf'

by ibn Hajar al-Haytami (Shafi’i),

he states: "Theft from daral-harb is

ghanlmah."

In "Al-Minhaj" by al-Nawawi (Shafi’i),

he states: "Wealth taken from daral-

harb by force is ghanlmah, so is what

is taken by an individual ora group

by means of theft."

In "Fatdwaal-SubkF (Shafi'i) the

daral-harb without the permission of

the Imam, .then their booty is fai'!'

Even though the majority opinion

among the Hanbali school is that

what is taken is ghanlmah, the author

above here mentions another opin-

ion and that it is fai’. It means that the

entire amount needs to be handed

over to the Imam to be distributed

according to his discretion.

Imam IbnTaymiyyah states in "Al-

Fatawa" that if a Muslim enters dar

al-harb: "and kidnaps disbelievers or

their children, or overpowers them

in any way, then the souls and the

wealth of the disbelievers are halal

for the Muslims."

II.The issue of riba in dar al-fiarb

Imam al-Kasani from the Hanafi

School says: "If a Muslim or a dhimml

enters into daral-harb with a cov-

enant and he enters with a harbi in

a transaction ofriba or another form

of illegal transactions in Islam, that

is permitted according to Imam Abu
Hanifah and Muhammad."

However, we need to keep in mind

that all of the other schools of

thought have agreed that taking

riba from the "people of war" in dar

al-harb is not permitted for a Muslim.

AWLAKI-4090



"The American people who vote for war mongering governments are intent on no

good. Anyone who inflicts harm on them in any form is doing a favor to the ummah,

That is also the opinion of Imam Abu
Yusuffrom the Hanafi school who
states that: "What is not allowed for a

Muslim in daral-lslam is not allowed

or him in dar al-harbl'7

III. In Conclusion

From the previous quotes of our

early scholars the following can be

deducted:

• All of our scholars agree on the

permissibility of taking away

the wealth ofthe disbelievers in

daral-harb whether by means
offeree or by means of theft or

deception.

• Our scholars differ on how wealth

taken by means oftheft and

deception should be divided.The

majority believes it is ghanfmah.

So one-fifth of it should be paid

to the Amir to be spent on jihad.

Alternatively, the Hanafi's con-

sider it to be a source of income

that belongs in its entirety to the

ones who seized it. Finally, there

is a minority opinion that it is fai'

and therefore should be distrib-

7 Note: Some Muslims living in the West

today claim that since it is allowed to

take interest from the disbelievers then

we are allowed to finance our houses

through mortgaging.These Muslims

have been deceived by Shayjan and the

misguided scholars.The Hanafi School

which these scholars quote to support

their opinion only allows the Muslim to

"take" interest and not to "pay" it.The
reasoning ofthe Hanafi’s is that taking

interest from the disbelievers is taking

money that is halal for us to start with

since their lives and property are halal for

Muslims. So how can we then use such a

fatwa to claim thatwe are allowed to pay

them our money?!

uted according to the discretion

of the Amir.

Implications on our present day

work: Every Muslim who lives in dar

al-harb should avoid paying any of

his wealth to the disbelievers wheth-

er it be in the form of taxes, duties, or

fines. If a Muslim is allowed to de-

ceive the disbelievers to appropriate

their wealth then he is also allowed

to deceive them to avoid paying

them his wealth.

Even though it is allowed to seize the

property of individuals in daral-harb,

we suggest that Muslims avoid tar-

geting citizens of countries where the

public opinion is supportive ofsome

of the Muslim causes.We therefore

suggest that the following should be

targeted:

• Government owned property

• Banks

• Global corporations

• Wealth belonging to disbelievers

with known animosity towards

Muslims

In the case of the United States, both

the government and private citizens

should be targeted. America and

Americans are the Imam's of kufr

in this day and age.The American

people who vote for war mongering

governments are intent on no good.

Anyone who inflicts harm on them

in anyform is doing a favor to the

ummah.

Careful consideration should be

given to the risk vs. Benefit (i.e.,

maslaha

)

of any specific operation.

Because of the very negative implica-

tions of an operation that is exposed,

it is important that the benefits out-

weigh the risks.

For Muslims who are associated

with groups that work forjihad, we
recommend that the decision to

involve oneself in any illegal activ-

ity to acquire money from the dis-

believers be taken by the Amir and

the shura ofthejama'ah.We say this

because since there is a liability on

thejama'ah, the decision needs to be

made by thejama'ah.We also recom-

mend that the decision on how to

spend the money be left to the Amir

and the shura.We need to mention

however that if thejama'ah adopt

the view that what is seized is con-

sidered ghanlmah, then if a percent-

age less than 80% is to be given to

the ones who seized it, that needs

to done with the agreement of the

participants of the operation because

according to the rules ofghanfmah

they are entitled to the full 80%.The

same is said ifthejama'ah follows the

Hanafi opinion.

It is recommended that Muslims

who are not associated with groups

that work for jihad and who acquire

wealth from the disbelievers by il-

legal means to donate all that money

to the cause ofjihad unless if they are

in need then they can take from it ac-

cordingly but not to exceed 80%.

Islamic work cannot depend on vol-

unteers. In order to support brothers

who are willing to work full-time for

Islamic causes, their income can be

taken from wealth seized from the

disbelievers. This should be one of

the categories in which appropriated

money is spent. This is especially

important with jihad oriented groups
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because it is the work chosen only

by the best of the best and therefore

there is only a small pool of human
resources that exists. So it is impor-

tant to have as many brothers as pos-

sible devote their time to the work

rather than spend their prime time

seeking a living and only giving their

spare time for the work.They should

follow the sunnah of the Messenger

of Allah^ and live off ofghanimah.

This is especially important for broth-

ers who are in positions of leadership

in theirjama'ah.

Since jihad around the world is in

dire need of financial support, we
urge our brothers in theWest to take

it upon themselves to give this issue

a priority in their plans. Rather than

the Muslims financing theirjihad

from their own pockets, they should

finance it from the pockets of their

enemies.

In the end I would like to respond to

what some weak Muslims might say

that such fatawa would "tarnish the

image of Muslims in the West" and

are "not good for the da'wah".

In response to the claim that such

: fatawa would "tarnish the image of

Muslims in the West," I would say:

Since when did the West have a

good.image of Islam and Mus-

lims to start with? The West has

always held Islam and Muslims in

contempt. Just look at Western

literature and to the portrayal of

Muslims in the Western media.

• The on ly way for them to have a

good image ofyou is to become
like them. Allah says: (The Jews
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and the Christians will not be

pleased with you until you fol-

low their way} [2: 1 20].

• Allah says about His awliya':

(They do not fear the blame of

the blamers} [5: 54]. Therefore

you should not be concerned

about what the disbelievers

think ofyou but you should be

concerned about what Allah, His

Messenger and the believers

think ofyou.

• The West has been plundering

our wealth for centuries. Now
is the time for payback. In Sha'

Allah, the chickens will come
home to roost.

In response to the claim that such

fatawa are "not good for da'wah”, I

say:

• The best thing for da'wah is the

sword. And such fatawa are

going to support the sword. So

eventually it is good for da'wah.

When the Messenger of Allah ^
was giving da'wah in Makkah for

thirteen years, only a few hun-

dred became Muslim. When he .

made hijrah tp Madinah, within

ten years, over a hundred thou-

sand became Muslim. So how
come his da'wah in Madinah

was much more fruitful than

his da'wah in Makkah? That was

because he was using a superior

form of da'wah in Madinah and

that is the da'wah of the sword.

• Jihad today is fard 'ayn (indi-

vidually obligatory). It therefore

supersedes da'wah in impor-

tance because da'wah is sunnah

mu’akkadah (recommended

act) or fardkifayah (communal

obligation) at most. So anything

that supports jihad should take

precedence over things that sup-

port da'wah.

Dear brothers: Jihad heavily relies on

money. In Qur'an, the physical jihad

is associated with jihad with one's

wealth in eight verses. In every verse

but one, jihad with wealth preceded

the physical jihad. That is because

without wealth there can be no jihad.

Our enemies have realized that.

Therefore they are "following the

money trail" and are trying to dry up

all the sources of funding "terrorism".

Our jihad cannot depend wholly on

donations made by Muslims. The

Messenger of Allah ^ sent many
armies for the sole purpose of raid-

ing caravans of the disbelievers. Not

only was jihad financed by booty but

also throughout our early history the

Islamic treasury itself was mostly de-

pendent on income generated from

jihad. A tax called kharaj was placed

on land opened by Muslims, enslaved

POWs would be sold, and the people

ofthe book paid jizyah. All of these

sources were generated through ji-

had. Zakah and §adaqah represented

only a small portion of the income of

the Muslim government.

It is about time that we take seri-

ous steps towards securing a strong

financial backing for our work rather

than depending on donations.

May Allah grant us the high status of

the mujahidin and forgive us all. 0
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\J •J all of mankind - they

will find a library of subjects. A lot

of these subjects are told through

stories and events that have occurred

in the past, passing down lessons in

righteousness. Additionally, there are

general lessons in mankind's behav-

ior in their relationship towards their

Creator. But with a more careful eye,

one will spot that every subject is

under an umbrella theme. This theme
is the call of the Qur'an. In plain and

simple language, it is what Allah is

calling mankind to.

The theme of the Qur'an is not jihad,

laws of inheritance, science or any

law based issue. Although these

subjects are certainly detailed in

the Qur'an, they are only pieces that

make up the larger puzzle. The fun-

damental theme of Qur'an is tawhid

or worshiping Allah without any

partners. Allah says: 4And I did not

create the jinn and mankind except

to worship Me ) [51 : 56]. Every verse

in the Qur'an either directly or indi-

rectly points in that direction. ^ And
on the earth are signs for the certain

[in faith], and in yourselves. Then
will you not see?), [56: 20-21].The

message is that Allah is One with-

out partners. He doesn't have a son,

daughter or any family members. He
is dependent on none, but everyone

and everything in the Universe would
collapse if He didn't support them.

He is above everyone and everything,

and has the most beautiful and per-

fect qualities that help us understand

who He is.There is no example unto

Him; He is unique in that respect

as He is above every likeness. He is

above all human qualities and thus

He can never tire, be frustrated or

die. He is the One that is called upon

when man is on his unstable boat,

rocking from side-to-side in the vio-

lent tides of the ocean, hoping with

a full Heart to be delivered to land

safely. But when Allah delivers such

people to safety, some ofthem con-

tinue in their disobedience to Him.

This is the state ofman who worships

his desires more than he worships

his Creator. Allah is so merciful to

such people that He repeatedly gives

them chances to repent, mend their

ways and worship Him the way He

has ordained; indeed, everyone is

given this chance until they meet

death. It then only becomes natural

for Allah to speak in the Qur'an on

the issue of death, saying that no one

knows when he or she is going to die.

4 Indeed, the death from which you

flee - indeed, it will meet you. Then

you will be returned to the Knower

ofthe unseen and the witnessed,

and He will inform you about what

you used to do) [62:2].

The Qur'an repeats the theme of

tawhid in the most creative of ways.

Allah doesn't do it just to amaze the

reader and listener with His incred-

ible succinct words, but to also warn

them with it, reminding them of the

Day ofJudgment. The Qur'an speaks

of that day as a day of immense

terror. Righteous people will receive

their record in their right hands,

which will lead to their eternal bliss

in Paradise.These are the people who

believed and then worked hard in

this life to tip the scales of righteous-

ness in the next.The wrongdoers -

those who disobeyed Allah and His

commandments - will receive their

book of deeds in their left hands.

They will cry out, <^"Oh, I wish I had

not been given my record! And had

not known what is my account. 1

wish it [i.e., my death] had been the

decisive one [i.e., the end of life and

not a gateway to eternal life]. My
wealth has not availed me. Gone

from me is my authority!" ) [69: 25-

29].

They will then be flung into the fire.

As has been shown, the ultimate

theme of the Qur'an is worshiping

Allah without partners. It implies

becoming a Muslim, and leading a

righteous life of obedience to Allah.

Nothing more, nothing less. Worship-

ing other than Allah is the greatest

weakness that man can possibly

fall into.The reality is that Allah, the

All Powerful and All Wise, created

everything. Man has no good reason

to worship Jesus, the Buddha, or to

add and subtract partners to Allah;

all of these are obstacles between

themselves and Allah.The heart of

the true believer feels as connected

to His Lord as the one who is sailing

on his ship, facing the brink of death

and destruction, calling upon the

One God and not the millions of gods

and goddesses. In times of extreme

difficulty, man knows his Creator be-

cause death surrounds him. It is then

up to him to either be a traitor or a

steadfast believer. 0
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Al-Awlaki sentenced to prison in absentia
Published: Jan. 18, 2011 at 8:01 AM

SANAA, Yemen, Jan. 18 (UPI) - A Yemeni court sentenced a 19-year-old male to death in the fatal shooting of a

French citizen last year and sentenced a U.S.-born cleric to prison.

The Specialized Penal Court ruled Hisham Muhammad Ahmed Asim, a security guard at the Austrian OMV

Group, an oil and gas concern in Sanaa, killed Javor Henry and injured a British security officer, the Yemen Post

reported Tuesday.

Tried in absentia was Anwar al-Awlaki - the U.S.-born radical cleric with ties to al-Qaida and its Yemen-based

offshoot, ai-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula -- who was sentenced to 1 0 years in prison for incitement to kill

foreigners, the Post said. The court also sentenced Othman al-Awlaki, the cleric s cousin and another AQAP

member, to eight years in prison on similar charges.

The Yemen Observer said prosecutors accused the three of forming a gang that targeted security personnel and

foreigners living in Yemen.

The Muslim cleric, linked to the attempted terror attack on a U.S.-bound airliner on Christmas Day20,09 .
became

the first U.S. citizen the CIA is authorized to kill. Awlaki, who was born in New Mexico, is on target lists maintained

by the U.S. military and the CIA, meaning he is considered a legitimate target not on y for a militaly strike by U S

and Yemeni forces, but also for CIA operatives. Awlaki corresponded with Maj. Nidal Hasan, the Army psychiatrist

accused of kiliing 12 soldiers and one civilian at Fort Hood, Texas, in November 2009.

© 2011 United Press International, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

| |

http://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/201 1/01/1 8/Al-AwlaH-sentenced-to-prison-i... 1/1 8/2011
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Yemen Sentences American-Born Cleric in Absentia

WASHINGTON—A judge inYemen sentenced the radical American- recommend
What’s Popular!

bom Muslim clericAnwar al-Awlaki in absentia on Mondayto 10 twitter

years in prison on charges of incitement to murder and belonging to a
sign !N to e- Eotlaa!After I

terrorist group. mail Egypt. 1

American andYemeni officials say Mr. Awlaki is working with A!
Qaeda's Arabian branch to plot terrorist attacks, and the Obama

reprints
-----

hiding in the remote mountains ofShabwa Province inYemen.
SHARE

DO YOU KNOW '

Mr. Awlaki was convicted in connection with the murder in October ofPSH THE SECRET TO
a French citizen, Jacques Spagnolo, in theYemeni capital, Sana. THE PERFECT
Prosecutors said that in e-mail exchanges, Mr. Awlaki incited the 19- ™
year-old gunman, Hisham Muhammad Assem, to kill foreigners.A
cousin ofMr. Awlaki’s who is also in hiding, Othman al-Awlaki, was accused ofincitement SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN

in the case along with him, and was sentenced to eight years in prison. pGA TOtJR pROS _ X
The accused killer, Mr. Assem, was sentenced to death at the same session ofYemen’s State WATCH NOW /
Security Court, which specializes in terrorism cases. CLICK HERE, ,/

Mr. Assem testified during his trial that hehad no connection to Mr. Awlaki, that he killed
^ —

—

Mr. Spagnolo for personal reasons, and that his confession implicating Mr. Awlaki was

obtained under torture. Lawyers for the defendants said theyhad not seen any evidence Pol itics E-Mail
linking Mr. Awlaki to Mr. Assem.

,
Keepupwiu,u

‘ jolfa.1. daily Politics e-

The trial was widely seen inYemen as a gesture to placate the United States government .
Ij

and to legitimizeYemen’s own efforts to capture Mr. Awlaki, who belongs to a powerful
See Sampla

1

tribe that is protecting him.

On Tuesday, the same State Security Court sentenced a Yemeni journalist, Abdulelah Hider

Sha’ea, to five years in prison on terrorism charges, saying he’had provided information

about targets to A1 Qaeda members while reporting on the group.

Mr. Awlaki has built a global following through his eloquent Internet sermons. He has

been a high priority for American counterterrorism officials since 2009, when hewas
linked through e-mails to Maj. Nidai Malik Hasan, theArmy psychiatrist accused of killing

13 people at Fort Hood. Tex., and to Umar Farouk Ahdulmutallab. the Nigerian man
charged with tryingto blow up a Detroit-bound airliner a year ago.

In recent months, Mr. Awlaki has called for the killing ofAmericans in videotapes and

audiotapes. On Sunday, the latest issue of Inspire, the English-language magazine ofA1

Qaeda’s Arabian branch, appeared on the Internet, with an article under Mr. Awlaki’s

name providing Islamic justification for the killing and “dispossessing” ofAmericans.

http://www.nytimes.com/201 l/01/19/world/middleeast/19awlaki.html?_r=l
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Al-Qaeda propagandist Anwar^j^Awlaki sentenced to ten years in priso^j^Telegraph

• Middle East

• Africa

• South America

Yemen

Al-Qaeda propagandist Anwar al-Awlaki sentenced

to ten years in prison

Fugitive al-Qaeda propagandist Anwar al-Awlaki has received a ten

year sentence for his role in the murder of a French energy

contractor.

11:17AM GMT 17 Jan 2011

A Yemeni criminal court said the killing ofJacques Spagnolo was "committed under the incitement" of al-

Awlaki. It held Othman al-Awlaki, a relative of al-Awlaki who is also on the run, guilty on the same charges.

Hisham Mohammad Assem, who gunned down Mr Spagnolo near Sana'a in October, has been given a death

sentence.

Prosecutors have said that al-Awlaki corresponded with Assem for months, encouraging him to kill foreigners.

Mr Spagnolo, who worked for energy group OMV, was gunned down at the company's compound in Sanaa on

October 6, the same day a British embassy car was targeted in a rocket attack.

Assem was overpowered and arrested.

Mohammed al-Saqqaf, a lawyer for both Anwar and Othman al-Awlaki, told the court that the pair had no

"connection or contact" with Assem.

Assem's lawyer, too, denied that his client had been in touch with al-Awlaki.

"I reject the verdict and will appeal," Assem said from the court security cage.

Witnesses, however, testified in court that they saw Assem fire on Spagnolo, with one saying that after the

killing the defendant "went looking for the manager ofOMV, an American national, to kill him."

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/yemen/8263858/Al--Qaeda-propaga... 2/3/2011

AWLAKL4103.
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Earlier this year President Barack Obama's administration authorised the killing ofUS-born al-Awlaki, the first

citizen ofthe country to be thus targeted.

Al-Awlaki has been linked to aUS army major charged with shooting dead 13 people in Fort Hood, Texas in

November 2009 and to a Nigerian student accused oftrying to blow up a Northwest Airlines flight on December

25 that year.

In a video posted on extremist websites, al-Awlaki has called for the killing ofAmericans "without hesitation.

"It's either us or you," al-Awlaki said, addressing Americans in the video.

Yemen, the ancestral homeland of al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden, has seen intense fighting in recent months

between al-Qaeda terrorists and the country's armed forces.
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By DAVID STRINGER, Associated Press-Tue Feb 1, 1:15 pm ET

LONDON -A British Airways worker plotted with U.S.-born extremist

cleric Anwar al-Awlaki to down a trans-Atlantic airliner in a major

terrorist attack, a prosecutor told a London court on Tuesday.

Rajib Karim, a 31-year-old Bangladeshi man, discussed plans to target

a flight from Britain to the United States with alleged terrorists based in

Yemen and sent coded e-maiis, which included information about

airline security, prosecutor Jonathan Laidlaw told the jury.

He said that Karim has already pleaded guilty to three terrorism

offenses, but has denied a series of other charges, including plotting to

bonib an aircraft.

"It will also become obvious to you that he has received a degree of terrorist training and, in particular, he has

become highly skilled in conducting secret communications," Laidlaw told the court.

Laidlaw said the airline worker, who was employed at a British Airways call center in Newcastle, northeastern

England, sent encrypted e-mails to al-Awlaki, a Muslim cleric born in New Mexico to Yemeni parents.

The cleric, believed to be hiding in Yemen, has repeatedly exhorted Muslims to kill Americans and is linked to

the Christmas Day attempt to down a Detroit-bound U.S. airliner in 20909. The would-be bomber had

explosives sewn into his underwear.

Laidlaw told the court Karim was an operative for Bangladeshi terrorist organization Jamaat-UI Mujahideen

Bangladesh who arrived in Britain in 2006 with orders to find a job which would assist his group to carry out

future attacks.
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"He sought work in this country of the sort which would be useful to him or a terrorist organization in planning

an attack," Laidlaw told the court. "An attack of the sort which might result in the wholesale loss of life."
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Karim joined British Airways in September 2007 and spent several years cultivating a low profile, presenting

himself as "mild-mannered, well-educated and respectful," Laidlaw said.

Colleagues were astonished by Karim's arrest in Newcastle last February, Laidlaw told the court. "They had no

idea of his real ambitions and they were astonished to hear of his arrest and learn why it was he was working

with them at BA," he explained.

He said extremist literature and files recovered from Karim's home demonstrated he was "entirely committed

to an extreme jihadist and religious cause."

Prosecutors said the trial is expected to last up to five weeks.
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Set Lead 5: (Action)

SAN FRANCISCO

AT SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

b7E
b7D

b7E
b7D

b7E
b7D

3
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Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 01/15/2009

AWLAKI-4173





To: ?? , From': New York
Ee = W I 1

01/15/2009

LEAD ( s ) :

Set Lead 1: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT
|

(U) ' Read and clear.

Set Lead 2: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

aaJ I

(U) Read and clear.

Set Lead 3: (Info)

SAN DIEGO

AT sj

(U) Provide a copy
|

I has been approved.

AWLAKI-4175







Q3~b ere

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

To: San Diego

From: San Diego
Squad | I p
Contact: SaI

Approved By:

Date: 01/26/2009

Case ID #: (U) (Pending) b7A

ssv'4/ '

o)

CHANGED
ANWAR NASSER AULAQI;
CT - SUNNI EXTREMISM - MIDDLE EAST

Previous Title: Ygf Title marked "Changed" to reflectl
7 "

| Title previously carried as "ANWAR
NASSER AULAQI; IT - AL QAEDA."



01/27/09
18:03:25

UNI020P2Case Reclassification

****** Statistical Information from Universal Index *****

Old Case ID •

New Case ID
Mains
References

’

Total records processed

AWLAKI-4179



01/27/09 CasjfcReclassification of Docum^jbs ECFCM0P0
17:58:46 W

\ |

W Page 1

Case ID (with new class) Documents Old Class :
|

AWLAKI-418Q



01 /27/09 RECLASSIFICATION REPORT
[j

STATISTICS OF RECLASSIFICATION________________
I b7E

AWLAKI-4181



’JAN. 5.2003 5 ; 43RM HO. 062 P.l

1FD-443
Revised

10-27-2004

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FACSIMILE COVER SHEET

PRECEDENCE

^ immediate O Priority C Routine

Special Handling Instructions:

Brief Description of Communication Faxed:

• WARNXNG
Information attached to the cover sheet Is U.S, Government Property. If you are not the intended recipient of this Information disclosure,

reproduction, distribution, or use of this Information is prohibited (1B.U5C, § 641). Please notify the originator or local FBI Office

immediately to arrange for proper disposition.

b7A

°//^& ;Wi

FD-44B (Revised 10-27-2004) Page 1 of 1 FEDERAL BUREAU Of INVESTIGATION

AWLAKI-4182



'AWLAKI-418:



\JfiN. 5.2003 5 : 46RM NO. 062 P.5

b7E WHERE SHOWH OTHERWISE

PRIVILEGED ATTORNEY-CLIENT COMMUNICATION AND ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT. DO NOT DISSEMINATE

WITHOUT OGC APPROVAL.

AWLAKI-4184



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

investigation:
On 03/10/2009

J

Date of transcription 04/09/2009

conducted the following

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

AWLAKI-4187



"^sesE^

jSSSsmcif 06-21-2033

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

pQ On 03/28/2009,
investigation: l

Date of transcription 04 /14 /2009

conducted the following

(U) Derived Fr^3>KB£^ISCG-20080301
Declassify^On: 04/l?/2B34^^

Investigation on 03/28/200 9^ West Covina. California

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

AWLAKI-4188



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

investigation:
On 04/10/2009

J

Date of transcription 04/14/2009

conducted the following

S) Predication

DerivedT~Frc«ft-^=_^BX;:
i?Si5CG-200803 01

Declass±fyr'5ns 047W2V54

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your a;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. I

"

AWLAKI-4189



(Rev. 01 -31-2003)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

Prom: San Diego

Date: 04/24/2009

Contact : SA

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Title: (U) ACCESS TO INFORMATION

Details :_

granted
named below be

gy/FOUO) The requested user(s) is currently working

(information in the requested
errorm tneir official 'duties

.

I>0y/FOUO) In accordance with

AWLAKI-4190



To:
Re:

From: San Diego b7E
b7A

LEAD (s) :

Set Lead 1
:

(Action)

AT Chantilly , VA

(U) This HO Unit or Field Office requests that

^ for the personnel lis' ed below.
Below are details for the requested user(s) that are to be given
access

.

NEW User Information

Case #:
| |

Full Name (First, MI, Last) :

|

Div/Field Office: San Diego

b7A
b7E
b6
b7C

Employee Type: FBI Special Agent

If TDY, expiration date: N/A

Job Type: Special Agent

Case Role: Standard User

Language Support: N/A

* repeat the information above for each user.

Full Name of Lead Case Agent: Sa|

Div/Field Office: San Diego

2
AWLAKI-4191



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 04/29/2009

investigation:
On 04/22/2009 conducted the following



onjLts&Qzo-u &Q.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

To: San Diego

Date: 03/12/2008

Attn : ELSUR

San Diego
Squad

[
Contac
Squad

| |

Contact: SA [

Approved By

Drafted By:
L

Case ID #: (U)

(U)

(U)

(U)

(U).

(U)

(U)

(Pending)
/

I (Pending)
(Pending) V

(Pending) \
tJEsnding)

Pending)
(Pending)

*T&

Title: (U) ANWAR NASSER AULAQI;
IT - AL QAEDA

AWLAKI-419:









S^ret

Intel Summary



Intel Summary



Intel Summary



Intel Summary





Intel Summary



Intel Summary



et

Intel Summary

AWLAKI-4204



Intel Summary



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date: 04/28/2008

Attn: ELSPR

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: (U) 1 (Pendincr)
(U) Pending)
(U) Pending) b7A

;
(U) (Pending) h7F

! (U) (Pending)

Title: W" ANWAR NASSER AOLAQI;
'

' IT - AL QAEDA

Precedence: ROUTINE

To: San Diego

From: Sain Dieao

Contact: SA [
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Intel Summary
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Intel Summary
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Intel Summary
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Intel Summary





bl
b3
b6
b7C
b7A
b7D
b7E

Secret

Intel Summary

AWLAKI-4219
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T°: 'San Diego From: General Counsel
Re|

|

, 08/02/2011 b'/A

LEAD (s) :

Set Lead 1: (Info)

SAN DIEGO

AT SAN DIEGO. CA

(U) READ AND CLEAR

Set Lead 2: (Action)

jj!AN_FRANCISCO



.
FEDERAL. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 05/09/2011

ANWAR NASSER AULAQI

FBI NSISCG 20090615

(U)

communication

.

will be sent by a separate

AWLAKI-4250



To: From : General CounselSan Diego

Re: \
05/09/2011

j:)7A

LEAD(S) :

Set Lead 1: (Info)

AT RAM DIEGO, CA

(U) READ AND CLEAR

Set Lead 2: (Action)

SAN FRANCISCO

AT SAN FRANCISCO. CA
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Who will handle translation: N/A

Thank you for yo.ur assistance, feel free to contact me Wjp1 any questions:

I.

Counterterrorism Division
|

BladcBerrvJ _
Black:

Green

DERIVEEtFROM: G-3 FBI Classification Guide G-3. dated 1/97.rForeian\CounterlntelliqencgJnVestigatrons

DECLASSIFY 01^0330825
~ ~

SECRET//0RC0N>N.0F6RN^
"

DERIVED FROM: G-3 FBI Classification Guidel^S>jfetetf^/97. Foreign Counterintelligence investigations

DECLASSIFY ON: 20330825 :

SECRET//ORCON.NOFORN \

DERIVED FR0M^64fFBl Classification Guide G-3. dated 1/57.. Foreign Counterlnteffiggnce Investigations

DECLASSIFY'ON: 20330825
" ^

SECRBT//ORCON.NOFORN

AWLAKI-4315



* '

4*
* =£

FEDERAL. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : ROUTINE

To: San Diego
San Francisco
New York

Date: 01/22/2009

Attn: SSA I

Attn: SISSTT
Attn: |“

From: GENERAL nOTTNSRT.
I

Contact: I I

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID # : (U)|

Title: ANWAR NASSER AULAQI ; IT - AL QAEDA; 00: SD.

Derdsjed From : Multiple Sources^^^
See ClasSxfiGatxon 2Vut

e

Section.
Declassify,-©**?"—51/06/2033^^^^
Source"Sarked "XI"
Date of Source : 01/15/2009





To: San Diego, San Francisco and New York

Re: (U)
|

~| 01/22/2009 b7A

LEAD (s)

:

Set Lead 1: (Info)

SAN DIEGO

AT SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA

(U) READ AND CLEAR.

Set Lead 2: (Action)

SAN FRANCISCO

AT SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

Set Lead 3: (Action)

SAN FRANCISCO

AT SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

Set Lead 4: (Action)

SAN FRANCISCO

AT SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

Set Lead 5: (Action)

SAN FRANCISCO

AT SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

bl
b3
b7D
b7E

AWLAKI-436j





<3 )

ding)
nding)
nding)
nding)
ending)
Pending
Pending
Pending



For administrative purposes, the following files will be opened:

bl
b3
b7A
b7E

The !

Thel
in the rotor

lwill be maintained in ELSUR.

|
will be maintained b7E

AWLAKI-439:
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302EC. wpd b6
b7C

AWLAKI-4394



[considers this lead covered. b7E

AWLAKI-4395



LEAD (s) :

Set Lead 1: (Info)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

(U) Read and clear.

AWLAKI-4396



;v, 06-04-

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date: 02/06/2011Precedence : IMMEDIATE

To : International Operations

Counterterrorism

San Diego

b7C
b7E

-E

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #:

egal Attache Off:
Contact: A/ALAT b7C

b7E

AULAQI , ANWAR, NASSER
CT - SUNNI EXTREMISM - MIDDLE EAST

DESIGNATED INTELLIGENCE DISCLOSURE OFFICIAL
DISSEMINATION OF INTELLIGENCE TO FOREIGN
NATIONALS
IT -

i i
(U) FOREIGN DISSEMINATIONS

OPERATIONS
INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM

~3LL.1U1I i1//||i ,

i'II'i

,

ITi1L~

(73
-

Cover Lead?

# of contacts
~~

DB entry Y

AWLAKI-4397





_~i i in' I'.r.i'in ii niTfT

To: International Operations From: I I v
Re: (U)

| |
02/06/2011 b

LEAD (s)

:

Set Lead 1: (Info)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

(U) Read and clear. For information only.

3

AWLAHQ-4399
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«• Vev. 06-04-2007)

"Tin 1 111 'I'nnimnn

FEDERAL. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : IMMEDIATE Date: 02/08/2011

Title: W" AULAQI , ANWAR, NASSER
CT - SUNNI EXTREMISM - MIDDLE EAST

(U) DESIGNATED INTELLIGENCE DISCLOSURE OFFICIAL
DISSEMINATION OF INTELLIGENCE TO FOREIGN
NATIONALS.
IT -

|

(U) FOREIGN DISSEMINATIONS INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM b7E

OPERATIONS
| |

~
III llll'l ‘j'lll UK II ll~

EC

Cover Lead?
# of contacts

DB entry

y
b6
b7C

AWLAKI-4403





to : mt
Re: (U)[

LEAD (s) :

Set Lead 1: (Info)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

(U) Read and clear. For information only.

From:
|

02/08/2011

AWLAKI-4405



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIOJN

Precedence : IMMEDIATE

To: International Operations

Counterterrorism

San Diego

Legal Attache Office
Contact: A/ALATl

Date: 02/09/2011

SSA|
SA
SA

b7C
b7E

Approved By:

Drafted By
: |

Case ID #: (U)

(U)

(U)

b7C
b7E

• (Pending
( Pending
(Pending

b7A
b7E

AULAQI, ANWAR, NASSER
CT - SUNNI EXTREMISM - MIDDLE EAST

(U) DESIGNATED INTELLIGENCE DISCLOSURE OFFICIAL
DISSEMINATION OF INTELLIGENCE TO FOREIGN
NATIONALS .

IT ~
| |

b7E

(U) FOREIGN DISSEMINATIONS INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM
OPERATIONS

| |

nil mi i iVnnrnmi

EC

Cover Lead?

§ of contacts

DB entry

b6
b7C

b7A

AWLAKI-44Q6
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•;s)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: IMMEDIATE

To : San Diego

Counterterrorism

Date: 02/08/2011

Attn : SS2J

SA 1

AULAQI, ANWAR, NASSER
CT - SUNNI EXTREMISM - MIDDLE EAST

(U) DESIGNATED INTELLIGENCE DISCLOSURE OFFICIAL
DISSEMINATION OF INTELLIGENCE TO FOREIGN

4 c
| |

01EC. wpd

AWLAKI-4409
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'20100226

Administrative: (U) Please cover referenced lead.

Reference

:

(U)

Details
rfifsrpnrpH

|

on or about 02/2 ^/2011 .

I fear'll fifr Wfls di sseminati





01/25/2011 b7A
b7E

LEAD ( s )

:

Set Lead 1: (Info)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

(U) Read and clear.

0

-ft:

HKf ,UUi//f

UlLOUl)
J

,

ll|l'lli I TCI 1
3 L_

AWLAKI-4414



....

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

To: San Diego

Date: 01/13/2011

Attn: Q

Hudson Valley

New York

Counterterrorism

Attn:

Attn:

Attn:

£
I

D/UC Dog

|

From: Counterterrorism

Contact:

Approved By:
|

Drafted By: j"

Case ID #: (U)

Title:

|
(Pending)]

-

Synopsis: (U) Document notification of£

ANWAR NASSER AULAQI

IT -SUNNI EXTREMISM-MIDDLE EAST

b7C
b7A
b7E

ia Letterhead Memora

Derive3TroTO-|^=FBLNS4S€€
;:2r(jX0022 6

DecIassffjrOm 203^0TT3

—

(U) Reference:

b7A
b7E



(Rev. 01-31-2003) t

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : ROUTINE Date: 12/21/2007

Counterterrorism Attn:
|

ssa|
San Diego Attn: SA|
Washington Field Attn: SA

SA
TF
SA

(X) lb —3^3
JDeeiagsxfyOn?

—





To: Counterterrorism From:
| j

>Uf Re: 315N-WF-C234335 , 12/21/2007

LEAD ( s ) :

Set Lead 1: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT
|

(U) Read and Clear.

Set Lead 2: (Info)

SAN DIEGO

AT SAN DIEGO. CA

(U) Read and Clear.

Set Lead 3: (Info)

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON. DC

(U) Read and Clear.

b7E

3

AWLAKI-4418



Details

Date of Arrest: 04/05/1997 Time of Arrest: 00:11

Incident #: Booking #: 97803391A

Last Name: AULAQI DOB: 04/21/1971

First Name: ANUAR Sex: M

Middle Name: Race: UNKNOWN

Street Number: Eye Color: BROWN

Street Name: 7181 SARAQAC Hair: BLACK

Apt: Height:

City: SD Weight:

Charges 647(b) Prostitution

H5W3825.JPG

NOTE: This record conta ns a photo corrected digitally to the correct proportions by SDPD

| }pn 07/14/2010 .
b6
b7C

AWLAKI-4419
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jvould help to know if he actually has a US passport that would allow him easy

entry, or if he never renewed after State investigated him for fraud in the late

1990s

Thank you very much, as always,

A
b7C
b7E
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TWO YEARS
Unanswered Questions

Who Aided

Hijackers Is

Still Mystery
FBIDisputes Findings

OfCongressionalInquiry

j&K-DanEggen
Washington Post StaffWriter

Two years after al Qaeda terrorists slammed

jetliners into the World Trade Center and the

Pentagon, FBI and congressional investigators

remain deeply divided over whether the 19 hi-

jackers receivedhelp from other al Qaeda opera-

tives inside theUnited States and still are unable

•to answer some of the central questions in the

case.

The uncertainties persist despite the largest

FBI investigation in U.S. history—which has in-

cluded' 180,000 interviews and 7,000 agents—

and raise the possibility thatAmericans will nev-

erknowpreciselyhowthe conspiratorswere able

to pull off the most devastating terrorist attacks

in U.S. history.

“We know quite a bit about the attacks,” FBI

counterterrorism chief Larry Mefford said last

week. ‘Unfortunately, we don’t know every-

thing.”

Some of the doubts surround intriguing de-

airliners in 2001. Authorities also have found no

definitive explanation for why ringleader Mo-
hamed Atta and another hijacker, Abdulaziz Alo-

mari, began their suicidal journey on Sept 11,

2001, with a seemingly risky commuter flight

from Portland, Maine, to Boston—coming with-
in minutes ofmissingtheir flights out ofboth dt-
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^pressure

id him to

praising Ueberroth’s campaign and calling

him “aforceior good.” ^
“We share core beliefs about the urgent^

need to restore the economic vitality of Cali-

fornia and about the important steps that

will achieve that result,” Schwarzenegger

e debate,

of good
percent

j

from

self with Ueberroth. He said Ueberroth's

supporters “werebackinga serious andwell-

qualified candidate” and-predicted thatmo’st

ofthemwillnowsupporthim.
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S DC md VA TWO YEARS
:

Who May Have Aided Hijackers Remains a Mystery
ies.'Andwhat exactlywas discussed
at a pivotal meeting in Kuala Lum-
purm •January 2000, where investi-
gators believe—but cannotprove
thatfheSept 11 plotwasput inmo-

BuJ perhaps the biggest riddle-
one thathas onlybecomemurkierin
recentmonths—centers on the sup-
port -given to- the hijackers while
they-were layingthegroundwork for
the attacks, and what that suggests
about a preexisting network of od-
erahves in the UnitedStates.
A recent congressional inquiry

raises the possibility that al Qaeda
supporters were in place in this
country to help the hijackers; were
aware ofat least some aspects ofthe
plot; and may havejbeen supported
by elements ofanother government,
Saudi Arabia. If true, that could
mean that dontestic accomplices to
the attacksare stillatlarge.

oeueved that such a support net
work was likely—concluded by ear-
ly 2002 that no evidence could be
found ofany oitemized domestic ef-

forf tp-aid the hijackers. Since then,
FBf, Justrce Department and in-
teJhgence .ofS^ais have portrayed
the hijacking teams as disciplined

who! kept to themselves

papers and other assistance after
tad entered the United States.

WVhile here, the hijackers effec-
tively operated without suspicion,
triggering nothing that would have
al?rfed- law enforcement and doing
nothing that exDosed them to aZ

I Conclusions

(San fran)!/!?!? Radical imam; served as spiritual

Church)
/ha ,s adviser to two hijackers in California

and Virginia; has ties to several

_
subjects of terrorism probes.

TwounnamTii
' '

individual"™ Gas station owner and manager;

(San Diego? briefly employed a hijacker; both have

been subjects of FBI terror probes.

(PhoetAo?
'"dividual student pilot trained with a future Sept

IX pilot; may have carpooled with him;

one FBI agent said he could have served

SOURCES: loln^^^ ^
35 3 SeP‘' 11 Pilot f

Imam has radical beliefs but there is

no evidence of a link to the Sept. 11

plot or its planning.

I
Contact with hijackers brief and

I inconclusive; no link to Sept. 11 plot

has been found.

Probably an extremist, but no evidence

tying him to the Sept. 11 plot.

was, as one source told the FBI, an

agent for the Saudi government'

The FBI, which recently completed

interviews with Bayoumi in Saudi

Arabia in reaction to pressure from

Congress, has concluded that those

rTatma are without merit and has

largelyabandoned further investiga-

tion, sources said.

One key component of the
j

his Initial meeting with Almihdhar

inaiimazim.

Accordingto the inquiry’s report,

an unnamed source interviewed by

the FBI said he traveled to Los An-

geles with Bayoumi on Jan. 15,

2000, to visit the Saudi consulate,

details of which the FBI has not

been able to determine. Afterward,

the report said, Bayoumi and the

. . source went to a restaurant, where

they struck up a conversation with

Almihdhar and Alhazmi after hear-

ing them speak Arabic. The report

sssssasssa -&***
inquiry of House and Senate in-
telligence committees in June 2002.Asw as we know, they contacted

United States
2001.

111 ™e summer of
'

"The fact thnt •

known to the -rS; •
man

3r Prisons

•contact with It1^ have been in

questions as iJ4.
e “-lackers raises

knew about th«
ho
J."“ch the FBI

extremist gi-— activities df Islamic

States before the United

congressional ^‘ember 11,” the

adding that the*®*® conc^e<^

knowledge or involvement in the

Sept 11plot investigators said,

“The 14 people that they say are

so-called associates to the hijackers

have been thoroughly investigated

and, .in some cases, are two and

three times removed from any hi-

jackers” one investigator said.

“These were people who had some

uuuuig uiul a,. - —.vmuvu, limited contactvnth peoplewho lat-

port network “5?
eS?t of any su£>- er fumed out to be hijackers; that

underatandtefr *L
Vltally important in does notmean theywere in on any-

ofthe hijacker® operandi thingor part ofalQaeda.”

uu.iuiuwn-terrons

the.ljnited States.’

- But in a scathing report released
this summer, the joint inquiry
reached a much different conclu-
sl0niJX?*: intelligence sources and
theWs own investigation had

tionalSecurity
1??™’ a former Na-

Clintonadmii'h®™351 official in the
idzed the pg^mhonwho has crit-

terrorism, said m combating

thelongestth^^® ®Bs line for

jackersandat least 14 suspected ter-

rorist assodates in San Diego and
elsewhere in the United States—
includingseveralwhom the FBIwas
monitoring at the time of the con-
tacts. The congressional inquiry al-
so‘alleged thattwo ofthe associates
mayhave had ties to the Saudi Ara-
bian government; a charge that has
strained U.S. relations with Riyadh.
The claims refocused attention

on theperformanceandcompetence
of the FBI, which along with the
c-m, tameunderfierce criticismlast
year for not a

to this country "**« uuuc m-
the local infirSScTT not pluginto

looks like that Now it

But officiahT=?°‘.thi2ase-”

where in the Jy? ®BI and else-

souares reterrert + .
“uegeuas-

havebeenexhav,~A°

,

111 ™ report

Althoughsome mvestigated.
pear to have keyfiguresap-

joint HouseSenate inquiry, said she

remains concernedthat the FBI and

other U.S. intelligence agencies are

“missing the point” ofwhy contacts

between hijackers and suspected

terroristassodates are important

“The question shouldn’t he, Did
thesepeopleknowabout the plot?

”

she Mid. “The question should be,

“Were they placed here by al Qaeda

to help alQaedaoperatives,whether

or nottheyknewaboutthe plot and
are they stillhere?’

”

For example, Hill noted, the CIA
found that al Qaeda lieutenant Kha-

lid Sheik Mohammed, the master-

mind of the Sept 11 attacks, trav-

eled to the UnitedStates as recently

as May 2001 and had sent recruits

here to establish terrorist networks.

CIA Director George J. Tenet also

told the inquiry that most of the

Sept 11 hijackers may not have

known details oftheir mission.

is being planned, hut that does -not

jnean iheyaren’t hereror don’t pose

athreat,” Hill said.

The congressional inquiry- re-

leased to the public in July provides

details on approximately half of the

14 associates alleged to have had

contactwith the hijackers. They in-

clude an unnamed individual who
tookffighttrainmgwithhijackerHa-

iti Hanjour in Phoenix, and another

unidentified person “on the 'East

Coast” who had ties to one of Atta’s

former college roommates.

But themost controversial allega-

tions, the ones that receive the most

attention in the report, center on a

cast of characters in San Diego,

where hijackers Khalid Almihdhar

and Nawaf Alhazmi settled in early

2000. The differing opinions on the

events in San Diego illustrate the

depth of disagreement between me

concluded that the hijackers prob-

ably were aided by terrorist associ-

ates—and FBI investigators, who
have determined that the contacts

/ere esseuuauy uuwwuu .

•The most prominent associate

named in the report is Omar Bay-

oumi,aSaudinationalwhohefiiend-

ed the hijackers and apparently en-

couraged them to relocate fromLos

Angeles, where they had arrived in

January2000, to San Diego.

There is great debate within in-

telligence and law enforcement cir-

noies suspicions uy™ ugcuio um
the “meeting at the restaurant may

not have been accidental,” and an

FBI written response to the inquiry

refers to the encounter as a “some-

what-suspiciousmeetingwiththe hi-

jackers.”

But FBI investigators said- that

subsequent investigations have

erased many of their suspicions. In-

vestigators ‘ have determined

through interviews that Bayoumi

and his companion initially sought

out a different Arabic restaurant

. that haddosedandbeenturned into

abutchershop.Thebutcherhas told

the FBI of encountering the pair, j,

and of directing them to the other *

restaurant, where they met the hi-

jackers.

FBI officials said they also have

discounted other suspicious infor-

mation about Bayoumi, induding a

claim by one source that Bayoumi

delivered $400,000 from Saudi Ara-

bia to aKurdish mosque in San Die-

go. 'While Bayoumi did provide a

cashier’s checkfor the hijackers’ ini-

tial rent payment and security de-

posit in San Diego, it amounted to

nothing more than a “seven-minute

loan” tiiatwas repaidwitha cash de-

posit into Bayoumi’s bank account,

one investigator said.

The bureau’s Sept 11 investiga-

tive team, which is still tracking

down details ofthe plot;.hasreached

similar conditions about other as-

sodates named or referred to in the

congressional inquiryreport

“There is no indication that these

people who provided assistance

knew what they were up to,” said

Mefford, the head of counterterror-

ism and counterintelligence at the

FBI. “Most of this assistance is very

benign cooperation. . . . Did anyone

intheUnitedStatesknowwhatthey

were up to? At this point, there isno

evidence ofthat”
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To: Washington Field

From: Washington Field
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Date: 10/01/2003

Case ID #:

Title : \sS

199N-WF-222852 (Closed)

ANWAR AULAQI;
IT - UBL

Submission of enclosure to file.

iTT DeriVeeLFrom^^^S-3

Enclosure (s) : (U)

n 09/29/2003, the writer discussed with AUSA
|(EDVA) the status of an arrest warrant on Anwar

I provided the writer with I

and named SA Jas an FBI point of contact.

PS) In the ensuing discussion with AUSA| | he
advised that] I bv an investigative
reporter in Washington. DC named I I AUSAl '

was unaware of how
] |

acquiredl f"—

^SEARCHES
' ,l]

flNDCXtr

I

SERIAUZad IpiLhoJ

ll
’

0CI 0! 2003
i
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i
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. INFORMATION (

~l Re: Message S

liEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
rDAT.E 06-20-2013 BY NSICG

mm-

From:
To:

Date:

Subject:

Thu, Oct 2, 2003 2:21 PM
Re: Message Service

Holy crap
j

|isn't this your guy? The aman with the prostitutes. I am out of to]

office in Homuiu cneckina messages and just got this. You may want to speak witq ^
already have this info?l lhas an indictment on this guy. I |f you need to call me, my cell

phone is| ~| 1 1

ik but in the

io you

r

i got another message for you. Anwar Aulaqi called. He said he'd talked with you after 9/1 1 . He is

currently out of the country and can be reached at the following e-mail address:

al aulaai@vahoo.com

b6
b7C



Anwar Aulaqi

b6
b7C

Page'll

From:
To:

Subject: Anwar Aulaqi

FY!: I just got a call froml |at FBIHQ. Apparently the 9/1 1 Comission is interested in interviewing

Anwar Aulaqi and some members are enroute to Yemen to try and do that. Coincidently I got an e-mail

from
|

^ibout a week ago....seems that Anwar had called and left her a voice message which

basically reminded her that she had interviewed him and told
j [

what his e-mail address was.

I was interviewed h\t the 09/1 1 Commission on 1 0/16 about Aulaqi and I told them about this voice mail

from Aulaqi tol IThey were obviously interested but made no requests for assistance in setting up
their potential interview with Aulaqi. According td Ithe 09/1 1 Commission that is enroute to Yemen is

now trying to figure out how they’re going to arrange the interviewjoLAulaqi once they get there.1

I was advised by| [hat FBIHQ was going to pass on Auiaqi's e-mail address to the 09/1

1

commission, I believe the commission is going to contact Aulaqi via e-mail. I'm sure I'll here more about

this, i'll keep you posted.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7E

b6
b7C
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ALL INF"A1&IICH CniZKE:
-HEREIN IE UKCLAS5IFE ED
DATE 76-21-2013 3Y NEEDS ,7:

Fri, Oct 17, 2003 4:53 PM
9/11 Commission staff trip to Yemen

From:
To:

Date:

Subject:

As you are aware, a matter popped up today regarding
. . .

are flying to Yemen where they plan to interview! |Anwar Aulaqi. Aulaqi is the

subject of a closed FBI case. He left the U.S. under some sort of cloud, i.e.. he was in some sort of hot

water relating to a prostitution fiasco in the D.C. area. The Case Agent,
!

tWFO) closed
" ™ :kersthe case after an exhaustive effort to ascertain if Aulaai had a viable connection to the hijackers, etcf

^Apparently they

Several weeks ago, SA I Received a vague message on her office (?) voice mail from a caller

.whn identified himself as Aulaqi. SA
|

had interviewed Aulaqi several years ago, and SA
|

presumes Aulaqi holds her in high regard and/or trust. The caller simply left the message
(words to- the effect), "This is Anwar, you interviewed me after 9/11, here's my email address:

al_aulaqi@yahoo.com." Given the fact thaj |is assigned to another matter, and was out of

pocket, the voicemail was not a factor until several days ago. in any event, Auiaqi's email (assumj
'

has not received a reply from the FBI because a plan or formula has not been devised. In fact, pei

| I
planned to reply to the email possibly on Monday.

I bdvised me todaj e aforesaid email matter may become "an issue" with

Pe| (requested Auiaqi's email address as left or! Loicemail. In the SDirit of

thini_

effort^

request!

time. L

email address was correct, and that the caller was actually Aulaqi, then the only possible

iay request this weekend is for us to interceed if Aulaqi rejects the Commission interview

^A/PPkpnri rnntar.t should such a request arisfi. Moreover, if they make such a
But that's a guess at this

Yemen temporary legatQ
So, there you have it. it was inferred^

voicemail/email matter when he returns, but we shall s

,
Thanks.

,

Jwas contacted regarding this matter.

3nake make an issue out of the

[__]

b7C
b7E

b7C
b7E

b7C
b7E
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"'Re: You left a voice message foi^^ Page 1 of 1

ft X *

From : Anwar Al-Awlaki [SMTP:al_aulaqi@yahoo.com]

To:
| |

Cc:

Re: You left a voice message for me ]
Subject:

Sent: 10/27/03 6:17 PM

b7C

Importance:

Hellc)
[

I was astonished by some ofthe talk circulating in the media about me. I was even more surprised to

know that the congressional report on Sep 1 1 had alluded to me as being a "spiritual adviser" to the

hijackers. The Guardian newspaper in the UK mentioned that the US authorities are looking for me
in the UK while Time magazine mentions that they are looking for me in Yemen. Well in both

countries I could be easily accessed. Even though I really have nothing more to say than what I did

in our previous meetings I just wanted to let you know that I am around and available. I am amazed
at how absurd the media could be and I hope that the US authorities know better and realize

that what was mentioned aboutme was nothing but lies.

Thank you
Anwar

ig)fbiacademy.edti> wrote:

Dear Mr. Aulaqi,

I received a message from the person who now sits at my desk that you
requested I contact you. I know who you are. What do you need

1

] H|

Do you Yahoo!?

Exclusive Video Premiere - Britnev Spears

1

I
'l&AflCHE

j

SfcBIAUZH

fiod

Find r
i, NOV 0 o 2003

1 1

1

10/29/2003 b7E
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Compose Message Page 1 of 1

To: [Anwar Al-Awlaki [SMTP:al_aulaqi@yahoo.com]
*

Cc: r~.. T~
Subject: ]RE: You left a voice message forme

| |

Hello Anwar,
Thank you for replying to my e-mail.

I

As a matter of fact, we have been looking for vou.
would like to speak with you is Sfl|

can call him collect. I will get you his e-mail.

The person, who

|
You

Until then, please
feel free to e-mail me at this address. There are a lot of questions
and matters that need to be straightened out and I believe of a great
benefit for you to speak with

I

believe you may have more to say
then what you and I discussed at our earlier meetings, judging from
your e-mail . It also did not look good that you left the country so
rapidly.

|
|would like to hear your side of the story. We look

forward to nearing from you.

—Original Message—
From: Anwar Al-Awlaki

I I

10/29/2003 b7i
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Date:

Subject:

Wed, Nov 5, 2003 4:18 PM
Re: Anwar

Hey there,

I am out of town with work until l-l /is. Why don’t you go ahead and contact him and that will take me out

of the middle. Thanks|
]

»j ll/04 9:37 AM »>
I set up a hotmail acct:| |to communicate with Aulaqi.

Sounds like you made Aulaqi aware that I wanted to talk to him. Do you want to send him another

message which includes my e-mail acct. or would you prefer that I go ahead and make contact with him?

b6
b7C
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MSN- Hotmail - Message Page 1 of 1

MSN Home
I My MSN

|
Hotmail

1
Search

|
Shopping

Visa® Card
|

Creates Tfrafc Kind of Magic! |

Free Newsletters
|
MSN Featured Offers

|
Find Message

Previous Next
|
Close

|
Reply

| |
Reply All

1 |
Forward

| |
Delete

|

[Put in Folder..-TfI

My name

Printer Friendly Version

1 1
1 work with

| |
in D.C. After talking with

) [

about
your recent contact with her, I wanted to let you know that I am the person in our
office most familiar with your situation. It's my belief that we could both
benefit from having a private conversation with each other. This conversation
should be in person, between me and you. Please consider this and let me know how
you feel about the idea. We can discuss further where to meet, when to meet,
etc. If you don't want to travel back to the D.C. area we can meet somewhere
else.

Perhaps we can talk c

number in DC :

if you need to ^

ilephone to work out the details of a meeting. My

] this is my direct line and I have secure voice mail

MSN Shopping upgraded for the holidays! Snappier product search...

rsignQut^l

Search the Web

MSN - More Useful Everyday

MSN Home | My MSN
|

Hotmail | Search
|

Shopping | Money 1
People & Chat

© 2003 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.TERMS OF USE Advertise TRUSTe Approved Privacy Statement
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Page 1 of 1

From:
To:

Sent: Thursday, November 20, 2003 7:01 AM
Subject: Aulaqi speaking....

_b6

"b7c"

—-Original Message—
From b6
Sent: Tuesday. October^ 2003M b7C

Subject: Pwd: Aulaqi speaking....

fyi

King's College Islamic Society Presents:

THEMUSLIM IDENTITY

by Sheikh Anwar AlAwlaki

Date: Wednesday 29th October 2003

Time: 3.30 pm
Venue: The Spit Cafe, Boland House, Kings College London, Guy's Campus,
St Thomas's Street, London SE1

Iftar will be provided.

Nearest Tube/Train: London Bridge

Entrance: Non Muslims - FREE, Muslims - £1.50

*ALL WELCOME*

For more info contact^

Website: y.

] b6
b7C

11/20/03
AWLAKI-4457
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From:
To:

Sent:

Subject:

I hursday, November 20, 2003 7:00 AM
RE: Aulaqi speaking.. ..twice in the next week

.
b6
"b7c"

—-Original Message-—
From
Sept: Tuesday. October 28. 2003aCT ]

T<L
I

Subject: Fwd: Aulaqi speaking..„twice in the next week

b6
b7C

Islamic Education and Cultural Society Presents:

THEFOURDIFFERENCES BETWEEN JANNAH& DUNYA

by Sheikh Anwar AlAwlaki

Date: Saturday 1stNovember 2003
Time: 3.00 pm
Venue: Hayes Civic Hall, 3 Pump Lane, Hayes, Middlesex, UB3 3NB
(Located next to Wilkinson's)

There will be a lecture followed by iftar.

Nearest Train Station: Hayes & Harlington (Paddington Line)

Buses: 140, 90, H98,U4

*ALL WELCOME*

For more info call:
| |

—-Original Message— b7c
From]

|

Sent: Monday, October 27, 2003 3:09 PM

Subject: Aulaqi speaking....

King's College Islamic Society Presents:

THE MUSLIM IDENTITY

by Sheikh Anwar Al-Awlaki

Date: Wednesday 29th October 2003
Time: 3.30 pm
Venue: The Spit Cafe, Boland House, Kings College London, Guy's Campus,

St Thomas's Street, London SE1

Iftar will be provided.

Nearest Tube/Train: London Bridge

Entrance: Non Muslims -FREE, Muslims - £1.50

11/20/03

AWLAKI-4458
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From : Anwar Al-Awlaki <al_aulaql@yahoo.com>

b6 T°l
~

I

b7c Subject : Re: Fwd: your contact witl|
|

Date : Sat, 15 Nov 2003 05:30:19 -0800 (PSD

|
Reply
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Printer Friendly Version

You should expect to here from me after Ramadhan. Ramadhan is a very busy month. We're talking iate Nov
early Dec
Anwar

Which one

is Shania?

Sending this again, want to make sure you received it.

>FromJ I
j

>To: al_aulaqi@yahoo.com| .

'

>Subject: your contact wittj
|

>Date: Tue, 11 Nov 2003 10:51:23 -0500

>My name is l l l work wittj

~~

tn D.C. After talking withl
j

>about your recent contact with her, I wanted to let you know that I am tne

>person in our office most familiar with your situation. It's my belief

>that we could both benefit from having a private conversation with each

>other. This conversation should be in person, between me and you. Please

>consider this and let me know how you feel about the idea. We can discuss

>further where to meet, when to meet, etc. If you don’t want to travel back

>to the D.C. area we can meet somewhere else.

>
>Perhaps we can talk on the telephone to work out the details of a meeting.

> My number in DC. id Ithis is my direct line and I have secure b6
>voice mail if you need to leave a message. b7c

Click to answer

and claim your

FREE DVD Player!

1

Great deals on high-speed Internet access as low as $26.95.

https://broadband.msn.com (Prices may vary by service area.)

Do you Yahoo!?

Protect your identity with Yahoo! Mail AddressGuard

MSN - More Useful Everyday

MSN Home
I

My MSN
|

Hotmail' |
Search

|
Shopping |

Money 1 People & Chat

© 2003 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.TERMS OF USE Advertise TRUSTe Approved Privacy Statement GetNetwij

Click fordstste

]
SfcfilALIZt.0 _l:

wipe NOV \ 7 2003

L
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date: 11/25/2003Precedence : ROUTINE

To: CounterTerrorsim

From: Washinnf.nn Field

Approved By:
| |

Drafted By
: | |

Case ID #: 199N-WF-222852 (Closed)

i Title:

W

ANWAR AULAQI;
/ \ IT - AL QAEDA

Synopsis: To report telephonic contact between SA
and Anwar Aulaqi. L

- Tto-t-a-n « • jtfi) on 11/24/2003 Anwar Aulaqi left two messages on SA

I
p?F0/office voice mail, one at 8:16am (32 seconds) and

the other at 10:59am (17 seconds).

In the first message. Anl am—identified himself and
stated he vohld call again, that SA| |could send an e-mail
advising of a- good time to call bacJc, or tnat he (Aulaqi) could
be reached via e-mail.

In the second call Aulaqi identifies himself and
states he wiil call later in the evening or on 11/25/2003.

On the morning of 11/25 /2003, SaT |sent an
e-mail fromP |( SA | |

to
al anlaai (3vahoo . com (Anwar Aulaqi), advising Aulaqi of SA

FBI cellular telephone number. i



To: CounterTerrorsim From: Washington Field
Re:

W

199N-WF-222852, 11/25/2003

called SA[_
-Ml. On 11/25/2003, at approximately 12:42pm, a person

1 cellular telfnhn
Anwar Aulaqi (the caller ID on SAf^
noted a telephone number o.f|

|
SA|

Anwar Aulaqi that a personal meeting was being sought. Aulaqi
indicated he would be willing to meet but did not want to return

.dentified himself
cellular telephone

~~ Jadvised

to the United States,
the UK.

Aulaqi suggested a meeting in Yemen or in

b6
b7C

Aulaqi asked if his attorney could be present
during the meeting, Aulaqi indicated he had an attorney in the UK
but did not offer the attorney's name. SA

[
j
advised

Aulaqi that.it would be his (Aulaqi 1 s) choice if he wanted to
bring an attorney to any future meeting he might have with the
FBI. SA| pold Aulaqi that the meeting might involve a
discussion on some issues of a personal nature.

b6
b7C

Aulaqi will be in the UK in December, 2003 but his
schedule is very busy and he will not be able to meet then.
Aulaqi may be able to travel to the UK in January or February,
2004 for a few days. Aulaqi will also be in the UK in March,
2004 and this is likely to be the best time for him to meet with
the FBI

.

a workable o
and the UK.

Aulaqi was advised that a meeting in the UK may be
•tion, contingent upon gaining approval from the FBI

2

AWLAKI-4464



Working Copy Page 1

Precedence: IMMEDIATE Date: 12/09/2003

To : Counterterrorism

Washington Field

From: Director's Office

199N-WF-222852 (Closed)

Title: (U) NATIONAL COMMISSION ON TERRORISM
9/11 TASK FORCE

Synopsis: G8j Communication setting forth lead to Washington
Field Office (WFO) regarding closed subject ANWAR AULAQI

.

: Dertved-Jgrgnu-!

—

U~3
DeciasSifyCsn—XI

Details: For the information of WFO

,

1
.

I the
9/11 Commission Task Force (Task Force) has received numerous
and unrelenting requests from the NATIONAL COMMISSION ON
TERRORISM (9/11 Commission) regarding closed WFO subject,
ANWAR AULAQI. These requests stemmed from WFP's revelation to
9/11 Commission staff member

\ I that an
individual representing himself as Aulaqi left several
telephone messages on SA| |office voice mail. WFO EC
dated 11/25/03 provides explicit details regarding these voice
mails, and the 9/11 Commission is aware of same.

b6
b7C
b7E

b

b6
b7C
b7A
b7E

AWLAKI-4465



Page
» JJEdRST

Working Copy

1 .

pursuing the
What are the plans of the WFO Case Agents on

interview of Aulaqi?

2 . Does WFO have any plans on reopening the
Aulaqi case?

3. If there is no plan to re-open the case or
any other pending issues with Aulaqi, will WFO pass the
information on to the 9/11 Commission so the 9/11 Commission
may attempt to locate Aulaqi?

4. If the 9/11 Commission is able to set up an
interview with Aulaqi, does WFO want to be included?

For reasons unknown to the Task Force, the 9/11

^

Commission was unable to locate Aulaqi for interview during
the Commission trip to Yemen and London.

LEAD (s) :

Set Lead 1: (Action)

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON, D.C.

WFO
| l is requested to reply

specifically to questions 1 through 4 above as soon as
possible.

J

AWLAKI-4466,
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SuspectLessons

A Muslim School

Used by Military

.

Has Troubling Ties

Saudi Institute That Preaches

StrictFormofIslamTrained

Dozens ofTroop Advisers

Droppedby the Pentagon

By Glenn JR, Simpson

FAIRFAX, Va.-When the Defense De-
partment wanted to hire “a qualified

imam for leading Fridayprayer” for Mus-

.
lim employees at the Pentagon last year,

it posted a notice at the nearby Institute

of Islamic and Arabic Sciences in Amer-
ica.

Nestled in an office park here, the •

institutewas a logical place to look. Since
the mid-1990s, it has helped train at least

75- people as Islamic religious advisers

for Musiim-Ameri-
can troops world-

wide. These “Is-

lamic.lay leaders,”

as the Pentagon
calls them, are sol-

diers and civilian

employees who vol-

unteer to provide

spiritual guidance

when paid Muslim
chaplains aren’t

available.

But the Defense
AMur Rahman Department’s reli-

Alamoudi ance on the Islamic

.
institute has. a po-

tentially .troubling side, There are signs

that the school, an arm. of the Saudi Ara-

bian government, disseminates the intol-

erant and anti-Western strain of Islam
espoused by the Persian Gulf kingdom’s
religious establishment.

The institute's published curriculum

calls for studying “the ruinous effect” of

Christian beliefs. Lecturers at the insti-

tute have included a cleric who congres-

sional investigators saywas aspiritual ad-

viser to two of the Sept. 11 hijackers.And
the Muslim-American activist who
helped arrange for the institute to train

Muslim lay leaders, Abdur Rahman
Alamoudi, was indicted in October for

taking from Libya money that prosecu-

tors suspect was intended to finance ter*

rorism.

Saudi-officials have denied the view-
widely held among U.S. government and
private terrorism experts-that the strict

Saudi version of Islam has helped pro-

vide an ideological justification for vio-

lence against the West. But lately, the

kingdom has begun to reform its educa-

tional and religious establishments. Offi-

cialswith theIslamicinstitute say it is av-

idly pro-American, peace-loving and reli-

giously moderate.

Whatever the school's official.philoso*

phy, it’s clear thepentagon has done busi-

nesswith an operation withworrisome as-

sociations. The Defense Department,

which says it no longer uses the school,

now acknowledges it didn't look closely at

the outside groups helping mold its Mus-

lim programs. The military “stays out of

the business ofapprovingreligious organi-

zations” in deference to the constitutional

separation of church and state, Charles

Abell, the Defense Department’s deputy

undersecretary for personnel, told a Sen-

ate subcommittee in October. (Please see

related-article on page A4.)
Some officials at the Islamic institute

are formally affiliated with the SaudiEm-
bassyinWashington and enjoydiplomatic

status, accordingto the U.S. State Depart-

ment. On several recent occasions, cars

bearingSaudidiplomaticlicensaplatesoe-

'

cupiedstaffparkingspaces outside theiii-

stitute's offices. ButaWashington spokes-
man for the Saudi government, who asks

not to, be named, says Saudi diplomats

know, little about what the institute does.

After a series of inquiries about the insti-

tute, the spokesman adds that the Saudi

government has-now decided to close the

schoolforunspecifiedreasons.Instituteof-

ficials say they know of no such.plans.

The Pentagon’s programs for Mtislim
soldiers have come under intense scru-
tiny since the arrest in September of an

itary secrecy while working at the U.S.
prison for suspected terrorists at Guan-
tanamo Bay, Cuba. That case, and the

Please Tum.to Page MO, Column 1

b6
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Muslim SchoolUsedbyMilitaryHas Tr
Continued From First Page

arrest of two Arabic translators accused
of secrecy violations at Guantanamo,
have prompted congressional hearings
and an espionage investigation, by. the
FederalBureau of Investigation. The Pen-
tagon has released the Muslim chaplain,

who was sponsored for his position by
Mr. Alamoudi’s group, while the case
against him continues. It isn’t known
whether the chaplain or any Muslim lay
leaders at Guantanamo were trained at

the institute. Meanwhile, military offi-

cials are reviewing the two Muslim orga-

nizations they have 'used to certify a

of accusations that those organizations
'

have links to terrorism.

What has gone unnoticed during this

controversy is the role of the Institute
•

of -Islamic and Arabic Sciences in Amer-
ica in training the far-bigger network of

Muslim lay leaders, who are in a posi-

tion to' influence the religious views of

large numbers of U.S. soldiers. The in-

stitute, part of Saudi Arabia’s state-run

university system, is funded and con-

trolled by the kingdom’s Ministry of

Higher Education. •

Saudi government-backed religious

charities, schqols and wealthy Saudiindi-

viduals have long promoted the .Wahhabi

version of Islam. Wahhabism is named
for Muhammad bin ’Abd al-Wahhab, an
18th-century Islamic purist who advo-

cated returning to the Islam practiced ih

the seventh century by the Prophet Mu-
hammad and his initial followers. As es-

poused in recent decades, Wahhabism
condemns all Western influence on the

Muslim world, and its tenets have been
invoked by Osama bin Laden, among
other terrorists.

Muhieldin Saleh, a de(an at the Is-

lamic institute in northern Virginia,

says,' “There is no way the institute will

allow or tolerate anyone to 'come here
and.send a message of hate or intoler-

ance.”

Dawud Alyasa, a Muslim convert who
served as a military lay.leader in the late

1990s and received training at the insti-

tute, agrees. “The classes were geared to

basic principles of Islam, understanding
’

who Allah is, prayer, some of the issues

soldiers may have, such as fasting," and
related matters, says Mr. Alyasa. He -left

the military ih 2000.

Spiritual Needs

Until the 1990s, the Pentagon did little

to tend to the spiritual needs of ifs grow-

ing Muslim ranks, now estimated at be-

tween'4,000 and 10,000. For Christian and
Jewish troops, it has long maintained a
world-wide network of more than 3,000

ordained chaplains and thousands of ad-

ditional lay leaders, who back up the

chaplains. But Muslims in uniform

largely went without official religious at-

tention.

About 10 years ago, Mr. Alamoudi,

the Muslim-American ’activist, ap-

proached the Pentagon and offered to

help. A naturalized American citizen,

he was born in Eritrea but is a member
of a large and influential Saudi busi-

ness clan. As head of the American
Muslim Council, a Washington lobbying

group, he rubbed elbows with politi-

cians in both parties. His organization
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oublingTies
had “contacts within the Muslim com-
munity that not many other institutions
had,” says Herman Keizer, a minister
with the Christian Reformed Church in
North America who then headed the
Armed Forces Chaplains Board, which
•oversees military religious activity.

Mr. Alamoudi’s entreaty resulted in
the Pentagon setting up two prograjms:
one to recruit Muslim clerics as chap-
lains and another to train troops and em-
ployees as Muslim lay .leaders. An off-

shoot of Mr. Alamoudi's American Mus-
lim Council began certifying chaplains
and worked with the Islamic institute to

train lay advisers.

“There was some concern about the
connections between [Mr. Alamoudi’s.or-
ganization] and countries in the Middle
East,” says Rev. -Keizer, who leftthe mili-

tary-chaplain board in 1994. But he de-
clines to elaborateon this.concernand con-
firms that it didn’-t stop the Pentagon from
relying on Mr. Alamoudi and Ms group.

Recently, that reliance has become
problematic. In October, Mr. Alamoudi
was indicted oh charges bf illegally tak-
ing from Libya hundreds of thousands of
dollars-that federal prosecutors.say they
suspect “was intended for delivery” to

terrorists -in the Middle East or anti-

American fighters headed for Iraq.

Prosecutors say Mr. Alamoudi is also
at the center of a network of northern
Virginia-based Islamic groups that are
under federal investigation for possibly
financing terrorism. Mr. Alamoudi was
denied bail in October after prosecutors
presented evidence in court that he “ex-
pressed his support for terrorism and re-

peatedly transferred money, to terror-
ists," including the Palestinian group Ha-
mas and front groups affiliated with al

Qaeda. U.S. investigators have quoted
him in court documents as discussing ter-

rorism with an unidentified informant,
and saying, “I prefer to hit a Zionist tar-

get in America or Europe."
- Mr. Alamoudi has pleaded innocent to
the Libya-related charges and hasn’t
been charged in the Virginia investiga-
tion. His lawyer, Stanley Cohen, says the
accusations against his client are part of
an attempt to intimidate influential Mus-
lims. “There’s a lot of smoke and huff
and puff, but there’s nothing there,” the
lawyer said. Mr. Cohen added that his
client has had only limited involvement
with the institute.

Pentagon spokesman James Turner
declines to comment on the charges
against Mr. Alamoudi. Mr. Turner says
the military no longer uses the institute
to train Muslim lay leaders, but he de-
clines to elaborate or explain whether
another group is doing such training.

The last of five plaques commemorating
the sessions in 'the institute’s lobby is

dated 2000 .

Beginning in 1993, the institute, work-
ing in conjunction with the offshoot of
Mr. Alamoudi’s American Muslim Coun-
cil, held at least five training sessions for

.

‘Islamic lay leaders. .Mr. Turner esti-

mates that “75 to 100 Islamic lay leaders

went there for training” during the 1990s.

The five-day training sessions, pro-

vided free of charge, taught “general con-
cepts of Islam” that are “important in

field situations where no cleric is avail-

able,” Mr. Saleh, the institute dean,
says. He offers an-example: “If-a Muslim
dies, and they do not know how to bathe
the body, it is a problem.”

Military officials last year asked the
Muslim lay leader who works at the Pen-
tagon building in Arlington, Va., to’ post’

the notice seeking to Mre an imam, or
prayer leader, for the Pentagon, accord-

‘

ing to Army spokeswoman Martha Rudd.
The institute was only one of several
places where the notice was put up, Ms.
Rudd says.

The posting was written by Zadil An-
sari, a technician who works on contract

for theDefenseDepartment and serves as !

the Pent&goh’s Muslim lay leader. Mr. An-
sari also Servedasanadvisoryboardmem-
ber on Mr. Alamoudi’s American Muslim
Council. Mr. Ansari declines to be inter-

viewed, butthroughMs.Rudd sayshehad
only, slight involvement with the council.

(
Mr. Alyasa, ttafe former lay.leaderwho

1
acded institute classes, says that as

an 'enlisted man in' the Army, he .began
attending training sessions ih the
mid-1990s at a U.S. base in Landstuhl,
Germany. The sessions were organized
by'the offshoot of Mr. Alamoudi’s group,

the American Muslim Armed Forces and
Veterans Affairs Council, he says. In
1996, he says the Alamoudi armed-forces
cpuiicil arranged for him and about 60

other soldiers to travel to Saudi-Arabia
Tor the pilgrimage to Mecca that every
devout Muslim is expected to make at
least once. The trip-was financed by the

Saudi government, he says:
'

. After he transferred to an Army base
in.Fort Belvoir, Va., where he-worked as
a hospital lab technician, Mr. Alyasa got
involved in organizing.religious activities

for Muslims there. In 1998, the Alamoudi
armed-forces council arranged for him to

attend training sessions at the Islamic
institute in Fairfax, he says. He was able

to attend only a few of the classes be-

cause of his .military duties, but he de-

scribes the training as addressing such
issues as making sure- that soldiers are
able to follow Muslim dietary rules. In
addition to helping arrange training ses-

sions, the Alamoudi armed-forces group
asked lay leaders to gather information

on where Muslims served in the military,

according to records from the group gath-

ered by the Investigative Project, a Wash-
ington nonprofit.

Mr. Alyasa says that he is aware that

the Saudis and their religious organiza-

tions, including the institute, adhere to

an orthodoxform of Islam, but he says he

Saudi “scholars over there are the ones
trying to warn people about doing these
crazy things," he says.

The Islamic institute’s Web site says
thatitpresentsIslam “peacefullyandmod-

erately.” After Sept. 11, 2001, the site said

the terrorist attacks “constitute clear vio-

- lations to the teachings ofIslam.” OmarAl-' #
sabti, the institute’s deputy director, adds
inan interview: “ArealMuslimcannotac-
ceptthiskindofbehavior.How canyoukill

3,000 innocent people?"

For a seminar at the institute spon-

sored by Prince Bandar bin Sultan, the

Saudi ambassador to the U.S. and presi-

dent of the schools board of trustees, the

iiistitute published several' academic pa-
pers promoting U.S.-Saudi ties. “It’s a
straightforward academic institution,

and we do not tolerate £ny kind of activi-

ties whatsoever that .are against the

spirit or rules-or laws of the countries we
practice in,” says Mr. Saleh, the dean.

Hie school’s 30 employees occupy a
spacious two-story building containing of-

fices, a library and a large room 'for

• prayer tyith separate entrances for men
,and womeii.
' The library, where the imam-wanted
notice was still posted as recently asUcto-
ber, has a limited selection focused
mainly on books and magazines that es-.

pouse the Saudi religious establishment’s

anti-Western strain of Islam. “I basically

went through the whole library. The only
books that were there are Wahhabi
books,” says Ali al-Ahiiied, head of the

Saudi Institute, an independentWashing-
ton group that promotes- civil-rights re-

forms in the kingdom. •

- The magazine rack.in the library in-

cludes only a handful of English-lan-

guage periodicals, all of which promote
fundamentalist Islam. One is the official

journal of the Saudi government reli-
' gious agency responsible for interna-

tional proselytizing, the Muslim World
League. “Islamic terrorism is merely a
figment of imagination,”- said an article

in the September issue. “The hallucina-

tion-.of the Islamic terrorisiji created by
Western manipulators and the Zionist

zealots is gradually .breaking down.”
Some Arabic-language' books the-

school carries and distributes denounce
other religions, according to Mr. Ahmed,
head of the Saudi Institute. Mr. Ahmed'
has translated parts of one book the insti-

tute has distributed at conferences and - •

seminars titled “The True Religion-,” •

which condemns Judaism and Christian-

ity as “deviant.”

Regarding Christianity, the Islamic

school’s curriculum call's forstudying “the

ruinous effectofthesebeliefs on theinnate
human disposition and the modern situa^

tion.” .

'

Anwar al-Aulaqi, the former imam at

a mosque in San Diego, also has lectured

at the institute. A congressional report

on Sept. 11 released .this July said Mr.
Aulaqi counseled two of the hijackers
while they stayed in San Diego and then
transferred to a mosque that both hijack-

ers attended in northern Virginia shortly

before the attacks. Mr. Aulaqi, who is

now believed to be in Yemen, has denied
knowing of the hijackers’ plans.

Islamic institute officials say they

aren't responsible for lecturers’ contro-

versial views. “It is an open society we
have here," Mr. Saleh says. AWLAKI-4469



Subject: Re: Aulaqi email matter

The attached EC describes a recent telephone conversation I had with AulaqL.based on my sending him

an e-mail asking him to call me. He seemed to be agreeable to meeting me in the UK in March,

2004... I've not yet discussed the options/feasibility for doing thisf'with myWFO chain of command or HQ
SSA.

If I get the FBI’s approval to meet Aulaqi in the UK, I'll be communicating with him by e-mail...he didn't give

me his telephone number (he said he was calling me from a phone booth).

11/2611:37 AM »>

The Aulaqi email issue popped up again, and I've been tasked to report to the 9/1 1 Commission how we
handled this. Can you please provide me with a complete update on the email issue? I've attached

several earlier emails addressing this matter in the event they may assist your recollection of events.

Thanks for your help.

b6
b7C

AWLAKI-4470





To: CoynterTerrorsim From: Washington Field

Re:W 1 99N-WF-222852, 11/25/2003

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 11/25/2003

To: CounterTerrorsim Attn[
-SS7T
SSAl

b6
b7C
b7E

Froiji: Washjngtnn Field

Contact: SA
|

Approved By:
|

Drafted By:
|

b7C
b7E

Title:
x ANWAR AULAQI;

IT-AL QAEDA

Synopsis:® To report telephonic contact between SaT
Aulaqi. ^ x

[]and Anwar

DeriVed-Emm^lS-3
Dedas§flyTJrn-~)Cl

(U[

Details: On 11/24/2003 Anwar Aulaqi left two messages on S/I I

WFO/office voice mail, one at 8:16am (32 seconds) and the other at 10:59am (17
seconds).

^ In the first message Aulaqi identified himself and stated he would call

_| could send an e-mail advising of a good time to call back, oragain, that SA
that he (Aulaqi) could be reached via e-mail.

In the second call Aulaqi identifies himself and states he will call later

in the evening or on 11/25/2003.

On the m<1nrnina-Qi±L/25Z2p03, SaT
Hsa I ho al auT

pent an e-mail from

, _ auiaaiftavanoo.com (Anwar Aulaqi),

acvisina Aulaal or saI IFBI cellular telephone number.
On 11/25/2003, at approximately 12:42pm, a person called SA

‘

i Anwar Aulaqi (the caller ID on[celular telephone and identified himself a

AWLAKI-4472



To: £ou
Re:WmterTerrorsim From: Washington Field

1 99N-WF-222852, 11/25/2003

SAl
, I

cellular telephone noted a telephone number oil I
SA b6

I "laavised Anwar Aulaqi that a personal meeting was being sought. Aulaqi b7(
indicated he would be willing to meet but did not want to return to the United States.

Aulaqi suggested a meeting in Yemen or in the UK.

Aulaqi asked if his attorney could be present during the meeting,
Aulaoi indicated he had an attorney in the UK but did not offer the attorney's name. SA

Hadvised Aulaqi that it would be his (Aulaqi's) choice if he wanted to bring an
attorney to any future meeting he might have with the FBI. SA

| [old Aulaqi

that the meeting might involve a discussion on some issues of a personal nature.

Aulaqi will be in the UK in December, 2003 but his schedule is very

busy and hewilhnot be able to meet then. Aulaqi may be able to travel to the UK in

January or February, 2004 for a few days. Aulaqi will also be in the UK in March, 2004
and this is likely to be the best time for him to meet with the FBI.

rAulaqi was advised that a meeting in the UK may be a workable
option, contingent upon gaining approval from the FBI and the UK.

b6
b7C
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MSN Hotmail - New Message Page 1 of

MSN Home
|
My MSN

|
Hotmail

|
Shopping

|
Money

|
People & Chat |SignOut^

Web Sear^, :

j

Today
j

Mail

|

Calendar
|

Contacts

j

J M
Options

|
Hel

New Messag

S Send
|

Draft
| 10 Attach

| ? I
|
£3 Tools

|
0 Cancel

j

NOTE: Spelling Check Complete Favorite Contacts

Cc: C
Bcc: IZ

Subject:|Meetlng

I need to start making plans for a trip to England in March, 2004. Can you give me some idea of

when you will be in the UK, where you will be staying (city and hotel), and when you will be available to 1

|

meet.

I still need to get approval for overseas travel from my headquarters & our liaison in the UK...in this
j

regard I need to be able to specify a time frame and location in my travel request

Feel free to call me if you so desire, I'll be In town all next week.

IWashington, DC

r Copy Message to Sent Folder

Get the latest updates from MSN

MSN Home
|
My MSN

|
Hotmail

|
Search

|
Shopping

|
Money

|
People & Chat Feedback

|
Hel
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Re: Fwd: aulaqi.wpd

Our response will be as we discussed last week on the phone. Unfortunately the case agent|____|

|is tied up on trial prep for a major case on the squad and has not been able to type the EC we
discussecTlf you need to respond this afternoon here is WFO's position. »=_

I IThere is no indication he plans to return to the U.S.I I

I [

aim inas nao a conversation with Aulaqi and has tentatively set up an interview for mid March

in London. With the Va. Jihad trial scheduled for early Feb. this will be the earliest S/0| pan
mppr Anlani I

(

|With that

said, we would not want to do the interview with the 9/1 1 commission.

If the 9/1 1 commission needs to meet with Aulaqi, we will provide the contact information so they can set

up their own interview.

Commission executive director I I via his staff, have been making daily inquiries regarding the

Aulaqi questions presented in the ec to WFO....it was also a topic at the 2 day penttbom conference last

week. Wish I could tell you why aulaqi is such a big deal, but with the Commission, the sky is the limit. In

any event, have you guys been able to specifically address the questions?? I've been asked to respond

sometime this afternoon.

i DEC I 4 28BT

1475



r

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: IMMEDIATE Date: 12/15/2003

To: Director’s Office

Counterterrorism

Attn: 9/11
ssa[

Attn:»= L—

r

ssa[

Commiss ion Task Eorce

b6
b7C
b7E

From: W^.qhinrrton Field

Contact : Sfl|

Approved By
:

Drafted By:
| |

I

Case ID #: I ~~f (Pending.)
b?E

199N-WF-222852 (Closed)

Title: ^ NATIONAL COMMISSION ON TERRORISM
9/11 TASK FORCE

Synopsis: Information provided on Anwar Aulaqi.

b6
b7C
b7E

(U) I I
b7E

Details: By EC dated 12/09/2003, the 9/11 Commission Task
Force requested WFO to respond to four issues that are of
interest to the National Commission on Terrorism ('9/11

Commission). Following are WFO's responses to those issues:

AWLAKI-4476



To: Director's Office From: Washington Field I

ifj) Re: ^ [ 1

12/15/2003 b7E

available to meet in England; Aulaqi has not yet responded to
this e-mail.

2. Does WFO have any nlang on riannpn-inrr the
case?

x
AT this pointy WFo

| |

] Anwar Aulaqi, there is no indication he plans to return to
the United States.

3 . Xf there is no plan to reopen the case or any
other pending issues with Aulaqi , will WFO pass the information
on to the 09/11 Commission so the 9/11 Commission mav attempt to
locate Aulaqi? The 09/11 Commission was previously provided with
Anwar Aulaqi' s e-mail address, al_aulaai@vahoo.com. however WFO
is unaware if the 9/11 Commission attempted to contact Aulaqi
using this e-mail account or the results of such attempted
contact. In as much as WFO has succeeded in establishing contact
with Aulaqi, anH baa pynrfisssH a wiTHnnnp.ss to submit to an
FBT interview- I

If the 9/11 Commission is able to set up an
interview 'wi'Eh Aulaqi , does WFO want to be included? No, Aulaqi
is expected to make himself available for an FBI interview in
March, 2004. If the 9/11 Commission seeks to pursue an
interview of Anwar Aulaqi earlier than March, 2004 they should
proceed independently.

b7E

b7E
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Date: 12/30/03 Time: 13:08
b7A

t
Automated Serial Permanent Charge-Out
PD-5a (1-5-94)

Serial: -4=42-

Description of Document:

Type : INSERT
Date : 09/26/03
To : WASHINGTON FIELD
From : WASHINGTON FIELD
Topic: FEDEX ENVELOPE CONTAINING ONE VIDEOCASSETTE

Reason for Permanent Charge-Out:

inadvertenly serialized

Employee

:

b6
b7C
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To:
1al_aulaqi@yahoo.com J« Favorite Contacts

Anwar Aulaqi

Bcc: £
Subject: ! March, 2004

'

12/29/2003 1:10pm

Anwar,

I sent you two messages about a week ago, if you didn't receive them I was asking about your travel

plans to the UK in March, 2004. Can you let me know what your tentative plans are....I need to start

making arrangements for myself.

CZ\

r Copy Message to Sent Folder

Get the latest updates from MSN

MSN Home
|
My MSN

|
Hotmail

|
Search

|
Shopping

|
Money

|
Peopled Chat
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From : <postmaster@mail.hotmail.com>

Sent : Monday, December 29, 2003 1:12 PM

I I

Subject : Delivery Status Notification (Failure)

This is an automatically generated Delivery Status Notification.

Delivery to the following recipients failed.

al_aulaqi@yahoo.com

From

:

To : aLaulaqi@yahoo.com

Subject : March, 2004

sent : Monday, December 29, 2003 1:11 PM

12/29/2003 1:10pm

Anwar,

X sent you two messages about a week ago, if you didn't receive them I was
asking about your travel plans to the OK in March, 2004. Can you let me know
what your tentative plans are .... I need to start making arrangements for
myself.

Thanks

.

Tired of slow downloads? Compare online deals from your local high-speed
providers now. https://broadband.msn.com

|
'vr

|
ililnbox

Get the latest updates from MSN

MSN Home
|
My MSN

i
Hotmail

|
Search

|
Shopping

|
Money

|
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Subject:| Contact

Get the latest updates from MSN
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From

:

Sent:

To:

<postmaster@mail.hotmail.com>

Monday, January 5, 2004 7:20 AM

-^1^1 ® Inbox

Subject : Delivery Status Notification (Failure)

This is an automatically generated Delivery Status Notification.

Delivery to the following recipients failed.

al_aulaql@yahoo.com

lava life*
Whore singles click'.'

SINGLES

To : al_aulaqi@yahoo.com

Sent : Monday, January 5, 2004 7:20 AM

12/05/2003 7:18am

I can't seem to reach you by e-mail, if you get this message please

I

respond. Tf von you can reach me at my office telephone number

Enjoy a special introductory offer for dial-up Internet access — limited time

only ! http://joIn.msn.com/?page=dept/dialup

1 'vM Spinbox

Get the latest updates from MSN

MSN Home
1
My MSN

1
Hotmail

1
Search

|
Shopping

1
Money

|
People & Chat
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From:
To:

Subject: Aulaqi update

FYI, I did not get a response from Aulaqi on an e-maii I sent him on 12/14/2003 (asking for details of his

anticipated trip to the UK in March, 2004).

I sent him a follow up e-mail on 12/29/2003. I received a delivery failure notification on this e-mail. I'll try

another e-maii today.

b6
b7C

L£, a

'search: )

j
SEfllAUZfcp

pEJ

J m o 20041 1
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Date: Sun, Dec 21 , 2003 1:32 PM
Subject: Aulaqi Isues

in ref to our tel call last week, please havel establish e-mail contact with Aulaqi as soon as

possible (from KY or otherwise) to present the following two options:

1 . Aulaqi meeting with the commission staffers for an interview in UK or Yemen ASAP.
2. One of our Legats interviewing Aulaqi in place ot| |

ASAP.

In addition, I would like copies of all e-mail contacts between [and Aulaqi as soon as possible. They

have requested copies of these e-mails. I will discuss the content with commission staff and determine

what there course of action will be. This is a hot topic for them and they have been relentless in their

desire to inten
‘ * ' ’

ng possible to make this happen. Thanks for the help, please advise me Monday on the status. bi

hi

AWLAKI-4488
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Subject:JcQntacT

Get the latest updates from MSN
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:

Sent:

To:

Subject

<postmaster@mail.hotmail.com>

Monday, January 12. 2004 5:56 AM

4*-
1 | X I

ill Inbox

b6
b7C

Delivery Status Notification (Failure)

This is an automatically generated Delivery Status Notification.

Delivery to the following recipients failed.

al_aulaqi@yahoo.com .

To : aLaulaqi@yahoo.com

Subject : Contact

sent : Monday, January 12, 2004 5:56 AM

01/12/2004 5:57am

I seem to be havii
give me a call . .

J

LCting you. If you get this e-mail, please

Get a FREE online virus check for your EC here, from McAfee.
http://clinic.mcafee.com/clinic/ibuy/campaign.asp7cids3963

X I 8! Inbox

Earn a Criminal Justice,

or other degreefrom an
accredited university.

Bachelor’s Degrees

'

B.S. in Business/Admin

B.S. in BusinessJMomt

B.S. in Business/Mktq

B.S. in Criminal Justice

B.S. in Health Care

B.S. in Information Tech

|

RN to B.S. in Nursing

Master's Degrees

M.A. in Education

M.A in Organizational

Management
Master of Business

Administration

Get the latest updates from MSN
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1
My MSN

1
Hotmail

|
Search

|
Shopping

1
Money

|
People & Chat Feedback

1
Hel
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(Rev. 01-31-2003)

Secret

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 01/12/2004

To : Washington Field

Case ID 199N-WF-222852 (Closed)

Title: W ANWAR AULAQI;
IT - UBL

Enclosure (s) :

1 . e-mail from
| |

et . al .

,

dated 10/02/200 T.

2. e-mail exchange between] |and Anwar
Aulaqi, in October, 2003.

3.. e-mail from to Anwar Aulaqi, dated
11/11/2003. 1 1
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To: Washington Field From: Washington Field
Re: 199N-WF-222852, 01/12/2004

6. e-mail from
|

to Anwar Aulaqi, dated b6

12/29/2-003, including failed delivery notification, b7c
dated 12/29/2003.

7. -e-mail from I I to Anwar Aulaqi, dated
01/05/2004, including failed delivery notification,
dated 01/05/2004.

8. e-mail from I
|
to Anwar Aulaqi, dated

01/12/2004,' including failed delivery notification,
dated 01/12/2004.

Details: On 01/19/9 004. sal
the enclosed documents to|
Commission Task Force, telephone

hand delivered
"chief, 9/11

2
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THE IMAM’S VERY CURIOUS STORY
A skirt-chasing mullah isjust one more mystery for the 9/11 panel

BY CHITRA RAGAVAN

I

fs beenmorethan 272 years sincethe

9/11 attacks, but lots ofquestions re-

main about how the plot came to-

getherandjustwho mighthavebeen in-

volved. This week in Washington, the

federal commissioninvestigatingthe at-

tacks will try to answer some of those

questions in its 12th and final public

hearing. Sources saythe commissionwill

reveal dramatic new information about

the plot that has been gleaned from al

Qaeda detainees, including 9/11 opera-

tional mastermind, Khalid Shaikh Mo-
hammed. “This,” says Democratic com-

missioner Timothy Roemer, “will be a

blockbuster hearing.”

Commissioners hope the two-day

hearing willhelp fill in the gaps in what

is still a sketchy story.Amongthose gaps

is the possible role of a charismatic

young Islamic cleric, Anwar al-Awlaki,

33-allegedly a spiritual adviser

to at least two hijackers who
plungedAmericanAirlines Plight

77 into the Pentagon.A congres-

sional joint inquiry report re-

leased lastyear saysthat al-Awla-

ki (aka, al-Aulaqi) is one of 14

menwho had dealingswithsome
ofthe hijackers while under FBI

investigation; the bureau shut

down a counterterrorism probe

againsthimin 2000. The FBIhas

long downplayed al-Awlaki’s role,

but bureau sources now ac-

knowledge that during the 9/11

probe, agents became “very in-

, terested” in al-Awlaki and yet

failed to prevent him from leav-
' ing the country for Yemen. “We
don’tknowhowhe got out,” says

one FBI source.

Al-Awlaki couldnotbereached

forcommentbuthas deniedprior
knowledge of the attacks. The
lanky imam was known for his

fiery anti-American rhetoric and
forhissidebusinesspeddlingpure,

expensiveYemenihoney—and in-

vestigators were interested in

both. The feds were tracking al-

Awlaki’s honey trade, U.S. News
has learned, because ofevidence

thatOsamabinLadenwasusing a
network of honey operations to

fund the movement of gun ship-

Ipossibl

Educated inYemen and the United

States, al-Awlaki first attracted atten-

tion in 1999 in Los Angeles. According

to the congressional inquiry, an FBI
counterterrorism investigation indi-

cated that the imam had ties to sever-

al suspicious characters and thathehad

allegedlymet in early2000 with some-
one close to convicted terrorist Sheik

OmarAbdel Rahman, a blind Egyptian

cleric. But the FBI closed its investiga-

tion in March 2000, stating that, “the

[further] investigation.”

By then, al-Awlakihad settled in San

Diego. And so hadtwo ofthe hijackers,

Khalid Almihdar and Nawaf Alhaz-

mi, who began attending al-Awlaki’s

mosque. In January 2001, the imam
moved to-the DarAl-Hijra Islamic Cen-
ter in Falls Church, Va., the largest

mosque in the country, andsure enough,

Alhazmi and athirdhijacker, Hani Han-
jour, soon followed suit. Al-Awlaki has

denied knowing the men.
Bogus? After the attacks, German po-

lice found the mosque’s phone number
in the apartment ofa major 9/11 co-con-

spirator, Ramzi Binalshibh, according to

thejointinquiry.Thespokesman forthe

Falls Church mosque, Imam Johari

Abdul-Malik, did not return calls. But
Randall Hamud, a San Diego defense at-

torney, said al-Awlaki was a “respected

intellectual” and had an honest reputa-

tion among Hamud’s clients.

Al-Awlaki and his followers blamed
Israel for the 9/11 attacks. “There is an
expectationthatMuslims should apolo-

gize for something that they never did,”

al-Awlaki told National Geographic

magazine in September 2001.

The probe ofthe 9/11 attacks soon led

Washington FBI agents back to San

Diego, where theyfound that al-Awlaki

had twice beenbusted for solicit-

ing prostitutes in 1996 and 1997
but had avoided jail time. Al-

Awlaki has previously described

these charges as ‘bogus.” But FBI
agentshoped al-Awlaki might co-

operatewiththe 9/11 probe ifthey

couldnabhim on similar charges

inVirginia. FBI sources say agents

observed theimam allegedlytak-

ingWashington-area prostitutes

into Virginia and contemplated

using a federal statute usually re-

served for nabbing pimps who
transport prostitutes across state

lines. ButinMarch 2002, al-Awla-

ki abruptly left the country for

Yemen. "Whenhe lefttown, itwas

as ifthe air went out ofthe bal-

loon,” says one FBI source. Al-

Awlaki briefly returned to the

United States in October 2002,

but federal authorities did not

have sufficient cause to detain

him, even though his name
poppedup ona terrorist“lookout”

database. Now he’s back in the

Middle East, where FBI agents

are said to be keeping their eyes

on him.©

25. Investigators are probing possible ties to hijackers.

With CarolHooJc and
MonicaM. Efcman
To contact the author:

68 U.S.NEWS & WORLD REPORT, JUNE 21, 2
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2

Message

I
kwF) (FBI)

From: I l
(WF) (FBI)

Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2004 1:06 PM

To: 1 I
CTD) (FBI)

Subject: RE: Anwar Aulaqi

SBeregt//ORCON.NOFORN
RECORD 199N-WF-222852

The interview did not happen. My means of communciation with Auiaqi was via e-mail (he would not provide a

telephone number). After my conversation with him about meeting in March I tried several times to contact Aulaqi

by e-mail so as to make arrangements for the meeting. My messages were all returned as undeliverable,

appearing as if Aulaqi had cancelled the e-mail account..! was therefore unable to communicate with Aulaqi. I

had given him my contact telephone numbers, he has not called me.

My best guess is that Aulaqi is in Yemen. I don't know of any plans he has to return to the U.S.

The arrest warrant you're speaking of was obtained by the US State Department, when Aulaqi came back into the

U.S. in October, 2002 the State Department elected to rescind the arrest warrant. I'm not aware of any other

warrants or issues that would preclude him from entering the U.S.

I believe the October, 2002 trip was his last to the U.S.

The closing LHM is the best document to see what we uncovered in our investigation....much of that report

pertains to his visiting Escorts in D.C.

Froml'™

1131 MpqqanP~~"

|fCTD) (FBI)

Sent: Wednesday. June 23, 2004 11:59 AM
Toi [WF) (FBI)

Subject: Anwar Auiaqi

Sfed3ET//QRCON.NlQFORN
RECORD 199N-WF-222852

I was asked to write a short backgrounder on Anwar Aulaqi forAD Gary Bald. This came about because of •

recent reporting on the 9/1 1 Commission report, including some references to Aulaqi.

Your 12/15/2003 EC (199N-WF-222852, ser441) stated that you were planning to interview Aulaqi in

March 2004, probably in England. Were you able to get the interview?

Where is Aulaqi now? Any plans to return to or visit the US?

b7E

He left for Yemen in March 2002 and apparently returned in October 2002 for a guest lecture! Has he

returned since then?

6/23/2004 AWLAKI-4506
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2

I will be writing this mostly from your case file. Is there anything important in the file that I cannot access

on ACS, such as attachments, etc?

-THANK YOU!

6/23/2004
AWLAKI-45C
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, Message Page 1 of

2

[WF) (FBI)

From:
|

~

Sent: Friday, June 25, 2004 11:16 AM

To: I

" '

Subject: RE: Auiaqi

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD

](WF) (FBI)

1:16 AM

](CTD) (FBI)

Sorry for the delay, I'm the co-case agent on the VA Jihad Case and I've been fully involved with that ca

week. 1 do have Aulaqi's Birth Certificate (199N-WF-222852, Serial 157). Certificate of Birth from the s

New Mexico, Dona Ana County, indicates Auiaqi was born in New Mexico on 04/22/1971.

3 this

teof

—Original Message-
Fromq HCTD) (FBI)

Sent: Thursday, June 24, 2004 6:06 PM

JWF) (FBI)To:

Subject: Kt: Auiaqi

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD

I need to get this into AD Bald's hands by tomorrow. 1 guess the main sticking point is the citizenship, is

everything else OK?

—Original Message-

From:|

it: TFu
,

JWF) (FBI)

Sent: Thursday, June 24, 2004 7:43 AM
Toj JCTD) (FBI)

Subject: Kb: Auiaqi

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD

i need to puil the closed files.. .let me get back with you.

—Original Message—
Fromq_ H(CTD) (FBI)

Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2004 3:54 PM
To:

| |
WF) (FBI)

Subject: Kt: Auiaqi

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD

1 managed to find a photo online from Usrah.co.uk. Do you know what our policy is on using

internet/press photos? I am assuming it is OK as long as it doesn't get disseminated outside

the FBI (??)

Can you shed any light on the discrepancy about his citizenship - N. Mexico vs. Yemen?

6/25/2004
' AWLAKI-4509
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2

Message

• •
According to WoridNet Daily, the Department of Homeland security claims he was born in

Yemen. . . "records show Aulaqi was born in Yemen on April 21, 1971 and first entered the

US as a citizen of Yemen...on a J-1 visa..."

Did you ever receive the birth certificate from Albuquerque Division (serial 67 from your case

file)?

gorrv about all the questions....

b6
b7C

Original Message
_

From; ! tWF) (FBI)

Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2004 1:28 PM
To: I (CTD) (FBI)

Subject: Aulaqi

UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD

This is a bit of an experiment, maybe this photo will be of use....Seems to be a little

dark on the screen.

b6
b7C
b7E

unclas_sified

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED

6/25/2004
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l(WF) (FBI) b6

From:
I

'

|
(WF) (FBI)

Sent: Tuesday, June 29,

2

004 7:07 AM

To: I l(WF) (FBl)
j |

(WF) (FBI)

Subject: Sentinel Article

UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD

9/11 Panel Says Hijackers Got Help In U.S.

Associated Press

09:27:11

By Curt Anderson

June 28, 2004

WASHINGTON, DC -- The FBI long has contended that not

a single al-Qaida operative in the United States

collaborated with the 19 hijackers in the Sept. 11 attacks.

Yet the commission investigating the attacks has identified two Muslim men
who may have had advance knowledge of the plot. The commission found

that two hijackers got substantial help from Mohdar Abdullah and Anwar
Aulaqi after settling in California in 2000. The bipartisan panel created by

Congress said it cannot discount the possibility the men knew the hijackers'

plans. Abdullah, who recently was deported to Yemen, helped the hijackers

get driver's licenses. He bragged, while in U.S. custody after the hijackings,

that he had known the attacks were coming. Aulaqi, a cleric who left the

United States shortly after Sept. 11, 2001, introduced the two hijackers,

Nawaf al-Hazmi and Khalid al-Mihdhar, to other people who helped provide

living arrangements in this country.

The previously undisclosed information about Abdullah and Aulaqi was
contained in one of the commission reports released this month. The FBI is

seeking to find and interview Aulaqi about his contacts with al-Hazmi and al-

Mihdhar. It is unclear if U.S. officials know where Aulaqi is. FBI spokesman
Mike Kortan said the Sept. 1 1 investigation is "ongoing and active" and that

any new evidence will be examined closely. A congressional investigation

has concluded that the discovery of al-Hazmi and al-Mihdhar in the United

States probably represented the best chance for the FBI and CIA to disrupt

7/2/2004
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3

• •
the plot. Both were known to the CIA because of connections to the October

2000 terrorist bombing of the USS Cole in Yemen that killed 17 U.S. sailors.

Both had contacts with a longtime FBI informant. FBI agents were searching

for them in the weeks before the attacks because their names were on
terrorism watch lists. AI-Hazmi and al-Mihdhar were among the first four al-

Qaida members chosen in 1999 by Osama bin Laden for the hijacking plot

proposed by Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, or KSM, the Sept. 11 mastermind
now in U.S. custody. Much of the commission report is derived from
classified interrogations of Mohammed and another senior al-Qaida planner

also in custody Ramzi Binalshibh. In general, the 19 hijackers were told to

blend in while in the United States by avoiding mosques and fellow Islamic

extremists. But al-Hazmi and al-Mihdhar were different.

"Recognizing that neither Hazmi nor Mihdhar spoke English or was familiar

with Western culture, KSM instructed these operatives to seek help from the

local Muslim community," the report said. Mohammed told the men to settle

in San Diego. So they went there in February 2000 from Los Angeles with

help from Omar al-Bayoumi, a Saudi who had an apartment complex there.

Although Bayoumi helped the hijackers settle in San Diego, there is no
evidence he knew they were terrorists, investigators say. Al-Hazmi and al-

Mihdhar made friends in San Diego with some foreign students at the Rabat
Mosque in suburban La Mesa. One was Mohdar Abdullah, who the report said

was among those students who "appear to have held extremist sympathies."

Abdullah helped al-Hazmi and al-Mihdhar get driver's licenses and enroll in

schools in California. Shortly after the attacks, Abdullah told FBI agents in an

interview he knew nothing about the plot. But later, while held on immigration

charges, Abdullah bragged to follow inmates that he had advance knowledge
of the Sept. 11 mission and even had instructions to pick up plot operatives

at Los Angeles International Airport before the attacks, according to the

commission's report. A fellow inmate wrote the Homeland Department last

spring about Abdullah's claim, according to Jacqueline Maguire, an FBI agent

working on the Sept. 11 investigation. The FBI could not corroborate the

inmate's story, she told the commission during its public hearing two weeks
ago.

"Another inmate gave another story and the details differed quite

significantly," Maguire said. Ultimately, the FBI chose not to seek criminal

charges against Abdullah. The bureau did have Abdullah deported to Yemen
in May. Maguire said the CIA was aware of the decision and knows he is in

Yemen. According to the commission report, AI-Hazmi and al-Mihdhar also

established a relationship with Aulaqi, an imam at the Rabat Mosque. Aulaqi

later moved to Virginia and worshipped at the Dar al-Hijra mosque in Falls

Church, Va.

7/2/2004
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Early in 2001, al-Hazmi and al-Mihdhar drove across the country, settled in

Alexandria, Va., and began attending Dar al-Hijra. The commission report

cited information that Aulaqi had "extremist ties, and the circumstances
surrounding his relationship with the hijackers remains suspicious. However,
we have not uncovered evidence that he associated with the hijackers

knowing they were terrorists." At the Fails Church mosque, the imam
introduced the hijackers to a Jordanian, Eyad al Rababah, who helped them
find an apartment. In May 2001, al Rababah suggested that al-Hazmi and al-

Mihdhar move with him to Fairfield, Conn.

The three eventually traveled to Paterson, N.J., where they rented an

apartment with two other al-Qaida operatives. The commission report said

that despite this assistance, there is "insufficient basis" to conclude that

Rababah knew that al-Hazmi and al-Mihdhar were terrorists. While al-Hazmi

and al-Mihdhar did not succeed in their original mission to learn English and
become pilots they were part of the team that commandeered the plane that

crashed into the Pentagon on Sept. 11.

UNCLASSIFIED

7/2/2004



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

To: Washington Field Attn: Sa|

From: Counterterrorism

contact:
^ ~

Approved By:

~~ ~

~ J

Drafted By: I

Case ID #:
| |

(Pending)

Title:

Synopsis: To provide possible
|

. Administrative: Reference telephone call.

| |
Counterterrorism Division, to Sa["

Washington Field Division on 07/01/2004.

Enclosure (s) : Original]
07/01/2004.

Details: On 07/01/2004, I

"=_~—

Date: 07/01/2004

Name: Aulaqi , X
DOB: 04/21/1971
Date of

The abo
following subject



To: Washington Fiem^ From: CounterterrorisTri
Re:

| |
07/01/2004

Further

wastungton Field Division.

investigative action or contact withl
| is left to the discretion ol

AWLAKI-4517



To: Washington Fie!rc^ From: Counterterrorisffr
Re:

| |
07/01/2004

LEAD (s)

:

Set Lead Is (Discretionary)

Washington Field

AT Washington , DC

For any further action deemed appropriate.

AWLAKI-451





To: Washington FleW From: Counterterrorist
Re: 04/19/2005 b7E

LEAD (s)

:

•Set Lead 1: (Discretionary)

Washington Field

AT Washington DC

Further imregt-i rrah-i^re anHnn or Contact with
| |

is left to the discretion
or the Washington Field Division.

2
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V--A.TION & WORLD

TIME BOMBS IN THE FILES
More memos ontorture bedevil the Bushteam

l Leave your worries and

your travelers cheques

behind.

BY ANGIE CANNON reportpreparedbyPentagonlawyers,for

instance, outlines narrow definitions of

J
ustwhen the Bush administration tortureand suggests legal arguments,why
thought the fuss over prisoner government agents who might torture

treatment atAbu Ghraibwas dying prisoners couldnotbeprosecuted. “Even
down, a newly uncovered set ofmemos ifthe defendantknows that severe pain
on the legality oftorture has given op- will result from his actions, if causing
ponents the fuel to turn up the heat, suchharm is not his objective, he lacks

Things beganto sourlastweek,whenAt- the requisite specific intent eventhough
tomey GeneralJohnAshcroftrefusedto the defendant did not act in good faith,”

tumoverto Congress severalJusticeDe- it says. Thatmemo says that "in light of

partmentmemosleakedtothepressthat the president’s complete authority over

suggest a wartime president doesn’t the conduct ofwar, withoutadear state-

need to obey international laws forbid- mentotherwise, criminal statutes are not
ding torture ofdetainees. read as infringing on the president’s ul-

Appearingbefore the SenateJudiciary timate authority in these areas.”

Committee, Ashcroft insisted that the I “There’s a realbad flavor to these doc-
- - uments,”saysScottHor-

ton, chair of the Com-
mittee on International

Law at the New York
City Bar Association.

“They’re presenting ar-

gumentsthat are notfair

and balanced and seri-

ously misstate the law.

I don’t think lawyers

would do that without

being placed under
tremendous pressure.”

Bush told reporters

lastweekthathe doesn’t

remember seeing the
U111DER FIRE. Ashcroft says advice to the president is private. Justice Department

memos. Ashcroft says

administration does not approve oftor- he’s not releasingthe2002memosto sen-

ture, even ofal Qaedaterrorist suspects, ators because the president is entitled to

“This administration rejects torture,”he receive private legal advice. But Demo-
said, notingthatPresidentBushhas not crats aren’tlettingup. “Ifsomeinthead-
issued orders thatwouldhave allowed ministrationbelievethatprosecutingpri-

violations ofsuch laws prohibiting tor- vates andsergeantswillmakethis scandal

ture. Bush insisted lastweekthathe or- go away,” Sen. PatrickLeahy ofVermont
dered U.S. officials to adhere to the law said in a statement, “they are mistaken.”

and international treaties. Some Democrats are even hoping to

Legalese. Still, thememos show that drag President Bush into the contro-

insidethe administrationitwas anything versy. "The focus willbehowhigh up it

but clear what exactly the law was. An went—did the president have to sign
August2002 Justice Departmentmemo something?” says a Democratic strate-

obtained by the Washington Post last gist assisting lawmakers. The impasse
week, for instance, says the Justice De- will come to a head this week as the
partmenttoldtheWhiteHousethattor- Judiciary Committee is set to meet
turing al Qaeda terrorists held abroad Thursday. Steps under discussion are
“maybe justified” and that intemation- a subpoena, a resolution—perhaps even
al antitorture rules “maybe unconstitu- a special counsel. Says a Democratic
tionalifappliedtointerrogations”inthe staffer: “The Department of Justice

terror war. Other memos offer a theo- would have a conflict of interest in in-

retical legal foundation that the admin- vestigating itself.” •
istration could use to get around anti-

torture laws. A March 6, 2003, draft With ChitraRagavan andPaulBedard

'<

For things people do.

Now wherever your travels take you

there’s an easy way to pay. Visa

TravelMoney.* A prepaid, reloadable

card that’s safer than cash and easier

to use than travelers cheques.

• Make purchases at millions of

merchants that accept Visa

debit cards

• Get the currency you need on

your schedule atVisa’/PLUS

ATMs worldwide

• The TravelMoney card is protected

by Visa’s Zero Liability policy and

provides purchase security, travel

and emergency assistance*

All so you can focus on the reason you

went on vacation—to be on vacation.

To find out more, visitvisa.com.

I TravelMoney cards available through AAA

\ at participating AAA offices or online at

j;
aaa.conVtravelmoney and through National

[
City at NationalCity.com/travelmoney.
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To: Washington Fiei~ From: Counterterrorism
Re: 09/26/2005

I I b7E

LEAD (s)

:

Set Lead 1: (Discretionary)

Washington Field

AT Washington , DC

TTm-Khpr inves-H gaf-nre action or contact with l I

is left to the discretion
Of the Washington Field DiViSioh.

b7E

2
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Working Copy Page

Precedence : ROUTINE

To : Washington Field

Counterterrorism

From: Counterterrorism

Date: 01/16/2006

Attn:

Attn: u/cf
b7C
b7E

c
Contact

:

Approved By
: |

Drafted By:
|

Case ID #:[
" "

b7C
b7E

199N-WF-222852
(Pending)
.osed)

Title:

Synopsis: Confirmation of
|

~

Reference: 199N-WF-222852 Serial 408

Administrative: Reference e-mail- from Technical Information
Specialist (TIS)

I

ICounterterrorism Division,
to SA

|
Washington :

' ' "

01/05/2006.
1 Washington Field Office, on

Details: On 01/05/2006,

E

Ufor ANWAR
AULAQI, NIC # T080038811 . An Electronic Communication (EC)
dated 05/06/2003 indicated that the investigation of AULAQI
was being closed and that there was no nexus to terrorism.

On 01/06/2006, AULAQI wasQ

On the same day, the| Iwas forwarded to the

LEAD ( s )

:

Set Lead 1: (Info).

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON, DC

Case ID :

L

Serial : E b7A
b7E

AWLAKI-4532



Working Copy- Page

Set Lead

follow.

#
Please read and clear.

2: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON, DC

| |
is requested to read and clear. No hard copy to b7E

AWLAKI-4533
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : ROUTINE

To : Counterterrorism

Prom: Washington Field

Date: 01/31/2006

Contact : SA

Approved By:

Drafted By
: ^

Case ID #: (U)

Title : .
Xaj. CHANGED
/ \ ANWAR AULAQI;

IT - AL QAEDA

Synopsis: Case reopened based on 1) subject's return to
the U.S. and 2) information received from other agencies.

Previous Title: Title marked "Changed" to reflect classi-
fication change from 199N-WF-222852 to 315N-WF-222852

.



rsseesEEL

To: Counterterrorism From: Washington Field
Re: 315N-WF-222852, 01/31/2006

This investigation was originally opened based on asset
information indicating that Anwar Aulaqi was the spiritual
leader of Nawaf M. Alhazmi and Khalid Almidhdir, two of the
09/11/2001 hijackers who flew American Airlines flight 77 into

I

Pentagon. The source ffepprted that
|

Anwar Aulaqi was the Imam of the Al-Ribat Mosque in San Diego,
California.

revealed that Anwar Aulaqi frequently visited adult escorts in
Washington, DC.

Predication for Reopening Case

The FBI has received information that on 01/05/2006, subject
crossed the border from Canada into Vermont.

Possible Nexus to a Foreign Power

Subject may have ties to Al-Qaeda and HAMAS.

Pertinent Sensitive National Security Matters

There are no known sensitive national security matters.

Known Identifiers

^ a) Full legal name: ANWAR AULAQI, alias ANWAR NASSER
AULAQI, ANWAR AWLAQI, ANWAR AWLAKI
b) Date and country of birth: United States, 04/21/1971
c) USPER status: U.S. citizen

d) Social Security Number for USPERs: 571-77-7121

AWLAKI-4536



To: Counterterrorism From: Washington Field
Re: 315N-WF-222852, 01/31/2006

LEAD (s)

:

Set Lead 1: (Action)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON, DC

Jis requested to provide notice
of the initiation of this investigation to the[_

| I
DOJ 1 s Criminal

Division.

Set Lead 2: (Action)

COUNTERTERRORISM

b7E

AT WASHINGTON. DC

(U) I

Set Lead 3: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON. DC

(U) | |
: Read and clear.

Set Lead 4: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON. DC

(U)
| ]

Read and clear. b7E

Set Lead 5: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON. DC

(U) Read and clear. b7E

3
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From: Washington Field
31/31/2006
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Automated Serial Permanent Charge-Out
FD-5a (1-5-94)

Serial : 4rttr

Date: 02/10/06 Time: 14:00
b7A

Description of Document:

Type : EC
Date : 02/06/06
To : COUNTERTERRORISM, et al

.

Prom : COUNTERTERRORISM
Topic: TO SET LEADS REQUESTING INVESTIGATIVE FOLLOW

Reason for Permanent Charge-Out:

mistake per

Employee

:

AWLAKI-4539
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b6
b7C
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^lll HI
1
/III nil II II _

U.S. Department of Justice

9 Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C. 20535-0001

January 31, 2006

(U) File Number: 315N-WF-222852

(U) USPER _X_ Presumed USPER Non-USPER

Individual X Group
If group, # of USPER group members:

(U) Subject Name : ANWAR AULAOI

(U) Date Initiated: 01/31/2006 , by Field Office or FBIHQ _X
At the direction of FBIHQ



ANWAR AULAOI

Summary of grounds for the investigation
:

J>S) This
investigation was originally opened in 09/2001 based on asset
information indicating that subject was the spiritual leader
of Nawaf M. Alhazmi and Khalid Almidhdir, two of the 09/11/2001

[while Anwar Aulaqi was
imam or the Al-RiOat Mosque in San Diego, California

.

i^/NF) The original case was closed when subject left the U.S. for
Yemen. It was reopened on 01/31/2006 based on information received
by the FBI that subject may have reentered the U.S. and may be
engaged in terrorism activities in Yemen, U.A.E. and the U.K.
targeting U.S. citizens.

AWLAK3-4548
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ANWAR AULAOI

Please provide a narrative below addressing any sensitive circumstances
noted. N/A

G-3
XI
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To:
Re:

#
Washington Field From: Counterterrorism

1 02/15/2006
b7E

LEAD (s)

:

Set Lead 1: (Info)

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON. DC

Read and Clear.

2
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•
Working'klopy Page 4

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON FIELD

(U) For action deemed appropriate.

AWLAKI-4557
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rtsx
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I

; : h j

A'NWA'fc- massed M.L.*P»

passpo/^

b6
b7C

pASSpe/V"
£/a&(J U)

1
phtsho-

^
AaioAt-

| 1
SSI/RS

b7A

i ~i _l
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Subject:

"$Beggt//NOFORN
RECORD WF-222852

Thank voul Iwould it be possible to obtain a copy of the passport picture? I also have another passport number
for him. Could you tell me is this was the old passport number and if so, provide a copy of the old passport for travel

history? Thank you. Old passport number -073431205

Operations Specialist

b6
b7C
b7E

nrininal Mpccan/a

From: 1 |(CTD) (FBI)

Sent: Wednesday, February 01. 2006 4:20 PM
To:

Cc:

Subject: RE: U.S. Passport Information - Anwar Nasser AULAQI

Sfe8^ET//N0F0RN
ftECOftD WF-222852

b6
b7C

Yes, that's him. Thank you so very much.

—Original Message

—

From:
|

|(CTD) (OGA)

Sent; weanesaay, reoruary 01, 2006 4:18 PM
To:| |(CTD) (FBI)

Cc:| [CTD) (FBI)

SubjecE 037 Passport Information - Anwar Nasser AULAQI

's5eKgT//NOFORN
RECORD WF-222852

b6
b7C

If Anwar Nasser AULAQI has DOB 4/22/71 and/or 4/21/71, then he does hold U.S. passport 710207128

...expires on 3/4/2013.

Have a good evening.

b6
b7C
b7E

—Original Message

—

From: I IfFBD

Sent: Wednesday. February Ql. 2Q06 4:09 PM
To:

|

|(OGA)

2
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To: San
Re:

n Diego
, 04/20/200

6

LEAD(s) :

Set Lead Is (Action)

SAN DIEGO

AT SAN DIEGO

-ill) ET.STTF? nl easel relating to bl
b3
b7E

Set Lead 2: (Action)

SAN DIEGO

AT SAN DIEGO

cm og'-nl jjis requested to
|

~| b6
b7C
b7E

2
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Date: 02/07/02 Time: 14:19
b7A

Description of Document:

Type : OTHER
Date : 11/21/01
To : 'WASHINGTON FIELD
From : WASHINGTON FIELD
Topic: REPORT FROM

| |
INFORMATION FROM THE FBI

Reason for Permanent Charge-Out:

inadvertenly serialized

Employee:
| | bg

b7C

Automated Serial Permanent Charge-Out
FD-5a (1-5-94)

&

AWLAKI-4565



Automated Serial Permanent Charge-Out
FD-5a (1-5-94)

r
Case IDf^irSJ'9N-"W Serial : -3

Description of Document:

Date: 02/07/02 Time: 14:21

Type : EC
Date : 11/21/01
To : WASHINGTON FIELD
From : WASHINGTON FIELD
Topic: INFORMATION FROM TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER REQUEST,

Reason for Permanent Charge-Out:

inadvertenly serialized

Employee:
| | b6

b7C

AWLAKI-4566



(Re>. 10-0H999)

FEDERAL bureau of investigation

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 11/09/2001

To: Washington Field Attn: Draft Office

From: Washington Field
1 1

contact : sa

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 199N-WF-222852 SUB F (Pending)

ANWAR ATJLAQI;
IT - UBL

b7C
b7E

b6
b7C
b7A

AWLAKI-4570



b6
b7C
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

To : Washington Field

From: Washington Field

Date: 03/11/2002

Attn: Draft Office

Approved By:

Drafted By:

ANWAR AULAQI;
IT - UHL

SD/WFO

Enclosure (s) :

Date case opened:
Amount expended this FY:
Amount of this request:
Amount of funds remaining:

' StARCHl --

I

SERIAud [F!1XD_

MAR 1 1 £002

AWLAKI-458;





From: Washington Field

b6
b7C
b7E

Drafted By:
| |

Case ID #: 199N-WF-222852 SUB F (Pending)

AWLAKI-4592
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

To : Washington Field

From: Washington Field

Date: 03/11/2002

Attn: Draft Office

Contact : Sa|
j

Approved By:

Drafted By:
[

Case ID #:

^

i— SUE F (Pending)

b7C
b7E
b7A

ANWAR AULAQI;
IT - UBL

a. Date case opened:
b. Amount emended this FY:
c. Amount of this request:
d. Amount of funds remaining:

b6
b7C

AWLAKI-459!







JFD-794 (Rev. 2-7-00)

(AC) Criminal Case

O (AD) Criminal OCDETF Case
(AF) FC1 Case

Q (BC) Informant/CW

(BD) Inlbrmant/CW Providing Drag info.

^^j^Classification

(C&A
‘"'lTIdqctribe) Group II UCO

(DD) OCDETF Group II

(E) Group I

D (F) FCI UCO

(GA) SOG
(GB) OPS
(GC) Air Operation

(H)SSG
(J) FCI Lookout

Draft Request

3. Request for: (^-Advance
( )

Expense

j

2. Date

4. Social Security Ncl

""

5. Payee Name: s. File no:
, [ ,<?,<? a, ana,?, .572.

16. Cat Item No
J7.

Description 8. Amount

Asset/Informant File No. _
Payment/Code Name
One Time N|

1 ' “

True Name:
Date of WarLi. <

11. Payment f

12. Requeste

Supervisor Initials:

SAC / ASAC /AO i SAS Approval
Supply Technician Approval:

Draft Approval Officer:

Procurement Authorization:

' T5. Vetidor No;. ^ J

,;
18. Cost Center:.|'

' 1 '

'

^

^

2J ; Dacum_ent-Na

/Draft- No:

j

^.?6v ^dttiphferitat-wdyanca;
:

:
'prior;npr^;i^&anesfBa!ance ::5

'

\
’’

*1
])

This Advance: . 5

•

. ,1 .
•

.
;•

• T •••:•.
= : ••

. -r% '••fcesst.Receipts:.'-- {

;
Fbn'ds^Returhad'and/ oVOash-onBand: "i

/[: r r'.v

.

Am'ouhit6;t5e-fleimfeutjse'd;i

Ddeiiment^dJ

Symbol No.r

_Period Covered

g related? Yes Mo

j

13. Telephone No:
| | j

val Date

•Obpgatiqn.-.No

g

^ Foi°
”yy~i/t»i,siao ld^

['22?.CQNF^ :

|

<28, Draft No:

Shaded areas for draft office use only

AWLAKI-4605

"b7A





Washington Field From:
199N-WF—222852 SUB

Washington '.Field

F, 05/17/2002

... a Date. .case, opened:.
b-. Amount expended this FY:
c. Amount of this request:
.d. Amount of funds remaining:

SE^R^T

2

AWLAKI-460



AWLAKI-4608





To: Counf.Rrtfirrnri .sni Erpm: San Diego
Re: (U) p4/22/2011

1 1 b7A

LEAD (s)

:

Set Lead 1: (Action)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON, DC

(U) At l [Notify appropriate DOJ entity
of continuation of captioned case by providing enclosed annual
LHM.

Set Lead 2: (Info)

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE

AT WASHINGTON. DC

(U) Read and clear.

b7E

_AWLAKt46A2.





P- W SE£^//0RC0N/N0F0RN

To: Counterterrorism From: Finance
Re: (U)| |j/13/2011 b7A

LEAD (s)

:

Set Lead 1: (Action)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON , DC

(U) Request for utilization of I

has been approved.

CC: 1 -
| |

b7

2

AWLAK3-4614
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Set Lead 4: (Action)

SAN FRANCISCO

AT SAN FRANCISCO

AW1AKL4_61 7



|w/o enclosures)
b7D
b7E

mJlAKL^&lS











XiEAD(s) :

Set Lead 1: (Info)

(U) Read and clear

Set Lead 2: (info)

SAN DIEGO

AT SAN DIEGO. CA

(U) Read and clear

SECRET/,





Re: (U) ^
Pieq

°
|

From: San Francisco
04/05/2010

b7A

bl
b3
b7D
b7E



To:
Re: (U)

From: San Francisco
04/05/2010

b7A

Accomplishment Information:

Numbe r: 1

Type:
ITU:
Claimed By:

SSN: L I

Name:
Squad:

bl
b3
b6
b7C
b7E

AWLAKI-4654



To:
Re:

San
(U)

Diego From: San Francisco
04/05/2010

b7A

LEAD (s)

:

Set Lead Is (Info)

SAN DIEGO

AT SAN DIEGO. CA

(U) For informational purposes only.

AWLAKI-4655



UNCLASSIFIED /LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

FRI FEB 05 2010 14:54:04
$.H.
DCTSC0200
ORIGINATING AGENCY NOTIFICATION AT 1500 EST 20100205
VA00701M1 ARLINGTON COUNTY PD ARLINGTON
1425 NORTH COURTHOUSE RD
ARLINGTON VA
703 558-2222
1N01AC2705GZSQWA . QWA . VA007 01M1 . NAM/AL-
AULAQI, ANWAR. SEX/M. RAC/W. DOB/19710421
MKE/POSSIBLE TERRORIST ORGANIZATION MEMBER - CAUTION
ORI/DCTSC0200 NAM/AULAQI , ANWAR NASSER SEX/M RAC/U POB/US DOB/19710421
•HGT/601 WGT/160 EYE/BR0 HAI/BLK FBI/461766TB4 CTZ/US SKN/0LV
FPC/RSLSRSRSRSLSRSLSLSLS MNU/PP-073431205 SOC/521777121
OLN/521777121 OLS/VA OLY/2006
GNG/INTRNTL XTMST*IFBI SGP/HANDLING CODE 3*IFBI
ECR/H DOP/NONEXP OCA/OOOOOH45199
VLD/20090715
MIS/USPER; NC-198283; FULL NAME: SHAYKH ANWAR NASIR ABDALLAH AL AWLAQI;
PPT
MIS/COUNTRY: RY US
DNA/N
DOB/19710422
AKA/AHLAQUI , ANWAR
AKA/AL AULAKI, ANWAR NASIR
AKA/AL AULAQI, ANWAR
AKA/AL AWLAKI, SHAYKH ANWAR
AKA/AL AWLAQI, ANWAR
AKA/AL AWLAQI, ANWAR ABDALLAH
AKA/AL AWLAQI, ANWAR NASIR
AKA/AL AWLAQI, ANWAR NASIR ABDALLAH
AKA/AL AWLAQI, SHAYKH ANWAR NASIR A
AKA/ANLAQI , ANUAR
AKA/ANWAR, SHAYKH
AKA/AULAKI, ANWAR
AKA/AULAKI, AUWAN
AKA/AULAQI, ANUAR NASSER
AKA/AULAQI, ANWAR
AKA/AULAQI, ANWAR NASSAR
AKA/AULAQI, ANWAR NASSER ABDULLA
AKA/AULAQI, SHAYKH ANWAR
AKA/AULAWI , ANWAR
AKA/AWLAKI, ANWAR
AKA/AWLAKI, AUWAN
AKA/AWLAQI, ANWAR
AKA/AWLAQI, AUWAN
AKA/AWLAQI, SHAYKH ANWAR
AKA/AULAKI, SHAYKH AUWAN
AKA/AWLAQI, SHAYKH AUWAN
AKA/AWLAQI, SHEIKH AUWAN AWLAKI-4656
AKA/AL AULAQI, ANWAR NASSER
AKA/AL AWLAKI, ANWAR

b7A

yn)P-Q70^9



AKA/AL OLAQI, ANWAR
AKA/AL AULAQI, SHAYKH ANWAR
AKA/AULAGI , ANWAR
AKA/AULAQI , NASSER
AKA/AULAQI , NASSAR ANWAR
AKA/AL AWQALI, ANWAR
AKA/AL AULAQI, ANWAR NASIR
AKA/AL AULAQI, SHAYKH ANWAR NASIR
AKA/AL AWLAKI , ANOUAR
AKA/AL AULAKI, ANWAR
AKA/AL AWLAQI, SHAYKH ANWAR
AKA/AULAQI,'ANWAR NASSAR ABDULLAH
AKA/AWALAKI , ANWAR
AKA/AWALAKI, SHEIKH ANWAR
AKA/AWLAQI, ANWAR NASSER
AKA/AL AULAQI, SHEIK ANWAR
AKA/AL AWKI, ANWAR
AKA/AL AWLAQI, SHAYKH
AKA/AL AULAQI, SHEIKH ANWAR
AKA/NASIR, ANWAR
MNU/PP-7 10207128
MNU/PP-G1226365
MNU/PP-2 628 1365
CTZ/RY
OLN/B8474965 CA 2001
IMN/I150796849 IMT/I
IMN/I340874543 IMT/I
IMN/I3 9578 8723 IMT/I
IMN/I110787310 IMT/M
NIC/T4 00575 615 DTE/20080512 2245 EDT DLU/20100203 1451 EDT

UNCLASSIFIED / LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE



(Rev. 01-31-2003)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 4/12/2010

To: San Diego Attn:
[

Title:
.
ANWAR AL-AUL&QI

b7A
b7E



To:
Re:

San Diego r
•

From ; Director's Office
|
4/12/2010

b7A
b7E

b6
b7C
b7E

2

AWLAKI-4659



To: San Diego From: Director's Office
Re: I 1 4/12/2010 b7A

1 1 b7E

LEAD (s) :

Set Lead 1: (Info)

SAN DIEGO

AT SAN DIEGO. CA

Further investigation in this matter is left to the
discretion of the office of origin. Please C

I b7E

3



(Rev. 05-01-2008)
#

sJsesliT

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : ROUTINE

To: San Diego

Prom : S

a

n Diego

Date: 12/08/2009

1 Contact:

Approved By: I

Drafted By : |

Case ID #: (U)

Title:

nding)

ANWAR NASSER AULAQI;
IT - SUNNI EXTREMISM MIDDLE EAST

Synopsis ; LLO To document!

Derxv§dr^!r^a^>Ffii_BSiS€S=2iro 8 0 3 0

1

DeclassifJ^OnT^

b6
b7C
b7E
b7A

b7D

Details: (U) On or about 11/11/2009, Anwar Aulaqi's web
page, www . anwar-alawlaki . com , went off line. Initially,
individuals visiting the web site saw a message indicating
that the domain was for sale. However, on or about
11/11/2009, a new page appeared, which indicated that the site
was temporarily off line and would return soon.

1
(UJ On 11/16/2009. the writer contacted! I

bhel I

b6
b7C
b7D
b7E

_AWLAKU466-1



Anwar Nasser
[
Facebook - Windows Internet Explorer

[§Lhttp://www.facebook.com/people/Anwar-Nasser/683557459

m\

Anwar Nasser
[
Facebook

[
J

3©i_X_(
|
google

facebook

^3 ” © Page ^ © Tools -

S

't . S Keepme logged in Forgot your password?

J. j
Sign up for Facebook to connect with Anwar Nasser.

i.

Wrong Anwar Nasser? Search for others:
{

\

1

'

Anwar Nasser

l / Add Anwar Nasser as Friend J View Anwar Nasser’s Friends Anwar Nasser

j

! 1
is on Facebook,

\

**• l Sign up for Facebook to
connect with Anwar Nasser.

l
I^ssofe]-

Not the Anwar Nasser you were It’s free and anyone tan
looting for? Search more » join. Already a Member? Login to

contact AnwarNasser,

4

ebook©2009 English (US) About Advertising

1
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From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

_|SF) (FBI)

,
Tuesday. Mav IB. 201 Q 10:08 AM

I tem rran

I lSF) (FBI)

A WLID account is not an active email account but is used to log into instant messaging. Some WUD accounts are

created this way, and others used to be email accounts, but due to the email not being used, the account went inactive and
then became WLID only. A user with WLID can reactivate the email portion and start using email again. WLID accounts

have limited registration information and no saved emails. The user has no access to former emails as they have been
deleted by the system.

Thankj
~|

l l

Investigative Operations Analyst

San Francisco Division - OaklandBA b6“ \Office)

Blackberry

)

HCSD)"(FBI)
Sent: Tuesday, Mav 18. 2010 9:11 AM
Toi rSF^ CFBI1

Cc| _fsF) (FBI)

Subject: RE: V&P

~SE®RET//ORCON.NOFORN
RECORDI T

what is the difference between a Windows Live account and a regular account? Thanks, b6
1 1 b7C

From:
|

|(SF) (FBI)

E
1UEBI)

[SF

J

J lln speaMns with some ofmy cQ-workers.r

Investigative Operations Analyst

San Francisco Division - OaklandRA
Office)

AWLAKI-4663



Anwar Nasser
|
Facebook Page 1 of 1

b7A

*3r "i?3

J

-
Keep me logged in Forgot your password?

|

Sign Up
|

Sign up for Facebook to connect with Anwar Nasser.

Wrong Anwar Nasser? Search for others:
|

Search
|

Not the Anwar Nasser you were
looking for? Search more »

Anwar Nasser
Add Anwar Nasser as Friend

|
Send Anwar Nasser a Message Anwar Nasser

is on Facebook.

Sign up for Facebook to

connect with Anwar Nasser.

|

Sign Up
|

It’s free and anyone can

join. Already a Member? Login to

contact Anwar Nasser.

Facebook © 2010 English (US) About Advertising Developers Careers Terms Find Friends Privacy Mobile Help Center Blog Badges

http://www.facebook.com/people/Anwar-Nasser/683557459 5/25/201^
WLAKI '46



Inventory ofBulky Nonevidentiary Property

FD-192a (Rev. 2-12-02)

Description ofProperty (Be Specific)]

For Administrative Use:

Location ofProperty:

Control Number:

BLOCKSTAMP

151
AWLAKI-466;


